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FOREWORD
The nationwide trend to expand higher education enrollments, facilities ana resources - a phenomenon of the 1950's,
1960's and 1970's - is now veering in a different direction.
Prairie View A&M University, instead of coping with problems
of tremendous growth, will be faced in the coming years with
such complexities as civil rights, accountability, rising
inflation, reducing expenditures, and relevant curriculums.
The University will also need to design, develop and implement new technological delivery systems that will deal with
extending post-secondary educational opportunities to adults
of all ages.

These new directions in higher education will

require Prairie View A&M University to do more careful planning and coordination than were needed during the past decades .

.

In 1967, the Board of Regents of Prairie View A&M
University asked the University to develop a plan which would
insure that Prairie View A&M University would emerge as a
first-class, unique and distinct institution.
In 1968, the Board of Regents connnissioned the University to do a long range development plan.

This long range

development plan would be a ten-year road map concluding at
the point in which the University reached its 100th birthday
or centennial year.

A comprehensive study of the University

was conducted in 1968 and 1969.

This study resulted in a

publication entitled, "A Development Plan 1970-1980 for

Prairie View A&M University."

This development plan was

transmitted to the Board of Regents and accepted as a road map
for Prairie View A&M University during the decades of the 70's.
Recommendations were made to the Board in relationship to the
Mission of the University, Goals for 1970-80, Organization and
Administration of the University, Academic Programs, Research,
Continuing Education, the Faculty, the Students, the Physical
Plant, and F1 r~ance.
Remarkably and excitingly, almost 90 percent of the
goals established in 1968 were achieved during the decade of
the 70's.

The end of the ?O's saw Prairie View A&M University

celebrate its Centennial Year in 1978.

The Centennial Year

did not signal only the end of a century, it also signaled
the beginning of a new century, a new period in the life of
Prairie View A&M University.
It was recognized at this point that the development
plan set for 1970-80 would come to an end and a new development plan was needed.

It was simultaneously recognized in 1978

that Prairie View A&M University would also be eligible for a
reaffirmation visit by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools in 1980.

Fortunately, the Southern Association

of Secondary Schools and Colleges had embarked on a unique
and innovative approach to reaffirmation visits; namely, the
non-traditional self-study.
With great eagerness, Prairie View A&M University
applied to the Southern Association of Secondary Schools and
Colleges for approval to do a non-traditional self-study, and
this approval was granted.
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The Prairie View A&M Un1vers1ty non-traditional
self-study represents the first phase of the most comprehen-

sive in-depth, self-study ever undertaken by the University.
The overall intent of the self-study is to lay a foundation
for a definitive and defensible plan for the development of
the University during the period 1980-1999.

This study also

represents a continuation of the 1970-80 study.

Obviously, no

one can forecast twenty years ahead; especially in what is
truly a dynamic and rapidly changing society.
The non-traditional self-study, therefore, concentrates
('
\

on the period 1981-1987.

This period represents three bien-

nial periods in the life of Prairie View A&M University.

These

three periods also coincide with the three periods that the
Texas Legislature will be in session and will act on appropriations for Prairie View A&M University.
The Prairie View A&M University non-traditional selfstudy represents only one phase of a three phase program.
The first phase conducted in the non-traditional self-study
deals with giving the institution an opportunity to look
closely at its entire operation, determine its present status,
consider impactors and assumptions, and project goals for
the future; namely, 1981-1987.

Due to the time limit, the

non-traditional self-study will be prought to a close at
this point and the presentation will be made to the Southern
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
Phase Two begins immediately in terms of an institutional wide refinement of goals,

justifications of goals,

and establishments of University priorities in terms of
available resources, ability to pursue goals which will make
maximum impact, ability of the institution to achieve high
quality educational eminence, ability to share effectively in
a culturally pluralistic society, the impacts of civil rights
and racial integration, the ability to serve the students and
public, a meaningful and highly acceptable way to the students
and the public.
Once the goals are integrated, refined and priorities
established, the University will enter Phase Three of the
study in 1981.

~his phase will be the launching of a dynamic

and meaningful drive for acceptance of the goals for the
University by the Board of Regents, by the Texas Coordinating
Board, ~y the Texas Legislature, by the lay public and power
structure, by the alumni, by business, government, industry,
and by other constituents.
As Phase One of this long range development plan
effort comes to a conclusion with the visit of the Reaffirmation Team from the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools the University has already entered Phase Two, namely;
that of laying out a program for institutional refinement of
goal priorities, the weeding out of non-priorities and integrating the many faceted projections from the multitude of
administrative units into a smooth working, first quality
institution of higher education.
The purpose of this report is to present Phase I, the
non-traditional study, to the Southern Association of Secon-
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dary Schools and Colleges and to the visiting team.
Phase I, The Prairie View A&M University Long-Range
Development Plan as presented consists of twenty-one volumes.
These volumes cover all aspects of the University and are
listed as follows:
Volume 1:

The General University Report
-Introduction
-Legal Authority
-Historical Background
-Purpose and Role, Scope, Mission
-University Management Services
-Faculty and Staff
-Intra- and Inter- Institutional Cooperation
-Accreditation
-Evaluation

Volume 2:

College of Agriculture

Volume 3:

College of Arts and Sciences and
College of Business

Volume 4:

College of Education

Volume 5:

College of Engineering

Volume 6:

College of Home Economics

Volume 7:

College of Industrial Education and
Technology

Volume 8 :

College of Nursing

Volume 9:

Graduate School, University Library,
and Learning Resources Center

Volume 10:

Registrar's Office and Admissions Office

Volume 11:

Cooperative Education, Career Education
and Placement, and Center for Learning
and Teaching Effectiveness

Volume 12:

Fiscal Affairs (I)
-Fiscal Affairs General
-University Exchange
-Financial Aids
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Volume 13:

Fiscal Affairs (II)
-Computing Center
-Athletics
-Laundry

Volume 14:

Physical Plant

Volume 15:

Research and Special Programs

Volume 16:

University Relations and
Philanthropic Development
-PublJ.c Affairs
-university Relations
-Image Building
-Public Information
-Office of Public Information
-News Service
-Alumni Relations
-Central Mailing
-Philanthropic Development

Volume 17:

Public Service and Continuing Education
-Public Service
-Continuing Education
-Community Affairs and Rural
Development
-Cooperative Extension Service
-Weekend College

Volume 18:

Student Affairs (I)
-Student Affairs General
-Senior Fellow-Junior Fellow Program
-Student Activities
-Counseling Services
-Dean of Men - Housing
-Dean of Women - Housing
-United Ministries
-Veterans Affairs

Volume 19:

Student Affairs (II)
-Alumni Hall
-Health Services
-Memorial Student Center
-Fire Department
-Campus Security

Volume 20:

Organization and Administration

Volume 21:

Social-Political-Economic Impactors
vi

Prairie View A&M University is indeed grateful to the
Southern Association of Se~ondary Schools and Colleges for
making the opportunity available to the University for a nontraditional self-study.

Students, faculty, alumni and admini-

stration praise this positive action by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools which represents one of the most significant events in the history of a great institution.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is a presentation of the long-range development plan of the Fiscal Affairs Division of Prairie View
A&M University.
College and university business management as a profession is of utmost importance because the financing necessary to support the spiraling higher education enrollments
and programs has become a multi-billion dollar enterprise.
University business management is not only concerned with
the adequacy of funds to support higher education but also
with the efficient utilization of funds in keeping with the
objectives of higher education.

Management principles,

techniques, and entrepreneurship are as valid as necessary in higher education as in business corporations.
Fiscal Affairs encompasses the efficient utilization
and prudent manaqement of all funds received by the University.

It is a means through which financial data necessary

for the adequate administration of the University's finances
are recorded, classified, and reported to institutional officers, controlling bodies and the general public.

The

management system of an educational institution must meet
the requirements of that institution.

The forms and docu-

ments utilized in the recording and reporting of fiscal data
depend upon, but are not limited to, the siz.e of the
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institution, the nature of its control, the amount and
sources of its revenues, the number and types of auxiliary
enterprises which it operates.
This long-range development plan consists of a status
report, consideration of social, political and economic impactors and assumptions; and goals for the future.

It will

take a brief look at the historical background of fiscal
management at Prairie ViewA&M University from the date of
its founding to the present date.

It will then analyze the

fiscal manag·ement systems and programs currently existing
at the University, and delve into the purpose and role of
the Fiscal Affairs Department and its relationship to current laws and trends in higher education.

Included in this

examination will be the department's existing organizational structure, methods of administration and supervision, and
its effectiveness relative to adequate utilization of the
present staff, facilities, and equipment.

Finally, it will

project goals for the future as established by looking at
the past and analyzing the present.

Included will be state-

ments relative to the availability and adequacy of funds for
reaching these goals.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Beginning as a Normal School in 1878, all business
functions at Prairie View Normal School were under the
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supervision of the Principal who also was the chief administrator.

He was responsible for requesting appropriations,

seeing that records of financial transactions were adequately maintained and had to submit a formal report to the Board
of Directors each year.

He was assisted by various faculty

merwers in these tasks.
The following principals served in this dual capacity:
L. M. Minor (1878-1880); E. H. Anderson (1880-1884); L. C.
Anderson (1884-1896); and E. L. Blackshear (1896-1915).
During the period between 1915-20 there was an increase in enrollment and a change in the name of the college
to Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College with
business functions being carried out by clerks and other
subordinates under the supervision of the principal who
made formal reports to the Governing Board.
The period from 1920-25 saw a remarkable development
in business affairs with the need for college business functions to be centralized in a single officer, thus the position of Treasurer was established. He became responsible for
coordinating and promoting effective management of business
activities under the supervision of the principal and with
the aid of an assistant treasurer.
R. L. Isaacs served in the position of treasurer as
the first official business officer from 1920-21.

The fol-

lowing academic year, 1921-22, C. W. Lewis became treasurer
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and he served in this capacity for 23 years.

He was assist-

ed by I. A. Reese and H. R. Turner.
Great strides were made beginning with the 1930-31
academic year with the establishment of the Treasurer's Office which consisted of a staff of ten with
continuing in the position of · Treasurer.

c. w.

Lewis

This sturcture ex-

isted until 1937, when the title was changed to Business
Office and the staff was expanded to twenty employees.

The

responsibility increased so that the office was responsible
for auxiliary enterprises, and the positions of Accountant,
Bookkeeper and Inventory Clerk were added.
The staff continued to grow during the period of
1938-44 with C. W. Lewis still the chief officer and the
addition of the positions of Auditor, Property Clerk, Teller
and Secretary.
During the 1945-46 academic year, the department
title was changed to Fiscal Office with H. R. Turner becoming Treasurer and the staff continued to increase.
In 1946, the name of the institution was changed to
Prairie View A. & M. College.
In 1952, H. D. Murdock was employed as the first Business Manager for Prairie View A&M, and he held this position
until 1975 at which time he was appointed to the position of
Vice President for Fiscal Affairs.

From 1952 through 1976

he was the Chief Fiscal Officer for the University.

He had,
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serving under his supervision an Associate Business Manager,
plus all other positions indicated on the organizational
charts.

At the end of the Fiscal year in 1976, H. D. Murdock

retired and the Associate Business Manager, G.

w.

Kendrick,

was promoted to Business Manager and became the second Business Manager and Chief Fiscal Officer of the University.

In

September, 1977, G. W. Kendrick was appointed to the position of Vice President for Fiscal Affairs and currently
holds that position as the Chief Fiscal Officer for the
University.

SOCIAL-POLITICAL-ECONOMIC IMPACTORS
A number of significant social-political and economic impactor currently influence the Fiscal Affairs Department as well as the total University.

A full presentation

of these impactors was made in the University report on this
subject.

Specific reaction is made in this report to select-

ed impactors from the viewpoint of Fiscal Affairs.
Current statistics indicate that the demand for higher education is lower and decreasing.
Some social aspects which affect the University are
the increasing .number of single parent families who are unable to meet the financial requirements necessary for sending their children to the University.

Integration has af-

fected the number of students attending the University also,
due to a larger number of institutions available for them
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to attend within their immediate locality of residence.
Inflation is also affecting enrollment, with a
larger percentage of the family's income going to pay for
higher food costs, transportation, and housing which leaves
a much smaller amount of the family income available to be
used to pay for a highe~ education.
Other, newer, social demands such as those for improving health care, self-sufficiency in energy, and a
pollution-free environment have very high priorities and
are very costly.

The competition for tax dollars, thus, be-

comes fierce and in many instances the percentage of state
tax funds going into higher education has already begun to
decrease substantially.
Legislators are now more reluctant about raising
taxes to support higher education, but instead are seeking
ways to cut taxes.
The State Comptroller's document on "The Analysis of
Changes in Estimated General Revenue Balances," outlines
projections as to the amount of unappropriated surplus revenue that might be available as of August 31, 1981 to be
used to finance all state agencies and institutions of higher education.

The analysis states in essence that due to

continued double digit inflation, surpluses available for
appropriations may be considerably less than projected
earlier.
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PURPOSE A..~D ROLE, SCOPE, MISSION

Fiscal Affairs is charged with the responsibility of
efficient utilization and prudent management of all funds received by the University in keeping with its objectives.
Fiscal management for the most part is thought of as purely financial transactions.

However, budget preparation and

operation, accounting and reporting, collections of income
and the disbursement of funds all undergird the academic
sector and support the University's mission of teaching,
research, and public service in providing educational services to economically and educationally deprived students
who might not otherwise have the opportunity to study in a
college or university.
The role of University fiscal management requires a
general understanding and appreciation in two major fields;
education and fiscal management; because it has a very substantial effect on all aspects of the University's programs.
The mission of Fiscal Affairs is to provide financial
data to all areas of the University in a systematic and
timely manner that will provide a data base on which decisions affecting the University can be made.
ORGA..l\IIZATIO~J AND ADMHUSTRATION

To carry out its responsibilities, the Office of Fiscal Affairs is functionally organized under the supervision
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of a Vice-President for Fiscal Affairs, a Business Manager,
and an Associate Business Manager.

The programs of this

department are carried out by specialized sections and offices that have their own internal organization structures.
The Fiscal Affairs organizational charts depict the
complete structure of the Fiscal Affairs department.

A

brief description of the responsibilities of each position
and the names of the individuals employed in these positions
appear in the organizational charts.
Fiscal Affairs is administered under the supervision
of a Vice-President for Fiscal Affairs who is recommended by
the President, and his appointment is confirmed by the Board
of Regents.

He reports directly to the President and keeps

him abreast of all fiscal matters.
The Vice-President for Fiscal Affairs supervises the
preparation of the University's operating budget and legislative budget requests.

In addition, he is responsible for

the final collation and consolidation of the budget for presentation to the Chancellor of the Texas A&M University System for his approval and submission to the Board of Regents
for their final approval.
The Vice-President for Fiscal Affairs assists - all
Deans and Department Heads with fiscal and budgetary matters.

He further supports the University's programs with

enthusiasm and maintains cooperation with campus groups at
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all levels.
The Business Manager is responsible to the VicePresident for providing supervision in the following
programs:
1.

Auxiliary Enterprises and Activities

2.

Student Financial Aid

3.

Data Processing Services

4.

Personnel Services

The Associate Business Manager is responsible to the
Vice-President for providing supervision in the following
programs:
1.

Accounting and Reporting

2.

Accounts Payable

3.

Payroll Services

4.

Purchasing

5.

Cashier

6.

Grants and Contracts

Additionally, the Office of the Vice-President is responsible for the pre-audit of all financial transactions
of the University.

These transactions are pre-audited to

the extent necessary under the University's accounting procedure and system of internal control.

Internal post-

audits are conducted by the Texas A&M University System
Controller's

office and external post-audits are conducted

by the State Auditor's office.
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The Office of Fiscal Affairs believes in proper organization for adequate performance of the business and
financial operations of the University, both in regard to
the place of the Fiscal Affairs office in the institutional
framework and to the internal organization of the office.
As previously stated, all University business operations are the responsibility of the Office of Fiscal Affairs,
headed by the Vice President who is directly responsible to
the President.

This office is solely responsible for the

control and custody of cash, the entering of obligations
against the institution, and the payment of claims.

Some

auxiliary enterprises may serve as collection agencies and
may keep certain detailed operating records but all cash received is deposited with the University's cashier.
It is felt that in addition to proper organization,
there needs to be a definite fixing of responsibilities and
a clear delineation of duties if an effective management systen is to exist.

This concept applies to the internal or-

ganization of the Fiscal Affairs office as well as to the
relationship between this office and operating departments.
For this reason, each employee within the Fiscal Affairs office is provided with a clear and unmistakable assignment of
his responsibility.

The work of the office is subdivided so

that no one person has complete charge or control over a
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transaction.

Further, this organization insures that every

transaction is a valid one by having it authenticated by
two or more responsible staff members.

Electronic data - pro-

cessing equipment is used to enhance the efficiency of the
system of internal control by providing additional checks
and balances and reducing the possibility of error.
Personnel factors in the system of internal control
include the bonding of certain employees, annual vacations,
affiliation with national and state organizations, attendance at seminars, state and national meetings for professional growth and subscribing to professional journals.
Prairie View A&M University is a State supported institution and is a part of the Texas A&M University System.
The University's books are kept as required by State statues
and in accordance with the third edition of "College and University Business Administration," published by the National
Association of College and University Business Officers in
1974.

The University is similarly guided by the System Ad-

ministrative Policy and Reporting Manual.
The fiscal procedure is reviewed periodically with
suggestions for change and improvements to be made.

Financ-

ial reports are prepared on a monthly basis and a composite
annual report, both of which are distributed to the President of the University, the System Comptroller, and the
State Auditor's Office.

Department heads are provided a
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· monthly statement of receipts and disbursements to keep them
informed as to the status of funds in their various accounts.
Fiscal Affairs is currently reviewing the components
of the University Management System.

As these models are

developed they will be put into effect throughout the several areas of Fiscal Affairs.
PROGRAMS
The following are descriptions of program areas under
the direct supervision and administration of the Office of
Fiscal Affairs.
Accounting Department.

The Accounting Department is

responsible for providing information to assist management
in the effective allocation and use of financial resources.
It is the nerve center of the Office of Fiscal Affairs and
is the record source for University accounting data.

The

accounting data is provided to University departments, the
Texas A&M University System, Board of Regents, and appropriate government offices of the State of Texas as required for
their decisions regarding fiscal management at the University.

The function of the Accounting Department is to main-

tain an accurate record of all financial transactions made
by the University.

Accounting prepares a monthly financial

statement showing the amount expended by each department
and the unexpended balance.

It accounts for all property
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purchased or otherwise acquired by the University in a similar manner, recording assignment of inventory numbers and
location by departmental ownership.

The present accounting

system in operation is based on the batch system in which
like information is periodically batched and sent to the
computer center for processing and combined with other data
batched during the month; then summarized to produce statements and reports.
The present accounting system is not vey efficient,
but with the addition of the new IBM 4331 processing unit,
it is planned to convert to a computerized on-line accounting system with direct access and retrieving capabilities.
With this system it will be possible to provide management
with accurate data much earlier than is now being experienced.
Vendor checks are now being prepared by IBM keypunch
typewriter.

It is planned to convert the preparation of

vendor checks to the computer which will not only speed the
payment of outstanding bills but would also faciliate the
preparation of bank reconciliations by computer which are
now manually prepared.
Cashier Department.

The Cashier Department is re-

sponsible for receiving and receipting all cash received
for the University.

The major item in this respect is the

collection of student fees.
dent fees.

The department receives all stu-

The department issues all student monthly and
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employee bi-weekly salary checks.

A limited check cashing

service is provided for faculty, staff and student body.
Also, a student deposit ledger is maintained for students
wishing to deposit their personal funds for safekeeping.
Monthly, quarterly and annual reports are also prepared.
Collection of old student bills is a continuing problem with this department.

This collection activity is dif-

ficult to manage, due to the manner in which data recording
bills is compiled.

There is no one consolidated report of

student bills, but rather a series of reports by semesters
during which the bill orginally occured.

This situation

requires excessive hours in research when attempting to identify a given student's financial obligation to the
University.
Payroll Department.

The Payroll Department is re-

sponsible for the preparation of the employees monthly payroll and pre-audits of the student monthly and the employees bi-weekly payrolls.

The department processes all month-

ly employee .checks for mailing at the end of the month and
all student and bi-weekly checks are processed to the Cashier
for issue.

All employee fringe benefits reports are pre-

pared for mailing by the Payroll Department.
All of the Payroll Department's activity is housed in
a one-room office area.

The department supervisor, two full-

time staff members, and a student assistant all work in that
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area.

The supervisor needs a private office and a visitor

reception area away from the work stations of other office
workers, so that all can control their own work schedules
and interview priorities without continual interruptions.
In order to keep up with scheduled reports and payroll processing transactions, the department requires constant access to data compiled and stored in the Data Processing Center.

Close and accessible contact with this

center is essential.
Personnel Services Department.

The Personnel Depart-

ment is primarily responsible for communicating with budgetary heads and employees on matters relating to employee benefits, insurance, workers compensation, Affirmative Action
programs, and leave policies of the University.

The depart-

ment processes all applications for benefits available to
new employees and change forms for current employees.

The

department further insures that the institution complies
with Federal and State laws relating to employment policies.
The department assists budgetary heads in securing classified employees to fill vacant positions.
The small offices currently being occupied by this
department do not lend for an orderly and centrally arranged filing system.

The department needs an extended area of

space to use as a central records file facility.

This area

should be large enough for the installation of data
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transceiver equipment, which lends for direct on-line communications with insurance company offices contracting with
the University.

This condition will greatly enhance the

speed in which insurance claims and related transactions are
acted upon.

There is a need for similiar equipment for ac-

cess to computer services offered by the University Data
Processing Center.
There already exist the need for additional staff
personnel for handling the load of office-clerical and per~

sonal personnel service ~ransactions and operations.
Purchasing Department.

The Purchasing Department is

responsible for the procurement of all goods and services
required by the University in accordance with Federal and
State laws, regulations, and procedures within authority
delegated by the Texas State Purchasing and General Services
Commission, the Texas A&M University System, and policies of
the University.

The functions of the Purchasing Department

in this responsibility extend, but are not limited to organizing, administering and monitoring procurement requirements; coordinating University receiving and redistributing
activities; storing and issuing supplies; contracting service for maintaining University equipment; and redistributing or disposing of property declared to be in excess or unserviceable to the needs of owning University departments.
More recently, the organizational structure of the
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Purchasing Office has allowed for the appointment of two
persons at the mid-management level.

They are sharing in

the management and procurement responsibilities of the Purchasing Agent and Buyer to learn distribution channels, commodities, manufacturers and their suppliers.

They will con-

tinue to add to their knowledge by each sale interview, by
talking with faculty and staff about special problems, and
by attendance at professional meetings and trade exhibits.
The reorganization of the Purchasing Office staff gives rise
to the need for a central housing facility to house the purchasing activity of the University.

The space of the main

office and other areas currently occupied by the Purchasing
Office are inadequate for its planned and projected growth.
A study is underway for the possible renovating of a University building for housing the Purchasing activity in a central facility.

Aside from providing separate offices for

principal purchasing staff members, it, will also provide
adequate space for expanding the offices stores and receiving operations.

Of major concern to the Purchasing Depart-

ment is lack of capability for receiving, handling, storing,
and redistributing unscheduled freight shipments to the campus in large quantities.
Auxiliary Enterprises and Activities.

This function-

al area of the University is a very important one.
versity's student and faculty housing, food service

The Uni-
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facilities, Student Union Facilities for recreation, intercollegiate and intramural sports, laundry and dry cleaning
facility provide the essentials necessary to sustain a well
adjusted student in a relaxed atmosphere conducive to
learning.
Prairie View A&M University, like many other colleges
and universities, is suffering from a shortage of funds generated by these self-supporting auxiliary activities.

They

are not supported by legislative appropriations in any way.
Inflation in the costs of utilities and other energy resources necessary to keep auxiliary enterprises facilities open
and functional is almost unmanageable.

These costs drive up

the fee cost to the student and make it increasingly difficult for the student and hi~ family to meet the total cost
to obtain an education.
Grants & Contracts Accounting Department.

The primary

function of this department is to maintain internal accounting control and required reporting on all Federal, State,
and private grants and contracts.

This department is also

responsible for the dissemination of Federal and State regulations governing such grants and contracts.

Most Feder-

al and State grant reports are required on quarterly and
annual bases.

This function in Fiscal Affairs has in-

creased substantially in the past few years, due to an
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increase in the number of research and public service grants
and contracts being awarded to the University.
Budget Department.

The budget department has the re-

sponsibility for the formulation of University budgets and
long range financial planning.

Its responsibility is to

insure the optimum allocation of resources to academic
programs, while simultaneously insuring adequate support services.

The major portion of funds for Prairie View A&M

comes from appropriations from the State Legislature.
amount received is primarily based on formulas.

The

It is there-

fore, ·the responsibility of ·the budgeting departr.ient to utilize these formulas an1 allocate its income to the various

academic departments and support services.

Most formulas

are based on enrollment data and/or semester credit hour
production.

The formulas are relatively simple to under-

stand, objective in their application, and reasonably equitable to institutions that offer instruction.

The head of

the Budgeting department assumes a major role in development of the budget, and supplies financial and statistical
data to assist departments in the planning and recommendation on the proposed budget.

The President of the Univers-

ity, the Vice President for Fiscal Affairs, and the Vice
President for Academic Affairs have major roles in budget
formulation and resource allocation.
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Internal Auditing Department.

Internal auditing is

an appraisal activity which reviews all financial activity
of the University within established audit guidelines and
provides the administrators with reports, conclusions, and
recommendations on the results of its review.

The funda-

mental objective of the internal audit · department is to
assist the President, Vice President for Fiscal Affairs and
other administrators in discharging their responsibilities
effectively.

To accomplish its objective, the auditors

must be independent of excessive control and have no line
authority over any of the activities or departments within
the University.

Their major functions are as follows:

1.

Examination of financial transaction for
accuracy and compliance with institutional
policies.

2.

Evaluation of financial and operational
procedures for adequate internal controls.

3.

Coordination of external audits of the
institution.

In addition to the foregoing, the internal auditing
department will coordinate audit activities with other employees to achieve the objectives of the audit, of the audit
ed department, and of the institution as a whole.
Property arid Equipment Management Department.

The

Property and Equipment department of Fiscal Affairs is responsible to maintain an inventory record of all property
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and equipment which is owned by the University.

It will

control the assignment of inventory numbers to be placed
on all equipment that is valued at$ 250 or more, and insure
that these items are placed on the permanent inventory records.

This department administers the activities of the

various property managers in the various departments to
maintain inventory records on a departmental level.

The

broad responsibilities of this department are listed below:

1.

Maintain an inventory system that is
efficient, economical and practical.
(

2.

Provide positive and effective controls
over acquisition, utilization, maintenance,
storage, and disposal of equipment.

3.

Provide continuous, timely, and meaningful
inventory system.

4.

Report to the Vice-President for Fiscal Affairs
on all matters as they relate to property management.

The Property and Equipment personnel seek to keep
abreast of all the latest inventory record keeping systems
developments in efforts to make the University's system more
responsible for property up to date on new system and state
guidelines.
STAFF
There has been a continuing look at the organizational structure of the Fiscal Affairs Department over the years.
The growth of the University in relation to increased
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enrollments, budgets, and special programs has given rise to
need for a corresponding growth of this department.

While

most mid-management and skilled staff positions appear adequate under the current organizational structure, there is
a need for additional personnel in the support staff echelon.

Over the years the University has utilized student

workers to perform most of the support staff echelon tasks;
and will continue to do so.

However, it is difficult to

tailor student workers' schedules to the work requirement
schedules of the Fiscal Affairs department.

This situation

creates gaps of time when sections of the department are not
fully operational for rendering services to departments of
the University.

Particularly does this situation prevail in

the Purchasing Department Stores' operations.

Need for

staff increases have been projected in the goals of this
plan.
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
Facilities and equipment have been limiting factors
affecting the organizational structure and growth pattern of
the Office of Fiscal Affairs.
been housing.

Most critical of these has

Currently assigned office space is generally

over crowded throughout the department, some key managers
and supervisors lack the privacy of an office for efficient
control of routines. No staff conference rooms are available
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in Fiscal Affairs' immediate area, and areas for establishing suitable student work stations are inadequate.

The Pur-

chasing Department's Stores and Receiving facility is inadequate in terms of open ground level space for the efficient
receiving, storing issuing, and redistribution of supplies,
materials, and equipment; and is not easily accessible _to
delivery vehicles.

Need for additional and centralized

housing space is projected in the goals of this plan.
In the face of mounting fiscal management operations
involving day-to-day accounting transactions, statistical
reporting systems for internal and external audits, planning
and budget systems, student financial accounts with the University, and personal services to employees, there is an
increasing need for a sophisticated system of data computer
services, and data computer and automatic word processing
equipment.

Additionally, many original entry and source

documents in files that have been retired to an inactive
status must be recalled for reference from time-to-time.
It is proposed that these be reproduced in microfiche for
ease of storage and reference recall.
must be acquired for this operation.

Microfiche equipment
Specific needs in this

area have been projected in the goals of this plan.
POSTIVE IMAGE BUILDING
The office .0 f Fiscal Affairs functions to serve all
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departments and individual employees of the University in
matters r~lating to fiscal procedure and personal personnel
services.

The image of this office tends to suffer in the

evaluations of those being served, prina.rily due to a lack
of clarity and understanding on their parts of ~ederal and
State laws, rules, and regulations with which University
fiscal procedures must comply.

This office is taking posi-

tive steps to deal with this situation; among which are (1)
training mid-management staff personnel in procedures for
identifying and providing direct assistance to departments
experiencing difficulty in fiscal processing matters;

(2)

making wider distribution and dissemination of information
relating changes in laws, rules, regulations, and ?Olicies
as govern fiscal procedure and personal benefits; and (3)
clarifying and simplifying fiscal policy and procedures of
the University through up-dating and expanding instructions
in policy manuals and memorandums published for departmental and personal guidance.

FINANCE
The University's revenues come from the following
sources:

(1) State appropriations;

(2) tuition and fees;

(3) Federal, State and private grants and contracts; and
(4) endowments and private donations.
The University has never been fully funded to a level
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that would adequately support all of its programs and facilities needs.

Thus, the University has been, and still is, in

a "catch-up mode" with respect to revenues.

There has been

substantial effort made by the Legislature in the area of appropriations for the rehabilitation of facilities.

However,

full funding under the -State's formula system has not yet
been accomplished.
The tables on the following pages show the State appropriated budgets for the period September 1976 through
September 1981.

We have also shown budgets for Endowments,

Financial Aid, Federal Grants and Contracts, Debt Service,
Auxiliary Enterprises, Service Departments, for the period
1974 through 1979 and Bonds Payable.
The table listing new construction and repairs and rehibilitation of facilities illustrates some progress made by
the University in this critical area of need.

However, new

construction has been financed by Permanant University Fund
Bonds Proceeds, Building Use Fee and Local Funds.

A new

source for funding for new construction at the University
would be highly desirable.
State appropriations are based on formula and nonformula items.

Formula items are provided according to the

formula definitions.

The following are formula items:

1.

General AdI!linistration and Student Services

2.

General Institutional Expense

3.

Staff Benefits (Group Ins. Premiums)
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4.

Faculty Salaries

5.

Departmental Operating Expense

6.

Instructional Administration

7.

Library

8.

Organized Research

9.

Physical Plant General Services

10.

Building Maintenance

11.

Custodial Services

12.

Ground Maintenance
Non-formula items are provided solely on the ability

of the institution to justify its requests.

The following

are non-formula items.
1.

Campus Security

2.

Repairs and Rehabilitation of Facilities

3.

Special Items
a.

Student Nursing Stipends

b.

Counseling Services

c.

Lease on Nursing Bldg.

4.

Utilities

5.

Vocational Teacher Training

(Houston, Texas)

Formula definitions and formula yield for the University for each formula catagory are presented in the
material on the following pages for the years 1976 through
1981.
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION AND STUDENT SERVICES
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

Fall Semester 1978 head-count enrollment times the following rates
plus 7 ~% of sponsored research funds expended during fiscal 1978
plus the following percentage of total Educational and General Appropriations for fiscal 1979 exclusive of General Administration and
Student Services.
A.

For institutions with a Fall Semester headcount enrollment of
4,000 or roc>re use the following rates:

Fall Semester
Head-Count Enrollment
First 4,000
Next 4,000
Above 8,000
B.

Rate Per Head-Count Enrollment
Fiscal Year 1980
Fiscal Year 1981
$162.43
121.18
109.17

$172.83
128.94
116.16

For institutions with a Fall Semester headcount enrollment below
4,000 use the following rates:

Fall Semester
Head Count Enrollment
First
Next
Next

1,000
1,500
1,500

Fiscal Year 1979 Educational
and General Appropriation
Exclusive of Appropriation
for General Administration
and Student Services
Institutional Total

Rate Per Head-Count Enrollment
Fiscal Year 1980
Fiscal Year 1981
$400,000 base
$ 98.59
67.89

$400,000 base
$113.02
79.20

Fiscal Year
1980

Fiscal Year
1981

1.0%

1.0%

1/20/73
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS
From 1975-77 through 1979-81

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION AND STUDENT SERVICES
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$670,564

$745,927

$803 t 726

$824,262

$815,506

$852,171
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
:RECOMMENDED FORMUIA
FOR
GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSE
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

Base period semester credit hours (Swmner Session 1978, Fall .
Semester 1978 and Spring Semester 1979) times the following
rates equals dollar request for General Institutional Expense.

Semester Credit Hours
First
Next
Next
All Over

200,000
200,000
200,000
600,000

Rates Per Base Period
Semester Credit Hour
Fiscal Year 1980
Fiscal Year 1981
$1.05
1.18
1.30
1.44

$1.12
1.26
1.38
1.53

1/20/78
NOTES:

1.

Minimum of $126,000 for Fiscal Year 1980 and
$134,100 for Fiscal Year 1981.

2.

If the appropriated rates per semester credit hour are
different from the recommended rates as shown above, the
minimum amounts recommended for each year of the biennium
should be adjusted proportionately.
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS
From 1975-77 through 1979-81

GENERAL INSTITUTION EXPENSE
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$138,101

$145,773

$146,974

$150,004

$157,444

$165,014
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMME~DED FORlIDLA
FOR
FACULTY AND STAFF GROUP INSURANCE
Public Junior and Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

For each year of the bienniu..~, a minimum of $30
per month for each person for whom the institution
is required to make a contribution under Senate
Bill 95, Sixty-Fifth Legislature, as of October 31,
1978.

The appropriation should be a non-transfer-

rable item with the unencumbered balance reappropriated for the second year of the biennium.

An additional amount shall be appropriated to the

State Comptroller of Public Accounts, State of Texas,
for each year of the biennium, to be allocated to
the public junior and senior colleges and universities
to finance group insurance for additional eligible employees
of institutions as of October 31, 1979 and 1980 above
those employed as of October 31, 1978.

1/20/78
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS
From 1975-77 through 1979-81

STAFF BENEFITS
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$155,382

$157,544

$130,205

$130,205

$263,880

$295,920
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
FACULTY SALARIES
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

Based period semester credit hours (Summer Session 1978,
Fall Semester 1978 and Spring Semester 1979) times the
foilowing rates equals dollar request for Faculty Salaries.

Program
Liberal Arts ••.......•...•..
Science •.•.••......•.•...••.
Fine A!'."ts .........•.........
Teacher Education •....•.•...
Teacher Education Practice Teaching .••....•.
Agriculture ••..•..........•.
Engineering .....•...•.....•.
Home Economics ...••...•..••.
Law .......••.••.....•.....•.
Social Service •.••.....•....
Library Science .......•.....
Veterinary Medicine ••.....••
Vocational Training ...••.••.
Physical Training ........•••
Nursing .......•.............
Pharmacy .•... ~ ............. .
Business Administration .•.•.
Optometry ...•••......••..•..
Technology ........•...•.....

Fiscal Year 1980
Rates Per Base Period Semester Credit Hour
Undergraduate
Four-Year
Upper-Level
Institutions
Institutions
Masters
$24.06
25. 72
46.53
22.47

$41.86
49.38
63.75
23.82

49.94
33.43
42.30
31.75

49.94
50.76

93.40
116. 89
74.25

35.67
25.27

41.02
25.27

106-.54
75.33

23.68
22.79

23.68

72 .OB

72.08

57.78
25.67

29.01

114.20
105.06
71.04

35.06

45.23

113.94

$ 64.64
113.94
103.57
53.66

l/20/78
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
FACULTY SALARIES (continued)
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

Program
Liberal Arts •....•....•..•••
Science •••...............•..
Fine Arts .•.•...••.•....•...
Teacher Education ••..•......
Teacher Education Practice Teaching •...•..•.
Agriculture .••••.••••.••••.•
Engineering •.•....•.....•.••
Home Economics .........••.•.
Law ..•.......•.•.•..••......
Social Service .•...•.•.....•
Library Science .....••.•....
Veterinary Medicine ..•.•••••
Vocational Training •.•••••..
Physical Training .•.••••..••
N_u rsing •......•....••••.••..
Pharmacy ••••..••••..••••.•..
Business Administration ••...
Optometry ••.....•••.••..••..
Technology .....•...•••..•..•

Fiscal Year 1981
Rates Per Base Period Semester Credit Hour
Undergraduate
Four-Year
Upper-Level
Institutions
Institutions
Master
$25.60
27.37
49.51
23.91

$44.54
52.55
67.83
25.34

53.14
35.57
45.01
33.78

53.14

$

68.78
121.23
ll0.20
57.09

54.01

99.38
124.37
79.00

37.95
26.89

43.64
26.89

ll3.36
80.15

25.20
24.25
76.69
61.48
27.31

25.20

30.86

121.51
111.78
75.59

37.50

48 .12

121.23

76.69

1/20/78
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS
From 1975-77 through 1979-81

FACULTY SALARIES
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$4,276,534

$4,567,557

$4,483,140

$4,635,875

$5,106,244

$5,366,512
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Coordinating Board, Texas College

and University System

RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
DEPARTMENTAL OPERATING EXPENSE
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

Base period semester credit hours (Summer Session 1978, Fall
Semester 1978 and Spring Semester 1979) times the following
rates equals dollar request for Departmental Operating Expense.

Program

Fiscal Year 1980
Rate Per Base Period Semester Credit Hour
UnderSpecial
graduate
Masters
Professional

Liberal Arts .....•....•......•..
Science ..••........•..........•.
Fine Arts .•......•••.•........•.
Teacher Education (Includes
Practice Teaching) .•.......•..
Agriculture .••.•...•..........•.
Engineering .•..•.••.............
Home Economics ..•••.......•....
Law ...•.•.•....•.•..............
Social Service ...••............
Library Science ••••...•••...•..
Veterinary Medicine .•...••.•.•..
Vocational Training ...•...•.••.
Physical Training ...•..........
Nursing ...........•...•.........
Pharmacy ......••..••....•......
Business Administration •...•••.
Optometry .........•.•.•••..••.•.
Technology ..•....••.•...•.•..••
Military Science •..•...•.•.•••.•

11.08
11.08

$ 9.79
36.88
36.88

4.62
8.33
16.59
6.45

9.22
36.88
36.88
18.44

4.62
5.56

13.83
9.22

$ 1.47

$

9.79

62.91
7.37
4.62
10.32
23.15
4.62

41.30
36.88
18.44
23.15

8.74
4.62

36.88

1/20/78
NOTE:

If the formula produced amount is less than $480,000
the amount requested shall be 21% of Faculty Salaries
or the formula produced amount, whichever is greater.
The maximum amount that may be requested using the
percentage of Faculty Salaries is $480,000.
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
DEPARrMENTAL OPERATING EXPENSE (continued)
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

Program
Liberal Arts •..••.••.•........
Science ..•..•...•......••....•
Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Teacher Education (Includes
Practice Teaching) ....•.....
Agriculture ..•..•.••....••....
Engineering •.•..•...•.........
Home Economics .•..•••.........
Law .•.....•.............•..•..
Social Service ..•............•
Library Science ...•..•..•..••.
Veterinary Medicine ...•.......
Vocational Training ..•.....•..
Physical Training ....•.....•..
Nursing •.....•.•.•.•.•......•.
Pharmacy •.•.••.•.•.••.•.••...•
Business Administration ...••••
Optometry .•..•.•..•......•.•.•
Technology .....•....••.....•.•
Military Science •.•........•••

Fiscal Year 1981
Rates Per Base Period Semester Credit Hour
Under
Special
graduate
Masters
Professional
$ 1.56

11. 79
11. 79

$10.42
39.24
39.24

4.92
8.86
17.65
6.86

9.81
39.24
39.24
19.62

4.92
5.92

14. 72
9.81

$

10.42

66.94
7 .84 ·

4.92
10.98
24.63
4.92

43.94
39.24
19.62
24.63

9.30
4.92

39.24

1/20/78
NOTE:

If the formula produced amount is less than $480,000,
the amount requested shall be 21% of Faculty Salaries
or the formula produced amount, whichever is greater.
The maximum amount that may be requested using the
percentage of Faculty Salaries is $480,000.
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS
From 1975-77 through 1979-81

DEPARTMENTAL OPERATING EXPENSE
1976

l.977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$755,460

$833,311

$890,982

$906,611

$1,007,938

$1,059,268
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL ADMINISTRATION
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

(Part 1 - Part 2) times Faculty Salaries for each year of the
biennium equals dollar request for Instructional Adrainistration.
A.

Part 1 shall be computed as follows:

, plus
minus

p lus

B.

5.400 for undergraduate operation
0.400 if there is organization for master's level programs
0.800 if there are doctoral programs (applicable if doctoral
semester credit hours produced in the Base Period
exceed 3,000)
1.600 if there is organization for special professional
programs

Part 2 contribution is shown below:
Divide undergraduate, graduate, and special professional
Base Period Semester Credit Hours (Summer Session 1978,
Fall Semester 1978 and Spring Semester 1979) by the number
of colleges, schools, or divisions in these categories
approved by the Coordinating Board as of the Spring Semester of 1979. The results are denoted by USCH, GSCH, SPSCH,
their nature as averages being indicated by the bars above
the letter symbols. The numbers 21,000 and 3,000 are
identified as critical sizes corresponding to these. The
part 2 computation is as follows:
Undergraduate:

0.690 + (.000007 x USCH) if

USCH exceeds 21,000; .000040 x USCH if not.
plus Graduate:

0.190 -

(.000008 x GSCH) if GSCH

exceeds 21,000; .000001 x GSCH if not.
plus Special Professional:

0.204 + (-.000002 x SPSCH)

if SPSCH exceeds 3,000; .000076 x SPSCH if not.

1/20/ 78
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS
From 1975-77 through 1979-81

INSTRUCTIONAL ADMINISTRATION
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$194,582

$207,823

$209,161

$216,259

$253,780

$266,715

(
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMUIA
FOR
LIBRARY
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

Base Period semester credit hours (Summer Session 1978, Fall
Semester 1978 and Spring Semester 1979) times the following
rates equals dollar request for Library.

Rates Per Base Period
Semester Credit Hour
Fiscal Year
Fiscal Year
1980
1981
Undergraduate
Masters and Special Progessional

$ 3.21

$

3.42

6.45

6.86

Law

17.06

18.15

Doctoral

27.62

29.39
1/20/78

NOTES:

1.

Minimum of $480,000 unless total semester credit hour
production is below 50,000, in which case the appropriation
shall be $240,000 plus $9.60 per semester credit hour for
all semester credit hours in excess of 25,000 to the minimum
of $480,000.

2.

If the appropriated rates per semester credit hour are
different from the recommended rates as shown above, the
minimum amounts recommended should be adjusted proportionately.
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS
From 1975-77 through 1979-81

LIBRARY
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$465,732

$521,152

$518,966

$527,957

$542,555

$570,689
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
ORGANIZED RESEARCH
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

Institutional complexity factor times Faculty Salaries.. for each
year of the biennuim plus 5% of Sponsored Research funds expended
during fiscal year 1978 times 70% equals dollar requests for Organized
Research.
)TES:

1.

The Institutional Complexity (IC) Factor shall be computed as
follows:

IC=

U + M+ D
where:

u

= Undergraduate FTSE
M = Masters FTSE
M = Masters FTSE in Science and Engineering
Ml = Masters FTSE in Teacher Education
M2 = Masters FTSE in all other programs
3
D = Doctoral FTSE
Dl = Doctoral FTSE in Science and Engineering
D2 = Doctoral FTSE in Teacher Education
D3 = Doctoral FTSE in all other programs
2.

Determine full-time student equivalents at all levels by dividing the Base Period semester credit hours (Summer Session 1978,
Fall Semester 1978, and Spring Semester l979) by 30.

3.

In computing the dollar request for Texas A & M University, fulltime student equivalents and faculty salaries in Engineering,
Agriculture, and Veterinary Medicine shall be excluded.

1/20/78
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS
From 1975-77 through 1979-81

ORGANIZED RESEARCH
1976
$61,715

1977
$65,240

1978
$65,240

1979
$32,620

1980
$42,489

1981
$42,489
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
PHYSICAL PLANT GENERAL SERVICES

Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

For each year of the biennium:
SW ([FTSE + (2 x FTEE)] X 3.90) + (RCB X .0028)

Definitions of terms used in the formula:
1.

SW is the average hourly earnings for services (adjusted) for January,
1978, as shown in the Survey of Current Business published by the

Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of CoI!ll!lerce.
2.

FTSE is the full-time student equivalent obtained by dividing the base
period semester credit hours (Summer Session 1978, Fall 1978, Spring
1979) by 30.

3.

FTEE is the full-time equivalent employees eligible for Teacher Retirement as of October 31, 1978.

4.

RCB is the replacement cost of buildings as calculated in the formula
for Building Maintenance.
For fiscal year 1980, include the replacement cost of buildings which
will be completed and carried on the books of the institution as of
August 31, 1979.
For fiscal year 1981, include the replacement cost of buildings which
will be completed and carried on the books of the institution as of
August 31, 1980.
Building replacement · cost shall be determined by applying the factors
for the specifit classes of construction, as shown on Markel's Handy
Appraisal Chart_/ to the original construction costs of each education,
general, and service building.

NOTE: Minimum of $106,000 each year of the biennium
1/20/78
1/ Published by Markel Appraisal Chart Company, Cincinnati 2, Ohio,
as of January and July each year. Use the January 1978 issue
for each budget submission.
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS

From 1975-77 through 1979-81

PHYSICAL PLANT GENERAL SERVICES

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$193,636

$207,771

$204,854

$204,854

$213,685

$213,685
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University system
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

For each year of the biennium maintenance cost
factors times building replacement costs equals
dollar request for Building Maintenance
A.

Maintenance cost factors are designated as follows (factors expressed
as percentage figures):
Wood-Frame
ConstructionY
Air Conditioned
Non-Air Conditioned

B.

Masonry-Wood
ConstructionY.

1.90
1.75

1.45
1.30

Masonry-Con~re%?
Construction1.25
1.10

Building replacement cost shall be determined by applying the factors
for t~e specifi~/classes of_c~nstruction, a~ shown on Markel's Handy
Appraisal Chart- to the original construction costs of each educational,
general and service building. Buildings to be included are as follows:
Fiscal Year 1980
Include buildings which will be completed and carried on the books of
the institution as of August 31, 1980. The portion of the total 1980
request for Building Maintenance for buildings to be accepted between
September 1, 1979 and August 31, 1980 should be clearly shown as a subtotal. The portion of the total 1980 request for Building Maintenance
on buildings completed between September 1, 1979 and August 31, 1980
should be multiplied by a factor of X/12 where X equals the number of
months during fiscal year 1980 that Building Maintenance will be required
on such new buildings.
Fiscal Year 1981
Include buildings which will be completed and carried on the bQoks of
the institution as of August 31, 1981. The portion of the total 1981
request for Building Maintenance for buildings to be accepted between
September 1, 1980 and August 31, 1981 should be clearly shown as a
subtotal. The portion of the total 1981 request for Building Maintenance on buildings completed between September 1, 1980 and August 31,
1981 should be multiplied by a factor of X/12 where X equals the number
of months during fiscal year 1981 that Building Maintenance will. be
required on such new buildings.
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Building Maintenance (continued)
1/

y
y

i/

Designated as "Frame" on Markel's Handy Appraisal Chart.
Designated as "Semi-Fireproof" on Markel's Handy Appraisal Chart.
Designated as "Fireproof" on Markel's Handy Appraisal Chart.
Published by Markel Appraisal Chart Company, Cincinnati 2, Ohio as of
January and July each year. Use the January 1978 issue for each budget
submission.

1/20/78
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS

From 1975-77 through 1979-81

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$268,104

$322,210

$362,013

$393,295

$393,295

$393,295
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
CUSTODIAL SERVICES
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

For Fiscal Year 1980

SW

X

GSF
22,400

X

2080

X

1.2

For Fiscal Year 1981:
GSF
SW XIX 22,400

X

2080 X 1.2

)efinitions of terms used in the formula:
1.

SW is the average hourly earnings for services (adjusted) for January,
1978, as shown in the Survey of Current Business published by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

2.

.!_ represents labor and material inflation factor.
1981 this factor is 1.064.

3.

GSF is gross square feet (outside dimensions) of educational, general,
and service buildings.

For fiscal year

For fiscal year 1980, include buildings completed and carried on the
books of the institution as of August 31, 1979, plus the gross area
of such similar buildings completed between September 1, 1979, and
August 31, 1980 times a factor of X/12 where X equals the number
of months during fiscal year 1980 that Custodial Services will be
required in such new buildings. The portion of the total 1980 request for Custodial Services for new buildings to be occupied between September 1, 1979 and August 31, 1980 should be clearly shown
as a subtotal.
For fiscal year 1981, include buildings completed and carried on the
books of the institution as of August 31, 1980, plus the gross area
of such similar buildings completed between September 1, 1980, and
August 31, 1981 times a factor of X/12 where X equals the number of
months during fiscal year 1981 that Custodial Services will be required in such new buildings.
The portion of the total 1981 request
for Custodial Services for new buildings to be occupied between September 1, 1980 and August 31, 1981 should be clearly shown .as a subtotal.
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Custodial Services (continue)
NOTE:

For purposes of the Custodial Services formula "educational, general,
and service buildings" do not include auxiliary enterprise buildings,
any buildings not requiring Custodial Services, or any buildings
where Custodial Services are performed by persons other than those
whose salaries are paid out of funds budgeted for Custodial Services.

1/ 20/78
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRJ;ATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS
From 1975-77 through 1979-81

CUSTODIAL SERVICES
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

$260,362

$324,317

$346,214

$370,896

$388,458

$408,265
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Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
RECOMMENDED FORMULA
FOR
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
Public Senior Colleges and Universities
1979-81 Biennium

For each year of the biennium:
SW (.70P + 122L + .SOE)
Definitions of terms used in the formula:
1.

SW is the average hourly earnings for services
(adjusted) for January, 1978 as shown in the
Survey of Current Business published by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

2.

Pis the total linear feet of perimeter of all
campus buildings including academic, office,
service, administration, dormitories, etc. For
fiscal year 1980 include all buildings which
will be completed and carried on the books of the
institution as of August 31, 1979. For fiscal
year 1981 include all buildings which will be
completed and carried on the books of the institution as of August 31, 1980.

3.

Lis the total number of acres of lawns and
regularly maintained areas (malls, flower beds, parking
lots, sidewalks, streets, etc.). Exclude all buildings,
street areas, and areas covered under Organized Activities
(i.e. college farms). For fiscal year 1980 include
applicable acres as of August 31, 1979. For fiscal year
1981 include applicable acres as of August 31, 1980.

4.

Eis the Fall Semester 1978 Head-Count Enrollment.

1/20/78
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LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS YIELD FOR THREE BIENNIUMS

From 1975-77 through 1979-81

GROUND MAINTENANCE

1976
$190,334

1977
$190,334 .

1978

1979

1980

1981

~229,448

$229,448

$241,763

$241,763
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TABLE I
STATE APPROPRIATIONS, ENDOWMENTS, FINANCIAL AID,
FEDERAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS A~D DEBT SERVICE BUDGETS
For the period September, 1976 thru September, 1981
General Admin. & Student Services
General Institutional Expense
Staff Benefits (Group Ins. Premiums)
Resident Instruction
a. Faculty Salaries
b. Departmental Operating Expense
c. Organized Activities
d. Instructional Administration
Vocational Teacher Training
Library
Organized Research
Physical Plant
a. General Services
b. Campus Security
c. Building Maintenance (
d. Custodial Services
e. Grounds Maintenance
f. Utilities
Special Items
Repairs & Rehabilitation of Facilities

$

1976
705,364
138,101
155,382

$

1977
783,127
145,773
157,544

4,276,534
757,460
90,600
194,582
32,094
465,732
61,715

4,567,557
833,311
90,600
207,823
34,340
521,152
65,240

193,636
176,438
268,104
260,362
190,334
790,606
900,660
6,152,642

207,771
188,083
322,210
324,317
190,334
930,710
606,029
-0-

$15,810,346

$10,175,921

Total Education & Gen. Funds
(Tuition and Fees)

$

824,960

$

838,301

Total Endowments

$

109,489

$

109,490

Total Financial Aid

$ 3,715,267

$ 4,599,894

$ 4,079,005

$ 3,384,919

$

$

Total Federal Grants

&

Contracts

Total Debt Service (Fed. Int. Subsidy)

385,178

385,178
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PART II
TABLE I
STATE APPROPRIATIONS, ENDOWMENTS,
FINANCIAL AID ,
.
FEDERAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS AND DEBT SERVICE BUDGETS
For the period September, 1976 thru September, 1981
General Admin. & Student Services
General Institutional Expense
Staff Benefits (Group Ins. Premiums)
Resident Instruction
a. Faculty Salaries
b. Departmental Operating Expense
c. Organized Activities
d. Instructional Administration
Vocational Teacher Training
Library
Organized Research
Physical Plant
a. General Services
b. Campus Security
c. Building Maintenance
d. Custodial Services
e. Grounds Maintenance
f. Utilities
Special Items
Repairs & Rehabilitation of ·Facilities

$

1978
842,226
146,974
130,205

$

1979
864,062
150,004
130,205

4,483,140
890,982
92,510
209,161
36,675
518,966
65,240

4,635,875
906,611
92,510
216,259
38,545
527,957
32,620

204,854
193,582
362,013
346,214
229,448
1,206,240
522,363
5,414,517

204,854
199,268
393,295
370,896
229,448
1,179,817
529,724
-0-

$15,895,310

$10,701,950

Total Education & Gen. Funds
(Tuition and Fees)

$

861,571

Total Endowments

$

111,067

339,854

Total Financial Aid

$ 4,934,548

$ 4,497,499

$ 4,638,412

$ 6,160,710

Total Federal Grants

&

Contracts

Total Debt Service (Fed. Int. Subsidy)

$

385,178

$

$

861,571

385,307
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PART III
TABLE I
STATE APPROPRIATIONS, ENDOWMENTS, FINANCIAL AID,
FEDERAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS AND DEBT SERVICE BUDGETS
For the period September, 1976 thru September, 1981
General Admin. & Student Services
General Institutional Expense
Staff Benefits (Group Ins. Premiums)
Resident Instruction
a. Faculty Salaries
b. Departmental Operating Expense
c. Organized Activities
d. Instructional Administration
Vocational Teacher Training
Library
Organized Research
Physical Plant
a. General Services
b. Campus Security
c. Building Maintenance
d. Custodial Services
e. Grounds Maintenance
f. Utilities
Special Items
Repairs & Rehabilitation of Facilities

$

1980
857,306
157,444
263,880

$

1981
896,071
165,014
295,920

5,106,244
1,007,938
82,500
253,780
40,511
542,555
42,489

5,366,512
1,059,268
82,500
266,715
42,577
570,689
42,489

213,685
209,431
393,295
388,458
241,763
1,589,730
565,636
8,543,680

213,685
220,112
393,295
408,265
241,763
1,734,110
489,502

$20,500,325

$12,488,487

Total Education & Gen. Funds
(Tuition and Fees)

$

932,556

$

950,483

Total Endowments

$

403,147

$

443,461

Total Financial Aid

$ 6,133,515

$

8,335,889

$ 5,248,361

$

5,510,779

385,522

$

385,264

Total Federal Grants

&

Contracts

Total Debt Service (Fed. Int. Subsidy)

$

-0-
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TABLE II
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES A.~D SERVICE DEPARTMENTS BUDGETS
For the period September, 1974 thru September, 1979
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES & ACTIVITIES
1974
Auxiliary Enterprises Admin.
$ 48,752
Athletics
(214,079)
Athletics Concessions
162
Dining Hall
(107,710)
Certificates & Diplomas
-oCollege Book Store Rev. Fd.
(14, 967)
Concessions Special
4,433
Concessions Student Activities
(665)
Guest House
6,427
Health Services
(52,272)
Graphic Reproductions
-0Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Men
20,705
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Women
20,961
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Dining Hall 280,058
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. Reserve
-o(65 ,639)
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Men
(73,827)
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Women
150,046
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Reserve
2,168
Photoplays
48,737
College Laundry Rev. Fd.
(54,119)
MSU Facilities
(70,054)
MSU Food Services
3,056
MSU Student Programs
-oMSU Business Operations
41,684
Parking Facilities
5,440
Rent Cottages
(155)
Tenant Properties
-oStudent I. D. Cards
1,287
Student Publications
16,870
College Yearbook
TOTAL

SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
Utility System Revenue Fund
Warehouse Operations
Data Processing Service
Telephone and Telegraph
TOTAL

$

(2,701)

$ 320,347

$

-o-

(2,499)
8,810

-o-

6,427
(56,706)

-o-

3,621
11,082
19,860
-0-

(45 ,040)
(63,991)
150,046
1,863
43,905
(48,261)
(98,355)
9,551
5,888
45,133
636
292

-o-

1,141
17,558
$ {316,559)

$

348,723
40,353
2,236
15,173

$

406,485

32,313
51,806
22,588
$ 427,054

1975
59,123
(278,527)
(406)
(107,710)
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PART II
TABLE II
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT BUDGETS
For the period September, 1974 thru September, 1979
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES & ACTIVITIES
Auxiliary Enterprises Admin.
Athletics
Athletics Concessions
Dining Hall
Certificates & Diplomas
College Book Store Rev. Fd.
Concessions Special
Concessions Student Activities
Guest House
Health Services
Graphic Reproductions
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Men
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Women
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Dining Hall
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Reserve
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Men
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Women
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Reserve
Photoplays
College Laundry Rev. Fd.
MSU Facilities
MSU Food Services
MSU Student Programs
MSU Business Operations
Parking Facilities
Rent Cottages
Tenant Properties
Student I. D. Cards
Student Publications
College Yearbook
TOTAL

SERVICE DEPARTMENTS

Utility System Rev~nue Fund
Warehouse Operations
Data Processing Service
Telephone and Telegraph
TOTAL

$

1976
71,635
(374,947)
321

$

-o-

-0-

1,614
15,415

1,543
19,047
10,219

6,019
3,726

5,937
8,896

-0-

-o-

-o-

-o-

·-o-

10,124
13,364
21,141
118,671
1,104
1,515
150,046
12,115
45,123
(46,583)
(94 ,601)
5,698
11,831
48,796
1,049
737

6,815
9,508
103,973
429,920
20,410
23,247
190,000
11,106
85,495
(29,963)
(109,699)
20,262
14,685
60,772
(6,380)
1,129
17,812
1,118
19,801

-0-

(115)
20,496
$

1977
85,827
(436,914)
159

44,294

$ 358,947

21,806
(31,479)
20,106
$ 369,380

$

564,725

$ 358,799

32,655
714
15,444
$ 407,612
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PART III
TABLE II
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES AND SERVICE DEPARTMENTS BUDGETS
For the period September, 1974 thru September, 1979
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES & ACTIVITIES
Auxiliary Enterprises Admin.
Athletics
Athletics Concessions
Dining Hall
Certificates & Diplomas
College Book Store Rev. Fd.
Concessions Special
Concessions Student Activities
Guest House
Health Services
Graphic Reproductions
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - ·Men
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Women
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Dining Hall
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Reserve
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Men
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Women
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Reserve
Photoplays
College Laundry Rev. Fd.
MSU Facilities
MSU Food Services
MSU Student Programs
MSU Business Operations
Parking Facilities
Rent Cottages
Tenant Properties
Student I. D. Cards
Student Publications
College Yearbook
TOTAL

SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
Utility System Revenue Fund
Warehouse Operations
Data Processing Service
Telephone and Telegraph
TOTAL

1978
$ 128,075
(481,028)
735

$

-0-

878
35,643
2,002
-0-

1979
249,522
(528,467)
(482)
-0191
56,847
603
-0-

4,743
15
1,214
9,693
10,000
34,647
911,456
8,439
10,527
317,401
9,426
115,078
(10,678)
(106,375)
3,228
(6,565)
64,866
12,026
990
17,113
1,578
21,838

4,010
(40,489)
936
6,502
9,729
?5,787
1,366,165
30,802
15,200
413,704
1,505
84,961
192
(110,206)
8,240
(18,272)
74,468
23,866
1,970
16,109
5,115
22,783

$1,116,965

$1,721,291

$ 139,415
40,861
5,468
(33,193)

$

$ 152,551

$ 166,908

302,564
(3,785)
(5,593)
(126,278)
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TABLE III
BONDS PAYABLE BUDGETS
For the period September, 1974 thru September, 1979
Power Plant Rev. Bonds, S-1965
Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1967
Dormitory Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1970
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-1970A
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-1970B
Utility Sys. SFRB, S-1970
Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1972
Combined Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1974
Combined Fee Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1978
TOTAL

Power Pl"ant Rev. Bonds, S-1965
Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1967
Dormitory Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1970
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-1970A
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-1970B
Utility Sys. SFRB, S-1970
Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1972
Combined Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1974
Combined Fee Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1978
TOTAL

.1974
90,000
355,000
640,000
2,158,000
11,000,000
440,000
740,000

$

-0-

-o-

$15,423,000

1976
30,000
335,000
490,000
2,073,000
10,880,000
390,000
715,000
6,310,00')

$

-0$21,223,000

1978

Power Plant Rev. Bonds, S-1965
Student Fee Rev. Bon1s, S-1967
Dormitory Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1970
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-197~A
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-1970B
Utility Sys. SFRB, S-1970
Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1972
Combined Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1974
Combined Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1978
TOTAL

1975
60,000
345,000
565,000
2,118,000
10,940,000
415,000
730,000
6,400,000

$

-')-

$21,573,000

1977
$

-o-

325,000
410,000
2,028,000
10,810,000
360,000
700,000
6,215,000

-o-

$20,848,00Q

1979

-0-:-

-0-:-

310,000
325,000
1,983,000
10,735,000
310,000
685,000
-07,1)95,000

295,000
240,000
1,933,000
10,655,000
260,000
670,')00
-06,820,000

$21,443,000

$20,873,000

$
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TABLE IV
NEW CONSTRUCTION, REPAIRS AND REHABILITATION OF FACILITIES
For the period September, 1974 thru September, 1979
NEW CONSTRUCTION
1974
1976
1976
1978
1979

Sewage Treatment Plant
Arts & Science Building
Health Center
Engineering Building Addition
Design and Construction of Main
Entrance of University

$

TOTAL

$10,850,730

458,430
4,328,600
2,692,700
3,244,000
127,000

REPAIRS AND REHABILITATION OF FACILITIES
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1977
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978

Water Treatment, Steam & Domestic
Dormitory Hot Water System Addition
Complete Repairs & Remodeling Df
Administration Building
Repair, Remodel Health & Physical
Education Building
Electrical Power Distribution
Street Repairs and Extension
Spence Hall Emergency Repairs
Remove No. 5 Boiler & Demolish Smoke
Stack
Remove Elevated Water Reservoir and
Replace with 500 Million Gal. Reservoir
Water Distribution System
Storm Sewers
Concrete Walks
Repair Harrington Science Building
Install New 50,000 lb. Boiler
Repair & Extend Streets
Renovate Anderson Hall
Renovate Evans Hall
Renovate and Construction of an
Athletic Track

$

TOTAL

$

635,851
54,620
81,909
66,826
597,417
242,600
87,482
172,900
404,600
2,900
2,400
6,100
184,000
2,437,000
786,300
659,100
961,400
400,000
7,783,405

GOALS

FOR THE

FUTURE

1981~1987

GOALS FOR 1981-87

This section of the report deals with Fiscal Affairs'
goals for a six year period.

These goals were derived from

considering present status, social, political, economic impactors and selected assumptions concerning the future.
The general economic health of our country has been
on the decline in recent years.

This implies expanded fis-

cal operations in student financial aid, federal grants and
contracts, construction and rehabilitation of facilities,
increased accountability and improvement in management; if
the University is to get the most out of each dollar it
expends toward achieving its overall objectives.
I.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The historical background for Fiscal Affairs is well
documented to the extent of available data on Fiscal Affairs
since the University was founded.

There are periods for

which we have no data or records on the subject at all.

We

will continue to build a complete historical profile as data
on the earlier periods is obtained and as current data is
developed out of on-going Fiscal Affairs today.
II.

SOCIAL, POLITICAL, ECONOMIC IMPACTORS

Current indicators are that the number of college
and university age students may decline over the next few
63
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years.

It is hoped the older adult population will continue

to increase thus offsetting some of the loss in the traditional eighteen to twenty - one year old college age group.
If the "proposition 13" fever continues to plague
elected officials it will have one of its greatest effects
on higher education; as the smaller the tax base the smaller the amount of revenues out of which legislators will
have to make appropriations for the support of higher education .

Economically, fewer and fewer young college and

adult age individuals will be able to pay the high cost of
an education.
III.

PURPOSED AND ROLE, SCEOPE AND MISSION

The scope of Fiscal Affairs' involvement in university
fiscal matters is unrestricted, and extends to all University
programs projected in other reports of this study .

However,

the basic purpose, role, and mission of this department remain unchanged.

The department will continue to exercise

the responsibility of efficient utilization and prudent management of all funds received by the University in keeping
with its objectives.
IV .

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The administration of the Fiscal Affairs Department
under the supervision of a Vice President for Fiscal Affairs
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for the execution of functions ano procedures of fiscal management by this department is an adequate and stable arrangement.

Thus, no specific goal is being projected for the

future.
However, increases in university budgeted programs,
federal, state, and private grants and contracts, and state
appropriations give rise to the need for providing more direct assistance to the departments of the University in matters relating to budget preparations and presentations.
These saMe increases in budgets and progra~s introduce a
wider range of laws, regulations, and policies to be compiled with, and a need to expand the Fiscal Affairs Department's pre-audit responsibility to one of formal internal
audits.

The internal audit function will not only focus

on compliance with laws, regulations, and policies governing university fiscal procedure, but, more importantly, on
providing guidance and assistance to all university departmen ts.

Consistent with these rteeds, the following goal is

projected for the Fiscal Affairs Department:
Goal:

To establish a Budget Department and an Internal Auditing Department under the organizational structure of the Office for Fiscal
Affairs.
Implementation Years:

V.

1985-86

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Fiscal procedure is reviewed periodically toward
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evaluating the effectiveness of current practices, compliance with new regulations or changes, and the upgrading of
capabilities to render appropriate support to university
programs.

Recent reviews, the results of which are describ-

ed fully in separate programs of this report, lend suggestion for some changes and improvements to be made.

In this

light, the following goals are projected for the future:
Goal l:

To provide financial reports to the University President, the Chancellor and Comptroller
of the Texas A&M University System, and the
State Auditor on a more timely basis after
the close of each month's financial transactions.

Goal 2:

To establish and maintain a system of periodic transfer of selected original entry and
source documents in files retired to inactive status for more efficient utilization of available record storage space and
ease of recall for reference.

Goal 3:

To develop and maintain an effective and
economical system of purchasing through
standardization, simplification, and consolidation of university procurement requirements.

Goal 4:

To develop and maintain an effective system
for control over the acquisition, utilization, maintenance, and accountability for
office machines and duplicating equipment.
Implementation Years:

1981-82

Goal 5:

To establish a computerized accounting system with on-line direct access and retrieving capabilities from central computer data
storage.

Goal 6:

To establish a co~puterized system of vendor
check preparation so as to reduc~ t~e turnaround-time between voucher submission and
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voucher payment.
Impementation Years:
Goal 7:

1982-83

To provide each budgetary department its
monthly financial statements by the tenth
working day after the close of each month's
financial transactions.
Implementation Years:

1984-85

Goal 8:

To set up a complete computerized file on
students' financial status with the University so as to be able to immediately determine that status with on-line direct access
and retrieving capabilities from central
computer data storage.

Goal 9:

To set up a complete computerized vendor
file so as to be able to determine encu~berancea and accounts payable by vendors and departments with on-line direct
access and retrieving capabilities from
central computer data storage.
Implementation Years:
VI.

1983-84

PROGRAJ1S

The projected goals for the future for individual
programs of the Fiscal Affairs Department are incorporated
in the goals of the overall department.
VII.

STAFF

The Fiscal Affairs Department is properly organized
for adequate performance of the business and financial operations of the University.

The department's staff of re-

gular employees is augmented by student workers on a parttime basis.

Student workers generally perform most support
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staff level tasks.

During the course of fiscal procedure re-

views and studies for preparing this report, some areas
have been indentified where additional personnel in the support staff level is needed; to insure a fully operational
capability for rendering services in the absence of support
from student workers.

The following goals are projected for

the future:
Goal 1:

To increase the Personnel Services Department's staff by adding a Clerk II for concentration in matters relating to the department's central filing system and data
processing and retrieving operations.

Goal 2:

To increase the Purchasing Department's
staff by adding a minimum . of two (2) warehouse workers so as to provide a fully
operational capability at all times in the
absence of student workers.
Implementation Years:

VIII.

1982-83

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The organizational structure of the Fiscal Affairs
Department has outgrown the facilities for its housing.
Office space, work and storage areas are inadequate for
most of the programs of the department.

·Supervision of

work routines and activities is more taxing, as the housing situation does not allow program's activities to be
centrally located.
Equipment to support the upgrading of fiscal management procedures will be a critical need.

With the
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installation of an IBM 4331 computer system, related computer components will have to be procured; if the full capability of the system is to be effectively utilized.
The following goals are projected for improving the
department's facilities and procuring needed equipment.
Goal 1:

To expand the housing facilities · for the
personnel Services Department so as to
provide an area to house central files
and special data receiving and retrieving
equipment.

Goal 2:

To procure data terminal equipment with
direct access and retrieving capabilities
for on-line data services from central data
storage to the Accounting, Cashier, Payroll,
Personnel Services, and Purchasing
Department.
Implementation Years:

Goal 3:

To provide an expanded and central housing
facility for the Purchasing Department's
offices, stores, receiving, storing, and
redistributing activities.
Implementation Years:

Goal 4:

1982-83

1984-85

To expand housing facilities for the Payroll Services Department so as to provide
a separate office for the department manager and a reception area for visitor and
customers.
Implementation Years:
IX.

1986-87

POSITIVE IM.~GE BUILDING

The total image of the University reflects the support and services the Fiscal Affairs Department renders to
all University programs.

It is essential, then, that the
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image of the Fiscal Affairs Department be held high in the
evaluations by the programs and individuals being served.

A

clear understanding of each other's roles and objectives,
as well as complete understanding of governing conditions
under which these are achieved, appear to be the key to good
working relationships.

Thus, the following goal is project-

ed toward this attainment in the future:
Goal:

To concentrate on the training of mid-management staff personnel of all Fiscal Affairs
Departments toward developing the capability
of providing more direct assistance to University departments in their fiscal management activities.
Implementation Years:
X.

1981-82

FINANCE

The University's major source of income is through
state appropriations.

However, being a medium size in-

stitution and not receiving full funding under the formula
system has placed the University in a "catch-up-mode" in all
funded programs.

The following financial goals are project-

ed for the future.

These are followed by a table showing

projected revenues for the full period of this long range
plan.
Goal 1:

To seek state appropriations, endowments,
financial aid, federal grants and contracts
as projected and to realized income in auxiliary enterprises and service departments
in support of all program areas of the
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University.
Goal 2:

To secure funds for planned new construction
and repairs and rehabilitation of facilities
as listed in table four.

Goal 3:

To seek the full formula appropiation for
each year included in the long range plan.

Goa.l 4:

To seek a special formula arrangement that
would provide the University full formula
yield plus a varying percentage bonus above
full formula because of the University's
special purpose role.
Implementation Years:

1982-87
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TABLE I
PROJECTED STATE APPROPRIATIONS, ENDOWMENTS, FINANCIAL AID,
FEDERAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS & DEBT SERVICE BUDGETS
For the period September, 1982 thru September, 1987
General Anrnin. & Student Services
General Institutional Expense
Staff Benefits {Grou~ Ins. Premiums)
Resident Instruction
a. Faculty Salaries
b. Departmental Operating Expenses
c. Organized Activities
d. Instructional Administration
Wocational Teacher Training
ibrary
Organized Research
hysical Plant
a. General Services
b. Campus Security
c. Building Maintenance
d. Custodial Services
e. Ground Maintenance
f. Utilities
pecial Items
epairs & Rehabilitation of Facilities
TOTAL

OTAL EDUCATIONAL & GEN. FUNDS
{Tuition and Fees)

$

1982
940,874
173,264
310,716

1983
987,918
131,927
326,252

$

5,634,837
1,112,231
86,625
280,050
44,706
599,223
44,613

5,916,578
1,167,843
90,956
294,053
46,941
629,184
46,844

224,369
231,118
412,959
428,678
253,851
1,907,521
513,977
8,970,864

235,5S7
242,674
433,607
450,112
266,544
2,098,273
539,675
-0-

$22,170,476

$13,954,968

$

998,007

$

998,007

TOTAL ENDOWMENTS

$

465,600

$

488,880

~OTAL FINANCIAL AID

$ 8,502,606

S 8,672,658

$ 6,061,856

$ 6,668,042

TOTAL FEDERAL GRANTS

&

CONTRACTS

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE {Fed. Int. Subsidy)

$

385,264

$

385,264
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TABLE I
PROJECTED STATE APPROPRIATIONS, ENDO~\IMENTS, FINANCIAL AID,
FEDERAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS & DEBT SERVICE BUDGETS
For the period September, 1982 thru September, 1987
1984
$ 1,037,314
191,023
342,565

1985
$ 1,089,179
200,574
359,693

6,212,407
1,226,235
95,504
308,756
49,228
660,643
49,186

6,523,027
1,287,546
100,279
324,193
51,689
693,675
51,645

247,366
254,807
455,287
472,618
279,871
2,308,100
566,658
9;419,407

259,734
267,547
478,051
496,248
293,864
2,538,910
594,990
-0-

$24,176,975

$15,610,844

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GEN. FUNDS
(Tuition and Fees)

$1,047,907

$1,047,907

TOTAL ENDOWMENTS

$

$

TOTAL FINANCIAL AID

$ 8,846,111

$ 9,023,033

$ 7,334,846

$ 8,068,330

=$==3=8=5=,2=6=4

$

General Admin. & Student Services
General Institutional Expense
Staff Benefits (Group Ins. Premiums)
Resident Instruction
a. Faculty Salaries
b. Departmental Operating Expense
c. Organized Activities
d. Instructional Administration
Vocational Teacher Training
Library
Organized Research
Physical Plant
a. General Services
b. Campus Security
c. Building Maintenance
d. Custodial Services
e. Ground Maintenance
f. Utilities
Special Items
Repairs & Rehabilitation of Facilities

TOTAL

TOTAL FEDERAL GRANTS

&

CONTRACTS

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE (Fed. Int. Subsidy)

513,324

538,990

385,264
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TABLE I
PROJECTED STATE APPROPRIATIONS, ENDOWMENTS, FINANCIAL AID,
FEDERAL GRANTS & CONTRACTS & DEBT SERVICE BUDGETS
For the period September, 1982 thru September, 1987

General Admin. & Student Services
General Institutional Expense
Staff Benefits (Group Ins. Premiums)
Resident Instruction
a. Faculty Salaries
b. Departmental Operating Expense
c. Organized Activities
d. Instructional Administration
~ocational Teacher Training
ibrary
Organized Research
Ph y sical Plant
a. General Services
b. Campus Security
c. Building Maintenance
d. Custodial Services
e. Grounds Maintenance
f. Utilities
S•:iecial Items
epairs & Rehabilitation of Facilities

1986
$ 1,143,638
210,602
377,678

$

1987
1,200,820
221,132
396,561

6,849,178
1,351,923
105,292
340,402
54,273
728,358
54,227

7,191,636
1,419,519
110,556
357,422
56,986
764,775
56,938

272,720
280,924
501,953
521,060
308,557
2,792,801
624,739
9,890,377

286,356
294,970
527,050
547,113
323,984
3,072,081
655,975
-0-

$26,408,702

$17,483,874

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GEN. FUNDS
(Tuition and Fees)

$1,100,302

$1,100,302

TOTAL ENDOWMENTS

$

TOTAL

TOTAL FINANCIAL AID
TOTAL FEDERAL GRANTS
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE

&

CONTRACTS

(Fed.

Int. Subsidy)

565,900

$

595,200

$ 9,203,493

$ 9,387,562

$ 8,875,163

$ 9,762,679

$

385,264

$

385,264
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TABLE II
PROJECTED AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES AND SERVICE DEPARTMENTS BUDGETS
For the period September, 1982 thru September, 1987
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES & ACTIVITIES
Auxiliary Enterprises Admin.
Athletics
Athletics Concessions
Dining Hall
Certificates & Diplomas
College Bookstore Rev. Fd.
Concessions Special
Concessions Student Activities
Guest House
Health Services
Graphic Reproductions
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Men
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Women
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Dining Hall
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. Reserve
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Men
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Women
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Reserve
Photoplays
College Laundry Rev. Fd.
MSU Facilities
MSU Food Services
MSU Student Programs
MSU Business Operations
Parking Facilities
Rent Cottages
Tenant Properties
Student I. D. Cards
Student Publications
College Yearbook
TOTA.t,

SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
Utility System Revenue Fund
Warehouse Operations
Data Processing Service
Telephone and Telegraph
TOTAL

$

1982
1983
26T;99"7 $ 275,096
(502,043)
(476,941)
250
262
-0-0202
212
59,689
62,673
633
665
-0-04,210
4,420
(36,441
(32,797)
1,031
982
6,827
7,168
10,215
10,725
27,075
28,428
1,434,473
1,506,196
32,342
33,959
15,960
16,758
456,108
434,389
1,580
1,659
89,208
93,668
202
212
(104,696)
(99,461)
8,652
9,085
(17,358)
(16,490)
82,100
78,191
25,059
26,312
2,068
2,171
16,914
17,759
5,638
5,370
23,992
25,191

$1,879,942

$2,041,807

$

317,692
2,850
1,710
(12,185)

$ 333,576
2,993
1,800
8,575

$

310,067

$ 346,944
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TABLE II
PROJECTED AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES AND SERVICE DEPART1ENTS BUDGETS
For the period September, 1982 thru September, 1987
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES & ACTIVITIES
1984
Auxiliary Enterprises Admin.
$ 288,850
Athletics
(453,094)
Athletics Concessions
275
Dining Hall
-0Certificates & Diplomas
223
College Bookstore Rev. Fd.
65,806
Concessions Special
698
Concessions Student Activities
-0Guest House
4,641
Health Services
(29,516)
Graphic Reproductions
1,082
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Men
7,526
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Women
11,261
Lousing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Dining Hall
29,849
1,581,505
Housing Sys. Maint. Reserve
35,656
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Men
17,595
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Women
478,913
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Reserve
1,742
Photoplays
98,351
College Laundry Rev. Fd.
223
MSU Facilities
(94,488)
MSU Food Services
9,539
MSU Student Programs
(15,665)
MSU Business Operations
86,205
Parking Facilities
27,627
Rent Cottages
2,280
Tenant Properties
18,646
Student I. D. Cards
5,920
Student Publications
26,450
College Yearbook
TOTAL

SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
Utility System Revenue Fund
Warehouse Operations
Data Processing Service
Telephone and Telegraph
TOTAL

$2,208,100

1985
303,292
(430,440)
288
-0234
69,096
733
-04,873
(26,564)
1,136
7,902
11,824
31,341
1,660,580
37,438
18,474
502,858
1,829
103,268
234
(89,764)
10,015
(14,882)
90,515
29,008
2,394
19,578
6,216
27,772

$

$2,379,248

$

350,254
3,142
1,890
9,433

$

376,766
3,300
1,984
10,376

$

364,719

$

392,426
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TABLE II
PROJECTED AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES AND SERVICE DEPARTMENTS BUDGETS
For the period September, 1982 thru September, 1987
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES & ACTIVITIES
Auxiliary Enterprises Admin.
Athletics
Athletics Concessions
Dining Hall
Certificates & Diplomas
College Bookstore Rev. Fd.
Concessions Special
Concessions Student Activities
Guest House
Health Services
Graphic Reoroductions
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Men
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Women
Housing Sys. Oper. & Maint. - Dining Hall
Housing Sys. Maint. - Reserve
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Men
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Women
Enc. Facilities Sys. Rev. Fd. - Reserve
Photoplays
College Laundry Rev. Fd.
MSU Facilities
MSU Food Services
MSU Student Programs
MSU Business Operations
Parking Facilities
Rent Cottages
Tenant Properties
Student I. D. Cards
Student Publications
College Yearb~ok
TOTAL

SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
Utility System Revenue Fund
Warehouse Operations
Data Processing Service
Telephone and Telegraph
TOTAL

$

1986
318,456
(408,918)
302
-0246
72,550
770
-05,116
(23,908)
1,200
8,297
12,415
32,908
1,743,609
39,309
19,397
528,001
1,920
],08,431
246
(85,276)
10,516
(14,138)
95,040
30,458
2,514
20,557
6,526
29,160

$2,555,704

$

1987
334,378
(388,473)
320
-0260
76,177
810
-05,372
(21,518)
1,200
8,693
13,035
34,553
1,830,789
41,274
20,366
554,401
2,016
113,852
260
(81,012)
11,082
(13,431)
99,792
31,980
2,640
21,585
6,852
30,618

$2,737,871

$

395,604
3,465
2,083
11,414

$

415,384
3,640
2,200
12,555

$

412,566

$

433,779
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TABLE III
PROJECTED BONDS PAYABLE BUDGETS
For the period September, 1982 thru September, 1987

Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1967
Dormitory Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1970!/
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-1970A
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-1970B
Utility Sys. SFRB, S-1970£/
Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1972
Combined Fee Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1978

TOTAL

Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1967
Dormitory Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1970!/
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-1970A
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, s 1970B
Utility Sys. SFRB, S-1970~
Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1972
Combined Fee Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1978

1982
250,000
-01,778,000
10,375,000
70,000
610,000
6,225,01)0

$

$19,308,000

$18,823,000

$

7

1984
220,000
-01,663,000
10,150,000
-0565,000
5,785,000

$18,383,000

TOTAL

Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1967
l/
Dormitory Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1970Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds, S-1970A
Housing Sys. Rev. Bonds,
71970B
Utility Sys. SFRB, S-1970Student Fee Rev. Bonds, S-1972
Combined Fee Rev. Ref. Bonds, S-1978

2

TOTAL

1/To be retired in 1980-81

-21 To be retired in 1981-82

1983
235,000
-01,723,000
10,265,000
-0590,000
6,010,000

$

$

1985
200,000
-01,603,000
10,025,000
-0540,000
5,550,00:::l

$17,918,000

1,543,1)00
9,890,000
-0515,000
5,305,800

1987
160,000
-01,478,000
9,740,000
-0485,000
5,050,000

$17,433,000

$16,913,000

$

1986
180,000
-0-

$
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TABLE IV
GOALS FOR L~ND ACQUSITION, LAND P1P:ROVEMENT, LANDSCAPHJG,
NEW BUILDIN~S & FACILI~IES AN~ REPAIRS & REHA~ILITATIO ,
OF FACILITIES
For the period September, 1982 throug~ September, 1987
LAND A~JD LAND I111PROVE~1ENTS
1. ~ew Land Acqusition
2.
Land Improvements - Irrigation
3.
Land Improve~ents - Drainage
4.
~andscaping and Beautification
5.
New Sidewalks

$

4,025,000
962,500
742,000
1,200,000
1,080,000
8,009,50')

NEW BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
Administration Building Addition
Industrial Education Building
3.
Education Building
4.
Central Receiving
,..
.) .
Library
6.
Community Affairs Building
7•
Agriculture Com?lex
8.
Power Plant Addition
9.
Health Science Building
10.
Chemical Engineering Building
11.
Day Student Lounge
12. Arts and Sciences
13.
Child Development Center
14. Married Student Apartments
Home Economics Building Addition
15.
16. Home Management Complex
17.
Faculty Housing
18. Women's Athletics Residence
19. Men's Athletics Residence
20.
Dairy Complex
Maintenance Warehouse
21.
22.
Swine Complex
23.
Parking Lots
24.
Architecture Building
Animal Industries Building
23.
Recreation Facility
26.
27.
Continuing Education
Harrington Science Building Addition
28.
Q9.
Heliport (Health Center)
')
.Men's Residence
1. Memorial Student Center Addition
Military Science Building
2.
3. Engineering Complex
4 . Health & Physical Education Bldg. Addition
s. Stadium
1.
2•

.

6,950,000
8,646,160
8,535,64:)
1,251,040
9,927,526
3,550,000
4,660,320
1,237,440
2,675,634
4,439,199
1,083,0')0
9,904,742
247,116
3,100,000
4,816,896
285,167
5,921,200
2,653,055
2,653,055
1,70::l,OOO
570,7'51
300,()00
650,000
4,365,110
7,425,043
7,'2')0,000
6,437,379
4,495,767
65,0')0
11,884,291
2,007,641
2,657,672
6,547,413
6,976,983
4,649,347
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T.2\BLE IV
GOALS FOR LAND ACQUSITION, LAND H1PROVET\.1ENT, LANDSCAPING,
NEW BUILDINGS & FACILITIES AND REPAIRS & REHABILITATim
OF FACILITIES
For the period Se~tember, 1982 through Se?tember, 1987
NEW BUILDINGS AND FACILITI~S (CONTI D)
36. Cenema I & II
37. Friends Building
38.
Radio Transmitter
39.
Research Building
4 0.
r-vomen' s Residence
41.
All Faith Chapel
42. Motor Pool
4 3.
Museum
44.
Physical Plant Complex
45. Auditorium

$

1,197,448
2,897,288
25,000
3,009,316
14,903,228
l,5~0,000
1,900,000
1,619,591
5,572,170
12,395,605
195,394,223

REPAIRS AND REHABILITATION OF FACILITIES
1. Alexander - Buchanan Hall
2.
Suarez - Collins Hall
L. O. Evans Hall
3.
4 • Health & Physical Education Bldg.
5.
Home Economics Building
6.
Repair Student Center
7•
Power Plant
8 . Demolish Old Buildings
Banks Hall
9.
10. Fuller Hall
11. Farrell Hall
Industrial Education Building
12.
Schumacher Hall
13.
14. Old Hospital Building
Repair & Renovate University Exchange
15.
16. Education Building
Demolish Machine Shop Building
17.
.18. Holley Hall
19. Drew Hall
20. W.R. Banks Library
21. Electronics Building
Demolish Science Annex
22.
Old Science Building
23.
Repair ROTC Warehouse
24.
25. Veternary Hospital
26. Agriculture Experiment/Farm Imoliments Bldg.
Demolish Old Fire Station
27.
Demolish
~usic Building
28.

6,176,378
5,234,522
2,027,740
2,56J,678
898,151
3,238,985
1,274,690
213,753
2,689,575
2,763,236
532,888
2,271,516
1,340,421
1,845,795
1,500,01)0
808,518
37,741
3,430,265
3,235,007
5,749,159
740,382
4,397
1,179,963
400,000
250,0J0
175,000
32,182
55,680
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TABLE IV
GOALS FOR LAND ACQUSITION, LAND IMPROVEMENT, LA1'1DSCAPING
NEW BUILDINGS & FACILITIES AND REPAIRS & REHABILITATION
OF FACILITIES
For the period September, 1982 through September, 1987
REPAIRS & REHABILITATION OF FACILITIES (CONT'D)
29. Two (2) llJ0 Ton Chillers & Extend
Distribution System
30. Repair and Extend Streets
31. Repair and Replace Steam & Hot Water
Distribution System
32. Repair and Extend Elec. Power and Lights
33. Practice Cottage (Demolish)
34. Engineering Building
35. Nursing Building (Demolish)
36. Alumni Hall
37. Women's Gym
38. Harrington Science Bldg.
39. B&C rvarehouse (Demolish)
40. Administration Building
41. Spence Hall
42. Financial Aid (Demolish)
43. Science Greenhouse
44. Small Classroom
45. Farm Shop

$

2,357,000
1,800,000
450,000
500,000
7,972
2,034,359
33,541
2,291,193
1,440,416
4,204,472
66,984
854,759
2,330,003
52,824
32,975
756,917
427,696

$ 70,307,73 3

5273,711,461

THE FISCAL AFFAIRS REPORT
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY LONG-RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
THE UNIVERSITY EXCHANGE REPORT
The University Exchange is an Auxiliary Enterprise
established to furnish a very special service to the
students, faculty, staff and comm.unity of Prairie View A&M
University.

A centralized service limited to the provision

of goods and services that are present within the physical
structure.
While the University Exchange is owned by the State
of Texas and is operated under State guidelines, it does not
receive State funds.

This makes it a self-supporting busi-

ness operation which requires specialized financial administration designed to conform to guidelines established by
the State of Texas for auxiliary enterprise management.

It

must conduct its activities in a manner comparable to other
non-profit business organizations. Revenue yield in excess
.
of expenses is used exclusively in providing improved programs, activities and facilities for the students.
Understanding the present, and planning for the future requires a clear perspective of the past.

This devel-

opment plan report includes the following elements identified as being sufficiently significant to long-range planning
for the University Exchange:
Historical Background
Purpose and Role, Scope, Mission
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Organization and Administration
Management System
Programs
Staff
Physical Facilities and Equipment
Clientele Served
Finance
Intra-and Inter-Institutional Cooperation
Positive Image Building
Making goods and services available on demand for the
student and other clientele is seriously affected by external factors such as the availability of energy, rising inflation, and shifting performance productivity expectations
among employees in service type occupations.

This develop-

ment plan report for the period 1981-1987 presents an indepth analysis of the University Exchange as of 1979-80
fiscal year.

Following the status are the behaviorally

stated goals.

Because goals must first be related to the in-

ternal and external social-political-economic impactors, each
goal is preceeded by a background position which is the planning framework.
II.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In 1878, when Dr. L. W. Minor enrolled eight young
men, he and the teacher purchased books and supplies for the
students.

While there could have been an off i cial bookstore

prior to the mid ·thirties, a review of the records revealed
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that the first bookstore manager was Mr. George Washington
Buchanan who was appointed in 1936.
Sometime between 1936 and the early 1960's the bookstore came to be known as the name College Exchange.

In

1974, the College Exchange because the University Exchange.
This change in nomenclature was concurrent with Prairie View
A&M University's receiving University Status.
The Key personnel for the University Exchange from
1936 to the present is as follows:

NAME
George Washington Buchanan
Nathaniel Harden
Don ald Sowell
James Quarles
Dorsey Summerfield
Troy Runnels
Phillip Wayne Nickleberry

TITLE
?

Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager

YEARS SERVED
1936--?
1950-1964
1964-1970
1972-1973
1973-1975
1975-1976
1976-1980

PURPOSE, ROLE, SCOPE AND MISSION
The primary function of the University Exchange as it
relates to the overall University objective is to provide
textbooks, instruments, supplies, materials and other educational tools required in the various academic programs.

In

addition to these, school spirit items, souvenirs, beauty
aids and snacks are also available to the students, faculty
and staff.
III.

PURPOSE, ROLE, SCOPE AND MISSION

Even though the University Exchange is a business
operation it directly supports the University '·s purpose and
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role.

Like the University, the University Exchange sub-

scribes to the following beliefs as evidenced in the manner.
Egua·l ity of Edu ca. ti•o nal Opportunity. The University
Exc~ange fosters by facilitating educational opportun~ty of all students by employing without discrimination students who need to earn while they learn.
cuitural Pluralism is fostered in the University Exchange through its offering educational materials
especially books and art objects representing ethnics
and non-ethnic people are made available in the University Exchange.
To Foster Free Ehterprise and Capitalism in a
Democratic Society~ The University Exchange is a
enterprise formal learning laboratory for training
in free enterprise and is capitalism. Students observe and participate in the operational aspects of
a capitalistic enterprise. Graduate students are
the primary beneficiaries of this experience.
'
Regard for the Judeo-Christian Ethics
and Values is
a guiding principle within the University Exchange,
because immoral practices commonly associated with
employees and customers such as shoplifting, embezzlement, vandalism are not tolerated. The fact
that industriousness hard-working do indeed succeed
spiritually and financially is reinforced.

To Foster a· Humanistic-Pra matic Phi•loso hy of
Li·fe and Living.
In t e re a ions ips etween store
management and customers vendors etc.l the University
Exchange espouses a · huma•n is•tic pra·rwatic• phiTo·soph~
in that the personal ma-ner must a ways be open an
congenial but at the same time direct, positive and
business like. Additionally, this tenet of the Universityts philosophy is illustrated in the general
management orientation of the staff. All practices
regulating personal dress, interpersonal relations
and performance of functions are practical in their
orientation, sometimes seemingly in humane to the
individual , but in the end they are
. extremely
. . humanistic. The result is better quality service for the
entire University-based clientele and public clientele.
The Afro-American heritage is reserved· tr·a nsmi tted
and improved trough de iberately presenting greeting
cards, wearing apparel, h~ir care produc~s and ~osmetics and art objects with a Afro-American orientation 0 ~ design~ These products positively reinforce
the Afro-Arneric~n culture.
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As aforementioned, the University Exchange provides
relevant ~ob relevant s·a leable· skills and high quality
competencies.
It provides direct instruction to
student trainees and to employees who receive opportunities for professional growth.
Evidence of the University Exchange's belief and support
in providing for the Upwa·rd Mobility ·o·f Indiv•iduals is its
emphasis upon educational services. Not only are textbooks
available but information on personal development whether
academic, cultural, social economic in nature. Also,
student employees are encouraged to schedule their work to
accommodate their class schedules.
II.

SCOPE

To serve undergraduate and graduate students, faculty,
administrators, staff, alumni, members of the Waller, Hempstead and Prairie View communities with the necessary items
to fulfill their needs.

These needs are defined in the ob-

jective of a University Exchange.
III.

MISSION

The mission of the University Exchange can be expressed in terms of broad objectives.
1.

To provide educational materials for students
and faculty.

2.

To provide non-educational items for students,
faculty, and community.

3.

To promote the sale of educational a~d noneducational materials through advertisement.

The University Exchange mission as it relates to the University is as follows:
The Individual - to provide a very formal business atmosphere whereby the individual may
develop.
The ~ociety - to contribute to the advancement of our
free society and to the continued progress of our civilization.

Know.ledge - to transmit, preserve and discover knowledge beneficial to mankind.
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Leadership - to provide on-hand training for Masters
of Business Administration candidates.
Quality - to provide quality goods and services to our
patrons.

IV.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The pos.i tions in the organization are:

one Retail

St-o r e Manager, one Clerk II, one Stenographer, and six - Clerk

Organization charts which follow present the total or~
ganization in terms of position, position-personnel, function
and programs.

The University Exchange operates in accordance

with the policies and regulations of Prairie View A&M University.
The Administration of the University Exchange is the responsibility of the Retail Store Manager,

This is administra-

tive supervisory work which involves the coordination and implementation of a successful business program.
V.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The University has officially adopted the following
management systems:
1.

Management by Objective

2.

Planning, Management, Evaluation

3.

Zero-Based Budgeting

4,

cost Effectiveness / Productivity

s.

zero Defects

6.

Performance, Planning and Merit Evaluation

7 .,

Performance, Evaluation , Review Technique

8.

Critical Path Method
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VI.

PROGRAMS

The University Exchange presently consists of four
major programs:
1.

Educational Materials
a. Textbooks
b. Textbook Supplements
c. Educational Tools
d. Uniforms

2.

Non-Educational Materials
a. T-shirts
b. Souvenirs
c. Clothing
d. Stationary
e. Hoisery

3.

Food
a. Snacks (assorted)
b. Produce
c. Dairy Products
d. Meats
e. Soft Drinks

4.

Sundry
a. Cosmetics
b. Non-prescription drugs
c. Hair-care products.
VII.

STAFF

The University Exchange is managed by a Retail Store
Manager who performs administrative, supervisory roles,
which involve the coordination and implementation of a successful business program in line with those of the University and the State.
The University Exchange also consists of the following
positions:

one Retail Store Manager, one Clerk II, one Steno-

grapher and six Clerk I.

At the present time all positions

are filled with the exception of the Stenographer's
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r:ianag·e ment 1:>Y O~j•e ctiyes (MBO) - A total planning process
in an_org~nization which defines broad objectives for the
organization, collecting component objectives throughout
the organization and devising a master plan of action
based upon the composite needs of the varied facets of the
inst~tution. Conceptually, such a management system is
pr 7dic~ted upon the proposition that when missions, goals,
obJectives, tasks and activities engaged by University personnel and/or organized units track the overall missions
and goals of the University, the institution will maximize its achievements.

2.

Pl·a nn•i •n· · Management and Evaluati•o n (PME) - An established
set o procedures esigne to produce primary facts about
the activities, costs and revenues of the institution thus,
focusing the attention of high level administration upon
(a). elementary policy questions, (b) . an analysis of longrange planning/budgeting implications, and (c). the resolution of various related issues (i.e., development of
priorities for resource allocation), The major focus of
the ~ME system is the strengthening of program review, development/documentation, monitoring, control, evaluation
and subsequently the revision of an institutions' academic, administrative, and student service program plan.
PME analyzes and interrelates the aforementioned processes while dissecting the system into the three major components of institutional planning, institutional management and institutional evaluation.

3.

Zero-Based Budteting (.ZBB) - A budgetary process in which
decisions areased upon clearly defined objectives which
forces a review of the entire budget request of an institution as opposed to the increment which is above the
current year budget. The technique requires that existing
programs be considered along with new proposed programs,
All ongoing activities must be opened up to evaluation and
are explored in light of their relevancy to the operational
goals of the institution. This process of evaluating the
output/productivity of programs currently in operation
along with new and/or proposed programs to make certain
that amounts allocated to each new fiscal period are put
to optimal use.

4.

Cost Effectivene·ss/Produc·t ivi t
(CE/P) - A technique used to
examine
e aquisition o resources based on a given cost/
productivity ration. The process enables an institution
to determine the degree to whxch the costs of resources are
justified by comparing the costs to the measurable productivity of the. resource in accomplishing pre-determined
objectives,
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Zero Defects (ZD) - A program based on the philosophy
that_tas~s will be performed "right the first time",
eleIIU.nating the need for discarding or correcting
op 7rations.
In practice, the zero defects program entails the development of a sensitivity to the amount
of defective work yield as a function of overall
quantity. With well directed effort, the quantity of
defects can be deminished with a resultant decline in
overall costs.

6.

Performance Plannin and Merit Evaluation (PP/ME) A program designe to provide an o Jective evaluation or
analysis of each employee's performance by (a). establishing specific objectives to be achieved by each
employee which are thouroughly understood by him and
his manager, and (b). assessing the degree to which
each employee accomplishes each objective within a
specific time-fram. The process must bear in mind
the importance of a compatable balance/blend in terms
of employee and institutional goals when making assignments. The PP/ME system enables an institution to (a).
facilitate information exchange, (b). influence high
level performance by managers and their subordinates,
and (c). provide base-line criteria for awarding
merit pay.

7.

Pro ram Evaluation and Review Techni ue/Critical
Path Met od (PERT CPM) - The Program Eva uation and
Review Technique is designed to provide continuous
measurement of progress made toward preconceived
objectives. The technique is directed at evaluating
specific program changes and the effect the changes have
on proposed plans for attaining stated objectives.
The Critical Path Method is a technique within PERT
designed to determine the overall completion time of
a project, its critical activities, and areas of
slack time. Used as an element of PERT, the method
facilitates the simulation of decisions and alternative
decisions, optimizing the scheduling pro~ess,_em~hasizing allocation of time resources and identifying
problems. PERT and CPM, working together, is a
"graphic plan of action" wh~ch ~llustrates_interrelationships between sub-obJectives of a given
project.
The university Exchange presently utilizes

Management by Objectives and Zero Defects.
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position.

The University Exchange administers its staff in

the following manner:
Recruitment
Recruitment in the University Exchange is done primarily by persons completing employment application forms.
Some recruitment is done through referral.
Orientation
Orientation is done by the Retail Store Manager.
Each new employee is orientated on the policies and regulations of the university and those of the University
·Exchange.
Training
Staff training in the University Exchange is done
mostly on an individual basis.
Staff Development
Each member is permitted to take six credit hours
while being employed full time.

The manager has and en-

couraged to attend seminar relative to bookstore operations.
Promotions
Promotions are made by the Retail Store Manager in
accordance with budgeted positions.
Reward
The University Exchange recongnizes all employees
birthdays.

The only other reward is the rnanditory pay

increase approved by the present system and the President.
VIII.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The University Exchange consists of 11,000 square
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feet of store space, air conditioned and cooled through the
central heating and cooling system.

It is located at street

level, eastside of the Memorial Student Center.

This

facility was constructed in 1950.
Equipment consists of cash registers, counters,
shelves, stocking karts and rest room facilities.

All

equipment is governed by the University Equipment mannual.
Maintenance of the building and equipment is
maintained by the university.
Security is provided by the Campus Security Department.
Property accountability is obtained through the
University Property Mannual.
Grounds of the University Exchange is maintained by
the university.
During the thirty years of its existence the
current facility has not bee remodeled or substantially
upgraded in any way.

Definite plans for the improvement

of the facility to better accommodate present and _future
program needs will be presented in the section, GOALS
FOR THE FUTURE .

IX.

CLIENTELE SERVED

The primary clientele of the bookstore is students
who attend Prairie View A&M University.

However, we also

serve the needs of the faculty, staff members, and the
Prairie View community.

We now serve some 5,100 students,
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350 staff and faculty members.
X.

FINANCE

The university Exchange is self-supported through
the sales of goods and services to the entire Prairie View
community.

(ie, students, faculty, staff and local

residents, and the general public).
The following represents the Gross Expenditures and
Revenues for the University Exchange for the fiscal year
indicated.

Year

Gr oss Expense

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

$257,423.25
$296,840.17
$339,462.95
$398,232.11
$432,005.04
$375,303.51

XI.

Gross Income
$276,010.37
$323,952.35
$371,226.65
$429,332.15
$457,791.58
$459,605.45

INTRA AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION
The University Exchange for many years has been

a long time member of the National Association of College
Bookstores.

While this association does not govern members

actual operation, i t does provide competent basic bookstore
idealogy.
The Retail Store Manager serves on the University's
Textbook Committee.

This committee is responsible for the

implementation of textbooks procedures used at the university.
There is a cooperative arrangement where by textbooks can be purchased for other bookstores in the general
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geographic area on an emergency bases.

XII.

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

There is a conscientious effort being made by the
University Exchange to project a positive image.

Within

the past four years the management has implemented the
following activities which lead to a positive image of the
University Exchange:
1.

Permiting students or patrons to announce
their activities within the bookstore.

2.

Relocate and rearrange store facilities for
better accessability of goods.

3.

Painting of wall graphics within the bookstore.

4.

Purchase of new cash registers for better
service.

I
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2.
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'1 •
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University Exchange
Retail Store M~nager
This is AdrninistrativE
Supervisory work whicl
involves the coordination and implementation of a successful business program

Clerk 11

noes accounting duties in the
keeping of accounts for the
University Exchange, ie.,vouchers,
allocating charges and credits
to proper accounts

Stenogra_I>_her
Does secreterial work
involving oral dication,
composing and performing
responsible general office
work

Clerk 1
Does routine and repetitive work of
limited complexity.
Rings all cash sales
in cash register,
keeps adequate stock
of merchandise and
supplies on the shelves,
and helps in taking
of the bookstore
annual inventory

Clerk 1
Does routine and repetitive work of
limited complexity.
Rings all cash sales
in cash register,
keeps adequate stock
of merchandise and
supplies on the shelves,
an~ helps in taking
of the bookstore
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limited complexity.
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supplies on the
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in taking the bookstore annual inventory
~
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FOR THE

FUTURE

1981~ 1987

GOALS FOR THE FUTURE
1981-1987
The purpose of this section is to establish goals for
the University Exchange for the period 1981 through 1987.

In

projecting these goals, serious consideration was given to
impactors which affect the University, and which are discussed
in the section of the General University Report entitled "Impactors and Assumptions."

These goals were also established

with the consideration that the assumptions projected for the
University will remain valid during the period of the long
range plan.
Following are the goals established for the University
Exchange for the period 1981 through 1987.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The records of the University Exchange has been limited
to the interviewing of managers and university retirees in the
giving of historical data.

In view of these circumstances, the

following goals are established:
Goal No. 1:

To continue to update the historical
data of the University Exchange.

Goal No. 2:

To identify alumni and former faculty
members who can provide oral historical
information through the use of video
tapes and etc.
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PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE AND MISS I0!-1
The purpose and role, scope and mission of Prairie View
A&M University are espected to retain their present characteristics.

However, as time passes and changes come about the

following goals are established:
Goal No. 1:

l'o evaluate annually the purpose and
role of the University as it applies
to the University Exchange.

Goal No. 2:

To review and evaluate annually the
scope established for the University.

Goal No. 3:

To review annually the mission of the
University as stated in another section of this report.

ORGANIZATION A!JD ADMINISTRATION
l'he present organization and administration structure of
the University Exchange can more effectively and efficiently fulfill the needs of its patrons through the following goals:
Goal No. 1:

To provide each employee with a
University Exchange Randhook.

Goal No. 2:

To annually review organization
charts and make necessary update
changes.

Goal No. 3:

To develop a Policies and Procedures
Manual for the University Exchange.

Management
The present use of the University Management Systems is
essential to the successful operation of the University Exchange.
The following goals for the future are:
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Goal Uo. 1:

To utilize all the management systems.

Goal No.

To review and assess the use of these
systeMs as they affect this operation.

2:

Programs
The University Exchange existing programs does not
necessarily fulfill the total needs of its patrons.

Therefore,

the following goals are established:
Goal No. 1:

To provide a Direct Alumni Mail Order
Sales Program.

Goal No. 2:

To develop and implement a Master
Textbook Listing.

Goal No. 3:

To develop a used book program.

Staff
The present staff of the University Exchange is not
adequate in providing a good sound business operation.
fore, in the future, we plan to establish the following:
Goal No. 1:

To establish an Assistant Retail
Store r1anager position.

Goal No. 2:

To require all employees to attend
seminars relating to bookstore
operation.

Goal No. 3:

To continue to encourage employees
to further their education.

Goal No. 4:

To increase more positions on the
annual budget so that all employees
may be added to it.

There-
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INTRA- AND INTER- INS-r'ITUTIONAL COOPERATION
In cooperation with other institutions, we have established the following goals:
Goal No. 1:

To have more staff members actually
becoming members, themselves, of the
National Association of College Bookstores.

Goal No.

To work more closely with the University Textbook Committee for accurate
textbook concerns.

2:

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING
Bookstores
new image.

(campus) all over the country are taking on a

That image is one of a positive nature.

With this

in mind, we have established the following goals:
· Goal No. 1:

Goal No.

2:

To increase our souvenir department whereby Alumni will have a
greater variety to choose from.
To increase public awareness that
the University LXChange has something to offer them.

Goal No. 3:

To expand our present stock.

Goal No. 4:

To seek and have more involvement
from the faculty, students, staff
and local community as it relates
to the University Exchange Programs.

Goal ~Jo. 5:

To maintain an attractive, modern,
well decorated Exchange Store.
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PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMEN'I'
Much of the equipment and facilities of the University
Exchange are outdated.

Therefore, based on this condition, the

following goals are established:
Goal No. 1:

To renovate the existing building.

Goal No. 2:

To purchase new equipment · as needed
to replace the obsolete equipment.

Goal No. 3:

To install an alarm system to protect
the facilities and equipment.

FINANCE

Although the University Exchange is self-supporting, we
look to the future with great optimism in establishing the
following goals:
Goal No. 1:

To increase gross sales over the
next six years by 10%.

Goal No. 2:

To distribute 50% of net profit
to students organizations.

CLIENTELE SERVED
The University Exchange primary clientele is students
attending Prairie View A&M University.

Knowing that enrollment

will increase, we have established the following goals:
Goal No. 1:

To serve 6,500 students by way of
up-to-date market surveys'.

Goal No.

2:

To increase service to more faculty
members.

Goal No.

3:

To engage in an aggressive advertising
program to promote increase sales.

Goal No. 4:

To increase patronage by local residents
and general public.

THE FISCAL AFFAIRS REPORT
THE PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
1981 THROUGH 1987
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
This study is a part of the Fiscal Affair Report of the
Prairie View A&M University Long Range Development Plan.

It

depicts the current status of all aspects of Student Financial
Aid at the university.

This study contains substantial infor-

mation on the campus based student financial aid programs including (SEOG, CWSP, and NDSL) in addition to the Basic Grant
entitlement program and to auxilliary aid provided through
Prairie View A&M University.
The regulations contained herein are set forth by the
U. S. Office of Education in combination with institutional
policies.

Program manuals, memos, and Federal Registers have

set the fromework for this study.
The format for this study has been designed in a stepby-step manner for eacy reading and comprehension.

A glossary

of terms has been included.
Glossary of Terms
Academic Year - A period of time of not less than 8 months during a 12 month period beginning July 1 an~ ending_June~30 of
the subsequent year and is normally the time required Lor a
full-time student to complete a program.
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ACT -_American College Testing Program - one of the major
agencies used to calculate students' need throuqh the use
of data reported on the Family Financial Statement.
Affi~avi~ - A ~otarized statement executed by a student
stating ~hat aid funds received will be used solely for
educational purposes.
Award Certificate - The Official notice sent to a student
from the institution offering financial assistance.
BEOG - Basic Educational Opportunity Grant.
Borrower - A student who has been approved for and receives
loan funds from an eligible lender.
cancellation - The act of having one's loan obligation
fully deleted.
Continuing Grant - An award of a Supplemental Eaucational
Opportunity Grant to a student who received similar funds
during his/her first year of stuqy .
Cost of Attendance - The amounts needed to cover educational
expenses for tuition, fees, room, board and transportation,
books, supplies and personal items.
CSS - College Scholarship Service - One of the major agencies
used to calculate students' need through the use of data
reported on the Confidential Financial Statenent.
CWSP - College Work Study Prog~am - A federally supported
program of part-time employment authorized by ~itle IV,
of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Deadline - A priority date for the acceptance of financial
aid material.
Default - Failure to make an installment payment when due.
Deferment - The act of delaying one's loan obligation to
an institution for a specified amount of time.
Dependent Student - Any student who does not qualify as an
independent student and whose livelihood comes from parents
and/or guardians.
Eligibility Index - The calculated ~igu:e which rep:e~ents
the student's expected family contr 7butio~ f~r participation in the BEOG program.
This figure is ~ocated on the
SER.
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Expected Family Contribution - The amount which the student ' s
family may reasonably be expected to contribute toward the
cost of his/her education for an academic year.
Fina~cial Ai~ - M~nies awar~ed to a student for the purpose of
pursing an eaucation at a higher education institution.
Fiscal Year - The twelve-month accounting period between July
1 of one year and June 30 of the succeeding year .
FISL - Federally Insured Student Loans are seven percent (7%)
interest loans available to students through most conL~ercial
leading agencies and guaranteed by the Federal Government.
Full-Time Student - A student who is carrying a full-time academic work load (12 hours or more).
Good Standing - The eligibility of a student to continue in
attendance in accordance with the standards and practices of
the Institution in which he/she is enrolled.
Grant - Gift money provided to a needy student that does not
have repayment obligations.
Grace Period - Nine month period which begins when a borrower
ceases at least half-time studies. No payment is required and
interest does not accrue.
Half-Time Student - A student who is carrying a half-time academic course load (6 hours).
HEW - Health, Education and Welfare - Division of the Federal
Government which administers health, education and welfare
concerns.
Independent Student - Any student who h~s not and will not
be claimed as an exemption for Federal income taxes by any
person except his or her spouse, has not and will not receive
financial assistance of more than $600 from his or her parents
has not lived and will not live for more than two consecutive
weeks in the home of a parent in a calendar year in which
aid is received or requested.
Initial Grant - The first Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant awarded to a student.
Institution - An educational institution of higher education
which admits as regular students only P 7:~ons having a certificate of graduation from a school provicting seco~d~ry education or, the recognized equivalent of such certifi~ate,
is legally authorized to provide a program of ~ducation beyond secondary education and awards a bachelors degree.
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Loan_- Mone~ granted with repayment obligations and usually
carr~es an interest fee as·part of the total amount to be
repaid.
National of the United States - A citizen of the United
States or person who though not a citizen of the United
States owes permanent allegiance to the United states.
Need - The difference between the expected family contribution and the cost of attendance at an institution.
Need Analysis - The uniform process of establishing the
amount of eligibility for financial assistance for a student
and parents ability to contribute toward the cost of education.
NDSL - National Direct Student Loan - The Federally supported,
long-term-low interest student loan program authorized by
Title IV Part E of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Overawarded - The amount of financial assistance from all
sources which exceeds the students need by more than $100.
Packaging - The act of developing financial aid offerings to
a student through the use of funds froQ one or more sources
at the disposal of the financial aid office.
Parent - The mother or father of the student, unless any other
person except the student's spouse provided more than one half
of the student's support and claims or is eligible to claim
the student as an exemption for Federal income tax purposes.
Part-time Student - One who attends school less than half
time.
Promissory Note - The legal document which binds the borrower
to the repayment of obligations of a loan.
Scholarship - Gift aid awarded to a student on the basis of
performance (i.e. academic athletic, music, etc), and may or
may not be based on need.
Self-help - That portion of educational co~ts expected to_be
covered by the student, such as sunmer savings, work earnings,
etc.
SEOG - Supple~ental Educational Opportunity G:~nt - One of
the three ca~pus based, federally suppo:ted a~~ pro~rams
~
authorized by Title IV, Part A of the Higher ~aucation A..~enaments of 1965.
SZR - student Eligibility Report - Prepared by an indepe~dent
agent and submitted to an institution fo: paymen: to a student from the Basic Educational Opportunity Gran~ Program.
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Social Security Benefits - Funds available to students, aged
18-22, who are children of deceased, disabled, or retired
parents covered under the Social Security Act.
Undergraduate Student - A student who is in attendance at an
institution of higher education who has- not earned his/her
first baccalaureate or professional degree.
USOE - United States Office of Education - Which authorizes
the utilization of Federal funds to institutions for operating
student aid programs.
Veterans Assistance Bene•f its - Educational funds available to
eligible veterans and/or dependents of veterans.
Vocational Rehabilitation Bene£its - Educational funds operated
by state agencies for handicapped students.
The study is presented in the following format:
(1) LEGAL AUTHORITY (2) HISTORICAL BACKGROUND (3) SOCIALPOLITICAL-ECONOMIC IMPACTORS (4) PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE, MISSION (5) ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION (6) MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS (7) PROGRAMS (8) STAFF (9) CLIENTEL SERVED (10) PHYSICAL FACILITIES (11) FINANCE (12) INTRA-AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL
COOPERATION (13) POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING (14) GOALS FOR 1981-87.
LEGAL AUTHORITY
Prairie View A&M University is a state supported, coeducational institution that was founded in 1876 in accordance
with the Fifteenth Legislature, General Laws of the State of
Texas Volume 8, Chapter 92, which became law August 14, 1876.
The financial aid program at Prairie View A&M University
is governed by several statutory authority requirements.
legal requirements are as follows:
1.

The supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant (SEOG) program i~ authorized und 7r
subpart 2, Part A of Title IV of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, as amended by the
Education Amdndments of 1968, 1972 and 1976.

The
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2.

The College Work Study Program was originally
authorized by the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.
The Higher -Education Amendments of 1968 (P. L.
90-575) transferred the statutory authority
for the program to the Highed Education Act of
1965 (P. L. 89-329), as amended.
College Work
Study is currently authorized under Part C of
Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as
amended by the Education Amendments of 1968,
1972 and 1976.

3.

The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program
was authorized by the Higher Educational Act of
1972 Title 45, Part 190.

4.

The National Direct Student Loan Program is a
continuation of the National Defense Student
Loan Program authorized by the Title II of the
National Defense Education Act of 1958. Legal
Authority is found in Title IV, Part E of the
Higher Education Act of 1965, as added by section 137B of Public Law 92-318, 86 Statutory
273 (20 U. S. C. 1087AA-87FF), and Title II of
the National Defense Education Act of 1958
(20 U. s. C. 421-29).
Further amendments have
been made by the Education Amendments of 1976,
Public Law 94-482.

5.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP) is
authorized by Title IV, Part B, of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, P. L. 89-329, as amended
(20 u. s. C. 1071-1087-4). Other legislation
includes the General Education Provision Act
(20 U. S. C. 1221-33h), and Parts of Title IV,
Part F, of the Higher Educational Act of 1965
(20 U. S. C 1088-88g).

6.

The Health Professions Educational Assistance
(HEAL) program is authorized by section 401 (b)
of the Health Profession Educational Assistance
Act of 1976 (P. L. 94-484), October 12, 1976.
(Subpart I, Part C of Title VII of th 7 Public
Health Service Act, as amended.
Section 727739, (42 u. s. c. 294-294L) which has been
amended by P. L. 95-83, August 1, 1977 and P. L.
95-215, December 19, 1977.

7.

The State student Incentive Grant Program is
authorized by Section 415 of Title IV, Part A
(Subpart 3) of the Eigher Education Act of
1965 as added by P. L. 92-318 in 1972 and
amended by P. L. 94-482 in 1967 and P. L. 9543 in 1977.
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8.

The Hinson-Hazlewood College Student Loan Program was authorized, Article III, Section S0b
of the Texas Constitition.

9.

All other authorities governing student financial aid is granted by the Board of Regents of
the Texas A&M University System or other authorized legal body.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Most scholars agree that the first record of student
financial aid in the United States dates back to 1643 when
Lady Ann Mowlson gave 100 English pou_n ds to "constitute an
endowment for the support at Harvard of some poor scholar."
Considering that most institutions were "privately" controlled
until after the Civil War and charged fees, some students required help with their tuition.

Therefore, donations like

Lady Mowlson's were sought in an effort to assist those deserving students who could not otherwise afford to go to
college.
The Financial Aid Program at Prairie View began as early
as the institution's inception.

On March 11, 1878 Professor

L. W. Minor enrolled nine students in a state supported College
in Texas.

The tuition fee was set by the Board at $130 for

nine months of instruction, board and one suit of uniform.
The second principal E. H. Anderson opened Prairie View
normal on October 6, 1879, with twelve state supported and
four local students whose number increased to sixty before the
winter was over, with a total of thirty nine state students.
The financial aid program at Prairie View has grown from those
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thirty nine students receiving approximately $5,000 in aid to
more than 3,500 students receiving more than $7,000,000 in financial assistance.

There is a great pausity of material in the

history of Student Financial Aid.

Since the history of the

department is obviously rich and interesting, an early effort
will be made to compile historical data and records of events,
persons and critical happening.
SOCIAL-POLITICAL-ECONOMIC IMPACTORS

The Student Financial Aid Department is affected by all
social-political-economic impactors affecting the university.
A full list of these impactors are adequatley discussed in the
university report entitled "Impactors and Assumptions."
The most important impactor on student financial aid is
the poor economic background of the financial aid applicant.
History indicates that the average student attending Prairie
View A&M University comes from a family earning less than
$7,500 per year and · who have more than one child attending
college.

This student must overcome the financial hardship

and try and secure an education.
Another impactor is the delinquency rate of our borrowers
because of lack of employment or the fact that they cannot find
suitable employment.
To cope with these impactors the University has the
philosophy that no student who desires to attend Prairie View
will be denied attendance because of financial aid.

The Uni-

versity will assist all students in securing some type of
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financial assistance.
PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE, MISSION
The Student Financial Aid Department fully reflects and
support the purpose and role, scope and mission of the University.

The full state of the University's purpose and role,

scope and mission is presented in the document entitled
"General University Report."
Financial Aid at Prairie View A&M University adequately
carries out the purpose, role, scope and mission of the University.

The Financial Aid Program serves undergraduate and

graduate students who are eligible without regard to Race,
Creed, Color, Sex, Religion or Physical Handicap.
The mission for financial aid at Prairie View A&M
Un i versity is as follows:
THE INDIVIDUAL - To provide for the optimal development of the individual.
THE SOCIETY - To contribute to the advancement of
our free society and to the continued progress of
our civilization.
KNOWLEDGE - To transmit, preserve and discover
knowledge beneficial to mankind.
LEADERSHIP - To provide those forces, ideas, individuals, and systems which will foster constructive and positive actions.
QUALITY - The university should relat~ quality in
financial aid to its own purpose, to its own
mission and to its own goals.
ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION
The president administers the University in conformity
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with the rules, regulations, policies and guidelines established by the Board of Regents and in keeping with the laws
of the State of Texas.

Foremost among his duties and res-

sponsibilities in relationship to Student Financial Aid are:
Review the financial aid policy as it
effects Prairie View A&M Univeristy.
Action on all appointments, salaries 1
and promotions of the . Student Financial Aid 0ffice.
Serving as
spokesman for the
trative relations
organizations and

official represnetative and
University in all adminiswith state, regional, and national
agencies.

Appearing before the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare regarding the appropriations
of financial aid for Prairie View A&M University .
Organizational charts which reflect the
operations of the Financial Aid Office are included in this study.
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Personnel involved in Student Financial Aid utilize the
University Management Systems scheme in the following manner:
Management by Objectives - The Personnel in
the Student Financial Aid organizes their work by
placing a major focus on· fulfilling specific objectives and achieving specified results. The
Director clearly state his main goals and objectises
of Student Financial Aid.
These objectives are to
be completed usually within a twelve month time frame.
Performance Plannin and Merit Evaluation The Director, Stu ent Financia Ai
esigns his program in a manner that will provide an objective
evaluation and analysis of each employee's performance
within that program.
This is done by establishing specific objectives that.are clearly understood and that are to be achieved by each employee,
and by assessing the deg:ee t~ w~ich each.~ployee
accomplishes each objective within a specific
time-frame.
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PROGRAMS

Prairie View A&M University's financial aid program
is designed to focus specifically at resolving problems of

the low income and disadvantaged students, particularly those
involving racial and ethnic minorities.

The programs also seek

to improve the prospects for community growth and development
by giving the student financial assistance in order that they
may attend Prairie View A&M University.
The Financial Aid Program at Prairie View A&M University
are listed by title and a description of each program.
1.

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program (BEOG)
The Basic Grant (BEOG) Program is the largest of the fed-

eral student aid programs in terms of both dollars appropriated
and the number of students served.

It was authorized in 1972,

under Subpart 1 of Part A of Title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965, as amended.

It is designed to assist needy stu-

dents to continue their education beyond high school and attempts to provide students with a "floor" of financial aid to
help defray the costs of postsecondary education.

The amount

of the grant, which need not be repaid, is determined by the
student's need and the cost of attendance at Prairie View A&M
University.

Eligible students may generally receive the grant

for four years.
grant.

Graduate students are not eligible for the

The authorizing legislation currently sets the max-

mum grant at $1,800, not to exceed 1/2 the cost of education
at the school attended.
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No scholastic determination is made regarding the grant
although students must make satisfactory academic progress
as determined by the school in order to receive the grant.
A student who registers for classes at least half-time but
less than full-time will have his/her grant reduced proportionately.

The entitlement concept inherent in the Basic Grant

Program means that an eligible student may receive payment on
his/her award at any eligible school.

In other works the grant

does not rely on available funds at Prairie View A&M University
or a decision made by the financial aid Director.

This entitle-

ment feature is the main difference between the Basic Grant
Program and the campus-based programs, SEOG, NDSL and CWS.
2.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program (SEOG)
The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program

is available to undergraduate students with exceptional financial need, who, without the grant, would be unable to continue
their education.

The student must show evidence of academic

or creative promise and the capability of maintaining good
standing.

students must meet the normal citizenship require-

ments as well as attend Prairie View A&M University.

Students

may normally receive an SEOG for four yea~s, although a renewal application is required each year.

A fifth year of

SEOG may be provided if required for the course of study.
The total awarded may not exceed $4,000 for a four-year program or $5,000 for a five-year course of study.
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3.

Te~as Public Educational Grant (TPEG)
The Texas Public Educational Grant Program was enacted

by the 64th Texas Legislature in 1975 and is a campus-based
program at public institutions of higher education.

To be eli-

gible, the student must show financial need and be presently
enrolled in an awarding institution.

Not more than 10% of tbe

lunds (which are generated through funds set aside from tuition
fees) may go to nonresident students.
4.

Texas Public Educational-State Student Incentive Grant
(TPE-SSIG)
The Texas Public Educational-State Student Incentive Grant

Program was established in 1975 to furnish financial assistance to students with need attending public institutions of
higher education in Texas.

Money awarded through the program

is a combination of federal and state (institutionsl) funds.
To be eligible, applicants must be full-time, undergraduate
students enrolled at Prairie View A&M University.

Maximum

grant within a nine-month academic year is $1,500.
5.

Texas Assistance Grant (TAG)
The Texas Assistance Grant Prooram was authorized bv the

64th Texas Leoislature in 1975, but as of sprino 1978 had not
been funded.

Leoislation allows the prooram to Provide orants

UP to $1,000 to students with need enrolled in participatino
institutions of hioher education within the State of Texas.
Fundino of the orooram, when and if authorized, will be
through state appropriations.

6.

College Work Study Program (CWS)
The College Work-Study program provides jobs for students

who have great financial need and must earn a portion of their
educational expenses.

Students may work on a part-time basis

either on or off campus and in some instances students work
full-time off-campus.

Prairie View A&M University is respon-

sible for developing jobs under the program and, in the case
of off-campus employment, the work must be in either a public
or private non-profit setting.

An extremely popular feature

of the program allows students to be placed in jobs related to
their field of study.
Students must be enrolled at least half-time and demonstrate financial need in order to qualify for college workstudy, and preference is given to those students with the greatest financial need.

Working hours are generally limited to

20 hours per week while attending classes and 40 hours per
week during the summer and vacation periods.

Up to 80% of the

student's wages may be paid by the institution's federal

cws

allocation and the remaining 20%, plus additional employer costs,
are paid by the school or the off-campus employer.

Work-study

students may be paid at variable ·rates depending on the type
of work performed and the skills and experience necessary to
perform the job.
7.

National Direct Student Loan (NDSL)
The oldest of the major federal p~ograms, the NDSL pro-

gram (formerly National Defense Student Loan) is a long-term, .

low-interest loan with· repayments and interest deferred until nine months after graduation, or until the borrower
ceases to be at least a half-time student.

The current rate

of interest is statutorily established at 3%.

As in the other

federal student aid programs, the funds must be used solely to
meet educational and related expenses.

Students must enroll

at least half-time at Prairie View A&M University, and they
must demonstrate financial need in order to receive the loan.
Students may borrow up to $2,500 for the first two years of an
undergraduate program, up to a maximum of $5,000 for an undergraduate program of study.

Graduate students may borrow a

max imum of $10,000, minus any amount borrowed as an undergraduate.
The maximum repayment period for the National Direct Student loan is 10 years after a grace period of nine months.
There is a minimum monthly repayment required of $30.00, although deferments are available for service in the Armed Forces,
VISTA, the Peace Corps, or a return to at least half-time
student status by the bo~rower.

Participating institutions

are responsible for making and collecting the loans and are
required to match 1/9 of the federal share provided.
8.

Hinson-Hazlewood College Student Loan
The Hinson-Hazlewood College Student Loan Program was

enacted by the Texas Legislature and endorsed by Texas voters
in 1965.

The program was originally known as the Texas

Opportunity Plan and is sometimes referred to as the TOP loan.

Funds are provided by the issuance of State of Texas
bonds, and the Coordinating Board, Texas College and university System, is responsible for administering the program.
To apply for a loan in a participating institution, an
individual must (1) be eligible to pay Texas resident rates,
(2) be accepted for enrollment or enrolled for at least onehalf a normal academic course load and be meeting the academic
requirements of the participating college of university, and
(3) demonstrate insufficient financial resources to finance an
education.
9.

Guaranteed/Federal Insured Student Loan Program (GGL/FISL)
A major federal loan program called the Buaranteed/Fed-

eral Insured Student Loan Program was established primarily to
meet the needs of students of middle income families.

This

program also provides long-term, relatively low-interest
(currently 7%) loans to eligible students in postsecondary
education.

However, through this program students may borrow

from a bank, credit union, savings and loan association or
other participating lenders who is willing to make the loan.
The interest while the student is in school is paid by the
federal government to the lender directly.

Effective November

1, 1978, however, all eligible students qualified for the
interest subsidy regardless of income.

A grace period is pro-

vided of 9-12 months following graduation or until the
borrower ceases to be at least a half-time student, and the
minimum repayment is $360.00 a year unless the lender agrees

to a lesser amount.

All loan checks require the . personal

endorsement of the student.
The maximum amount available to undergraduate students is $2,500.00 per academic year, although graduate or
professional students may borrow up to $5,000,00 each year.
However, in no case may the loan exceed the cost of education
less other financial aid.

The total amount an undergraduate

student may borrow is $7,500.00, while graduate or professional
students may borrow up to $15,000.00 minus any loans made the
undergraduate level.

A one-time insurance premium of 1/4 to

1 % is paid by the student to the lender at the time the loan
is disbursed.
The maximum allowable repayment period is ten years
and deferments are available for up to three years for service
in the Armed Forces, Peace Corps or VISTA as well as for periods
of full-time study.

Students who are unable to locate employ-

ment following graduation may receive a one-time deferment
not to exceed one year.
10.

Nursing Student Loan Program (NSL)
Nursing loans are available to nursing students attending

approved nursing schools offering a diploma, associate degree,
baccalaureate or equivalent degree or a graduate degree in
nursing.

Prairie View A&M University may award up to $2,500

per academic year depending upon financial need, to maximum
of $10,000.

Repayment may be made on a monthly, quarterly,

semi-annual or annual basis over a ten-year-period beginning
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nine months after the borrower ceases to be a half-time
student.

Repayment may be deferred, however, for up to three

years during periods of active duty as a member of a uniformed service, or up to five years during periods spent as a
full-time student pursuing advanced professional training in
nursing.

Interest does not accrue during periods of deferment.

Up to 85% of the loan may be cancelled if the borrower is employed as a registered nurse under specified circumstances.
11.

Nursing Scholarship Program
The purpose of the Nursing Scholarship Program is to pro-

vide scholarships to students pursuing a degree in nursing
(graduate as well as undergraduate) who, without this assistance, would be unable to attend or continue their program of
study.

To qualify for the nursing scholarship, a student must

be a citizen or national of the United States or a permanent
resident who intends to remain in the country; enrolled in
good standing or accepted for enrollment as a full or halftime student; and demonstrate exceptional financial need as
determined by the school.

The maximum award under the pro-

gram is $2,000, or the amount of the student's need, whichever
is less.

In the case of a 12-month academic year, the amount

may be proportionately increased $2,667).

This is a scholar-

ship which does not have to be repaid and carries no service
obligation.
12.

Summer College Work 'Study Program
The Summer college work Study Program provides jobs for

high school graduating seniors whose parents will need
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financial assistance so that their son or daughter can
attend college.
The student is permitted to work eight hours a day on
some . type of campus job.

At the end of the summer session,

he will have earned enough money to permit him to enroll in
school without securing a loan.
13.

General Academic Scholarship Program
Scholarships are awarded on the basis of a student's

academic achievement.

They are used to recognize, encourage,

and assist young men and women who demonstrate leadership potential in a chosen field of study.

Financial need generally

is not a factor in making these awards, although the amount
of the stipend assigned to each winner will vary with the financial circumstances of the recipient.
14.

Restricted Academic Scholarship Program
Private donors have provided the college with funds to

provide financial assistance to students in specified fields.
A few of these scholarships are the Engineering Scholarship for Engineering majors, Jesse H. Jones scholarships for
Home Economic majors, Mary Gibb Jones scholarship for Agricultural Scholarships, Industrial Education Scholarships, and
Nursing Scholarships.
15.

Restricted Nur•s ing Scholarship Program
The purpose of this program is to increase the oppor-

tunities for the training of nurses through stimulating and

assisting in the establishing of scholarship funds in
professional school of nursing.
A student must be of exceptional financial need to be
eligible for a scholarship award.

Scholarships may be awarded

to the student who meet the following requirements.

The stu-

dent must be

16.

1.

a citizen of the United States

2.

a full time student enrolled at Prairie View
A&M University

3.

of exceptional financial need and require such
assistance to pursue full time course of study

4.

engaged in pursuing a course of study to a B.S.
of Associate Degree

College Student Employment Program
This is an employment program not based on need, but on

the talent of the student.
To work under this program, a student must be enrolled
and be in good standing or be accepted for enrollment as a
full time student at Prairie View A&M University.
17.

Nursing Stipend Program
The purpose of this program is to assist a nursing stu-

dent with cost to attend Prairie View A&M University during
the year.
To qualify for a stipend, a student must
1.

be enrolled in the School of Nursing for one
semester

2.

maintain an average of 2.0

3.

continue to be a nursing major
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If these qualifications are met, the nursing student
automatically receives a regular monthly stipend.

The amount

may vary depending upon the number of students in the nursing
program.
18.

Athletic Grant-In-Aid Program
The purpose of this program is to provide athletic grants

to those students with exceptional athletic ability.
19.

United Student Aid Fund Program
This loan program is to provide financial assistance to

the parents of students attend( ng college.

The parents secures

the funds for their son or daughter through their local hometown bank.

Repayment begins one month after the loan has been

received by the student.

Financial need is not a factor in

applying for this loan.
There are also other federal student aid programs which
are entitlement in nature.
20.

These include the following:

Social Security Educational Benefits
The

u. s.

Social Security Administration provides benefits

to assist Social Security beneficiaries and their dependents
who are attending college.

The student should contact his/her

nearest Social Security Field Office for specific information.
Generally, eligibility is limited to unmarried dependents of
Social security beneficiaries who continue their education on
a full-time basis beyond the age of 18 up to the age of 22,
with the amounts varying up to a maximum of $340 per month.

-
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21.

Veterans Administration Education Assistance
The VA administers two basic programs for veterans and

service persons seeking assistance for education or training.
For eligible persons with service between February 1, 1955 and
December 31, 1976, such assistance is available under the G.I.
Bill.

Veterans and service persons who initially entered the

military on or after January 1, 1977 may receive educational
assistance under a contrubotory plan.
22.

Vocational Rehabilitation
State departments of vocational rehabilitation services

administers programs to assist individuals who have a physical,
emotional, or vocational handicap which is or will be a detriment to obtaining employment.

In addition to providing

vocational guidance and counseling, medical services and
appliances, job placement and follow-up, the agencies also
assist through training to provide the skills necessary for
suitable employment.

Students may be provided funds for

tuition, fees, books and supplies, as well a 1s maintenance
and transportation allowances.
23.

Aid to Dependent Children (ADC)
State departments of social welfare provide services and

maintenance support to single parents.
24.

Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA)
The Department of Labor administers the CETA program

through state agencies and provides grants and/or stipends
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to cover tuition, fees, and books for eligible vocationallyoriented students who are enrolled full-time.
25.

Tuition Plan
This loan program is to provide financial assistance to

the parents of students attending Prairie View A&M University.
The parent secures the funds from the Tuition Plan in Concord,
New Hampshire.

Repayment for the parent can begin as early as

May 1st or as late as October 1st.
factor in applying for this loan.

Financial need is not a
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STAFF
The Financial Aid Office is staffed by selected key
individuals.
The office employs a total of fifteen staff members.
The staff profile of the office is shown in the following table.
Student Financial Aid Staff Profile
Classification

Number

Director

1

Associate Director

3

Senior Counselor

1

Student Employment Administrator

1

Counselors

2

Secretary

1

Clerks

3

Key Punch Operator

1

Loan Collection Supervisors

2

Recruitment, Development and Retention
Recruitment of staff in the Financial Aid Office is
directed to University Placement Centers, Division of Fiscal
Affairs, Financial Aid Professional Associations, and other
Financial Aid Offices at selected colleges and universities.
Staff members are also recruited through the Placement Services of Professional Conventions and Conferences.

Faculty

members, administrators and the university personnel offices
often refer prospective employees.
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All prospective staff members must forward to the department an application, transcript and letters of recommendation.

Propsective employees are interviewed by the

Director, Student Financial Aid, Vice President Fiscal Affairs,
and the President.

If the candidate is selected he/or she is

recommended by the Director, Student Financial Aid through the
Vice President for Fiscal Affairs for final approval by the
President of the University.
Promotion
The procedures for promotion in the Financial Aid Office
are based upon University regulations and procedures.
Rewards and Recognition
The Director of Financial Aid develops programs which
are designed to recognize staff members for outstanding service in the area of student financial aid.
Retirement
The faculty and staff retirement program currently is
in accordance with the Texas A&M University System Policy.
The institution provides an adequate retirement system
through the teacher retirement system, social security, and
an optional variable annunity plan.

CLIENTELE SERVED
The financial aid program at Prairie View A&M University
assists all eligible incoming and presently enrolled students
in securincr financial aid.
J

During the past decade the Uni-
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versity has assisted more than eight thousand students in receiving some type of financial assistance to attend Prairie
View.

The number of students assisted from 1975 through 1979

are indicated on charts included with this study.
PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
Physical facilities for the Financial Aid Office are
adequate to serve the needs of the institution.

Presently, the

Student Financial Aid Office oc.cupies 11,532 square feet housed
in the Old Recreation Building.

The building is equipped with

all necessary equipment for its mission.

A chart of equipment

value is shown below:
New facilities are needed to be acquired and constructed
in order to effectively and efficiently administer the program.
Equipraent
Value over $200.00
Value under $200.00

1975

1977

1979

$15,876

$18,215

$20,150

8,250

8,154

11,200

FINANCE
Current federal, state, private, and institutional resources are inadequate to meet the financial needs of the
students.

Lack of sufficient funds will continue to play a

role in the type and amount of aid a student can receive.
Presently, the Financial Aid Office receives funds for
the salaries of their employees, equipment for the office, wages
for student employees, and expenses {E. G. travel, purchasing
supplies, rental of office machines etc.}.

During the next
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decade the aid office will need more funding to assist in
carrying out the role of the institution.
The n\L"tlber of students assisted by Prairie View A&M
University by local, federal, and state funds are indicated
on a chart included with this study.

STUDENT AID EXPENDITURES
1975-79
Program

1975

National Direct

$

1976

550,565

$

1977

208,559

$

1978

33,030

$

1979

119,887

$

153,875

Supplemental Educational Grant

608,174

699,173

735,385

902,615

840,465

College Work Study

658,340

782,091

1,138,127

1,334,631

1,235,956

1,071,361

1,927,649

2,542,671

2,548,759

2,198,229

684,215

727,104

352,111

365,109

220,384

Nursing Loans

32,063

28,499

5,742

10,370

10,254

Nursing Scholarships

27,300

19,450

15,050

19,507

19,070

0

90,364

94,634

83,450

67,903

10,196

14,150

13,200

15,000

14,850

University Scholarships

120,500

145,000

162,250

175,100

181,225

Nursing Stipends

200,000

180,000

200,000

0

0

48,228

55,150

64,600

68,680

89,100

United Student Aid

3,000

3,250

2,950

5,000

7,500

Tuition Plan

2,000

0

0

0

0

$4,016,212

$4,880,439

$5,359,750

$5,648,108

$5,038,811

Basic Educational Grant
Hinson-Hazlewood

--

Texas Grants
Guaranteed Loans

Athletic Grant-In-Aid

TOTAL

'·

l,..

I

1-.:

ex:
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STUDENT AID EXPENDITURES
1975-1987
EXPENDITURES
NUMBER OF
YEAR

LOCAL

1975-76

120,500

$3,715,267

727,104

3,162

1976-77

145,000

4,599,894

352,111

2,864

1977-78

162,250

4,934,458

365,109

3,178

1978-79

175,100

4,497,499

220,384

3,239

1979-80

181,225

6,133,515

250,000

3,650

1980-81*

199,347

8,335,889

200,000

4,105

1981-82*

219,282

8,502,606

. 220,000

4,180

1982-83*

241,210

8,672,658

205,000

4,200

1983-84*

265,331

8,846,111

215,000

4,325

1984-85*

291,864

9 ., 023 I 033

200,000

4,350

1985-86*

321,050

9,203,493

204,000

4,400

1986-87*

353,155

9,387,562

202,000

4,450

*Projected

FEDERAL

STATE

STUDENTS AIDED
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INTRA AND INTER INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION
The single most important operational relationship is
that with the fiscal office.

The "team effort" between

financial aid and fiscal office is an element of good management.

The two offices are in constant coitlI!lunication to ensure

that the goals of the institution with respect to financial
aid are carried through.

Both offices are involved in any

decisions regarding policies and their implementation.
The fiscal office is responsible for setting up budgets
and accounts for all financial aid programs maintaining records on the expenditure of such funds.

Collecting tuition

and other fees from students, and applying the financial aid
funds received against those accounts.

In addition, the fis-

cal office prepares numerous reports for use within the institution and externally and is responsible for the cash flow
of the student aid funds,

"drawing down" such cash as is

needed from outside accounts.
The Student Services Office is directly responsible for
the well being of students outside the classroom, this office
participates actively in planning and transmits essential
information to and from currently enrolled· students.
The student's first contact with Prairie View A&M University is the admissions office.

It plays an important role

in preliminarily advising students about financing their
education.

The financial aid staff must work closely with

Admissions personnel to ensure their understanding of the
financial aid policies and programs which are available to
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prospective students.

Also, financial aid and admissions

personnel discuss frequently the implications of various
awarding criteria on the institution's overall philosophies
and goals.
"The admissions office is responsible for working with
other institutional departments in developing realistic enrollment plans as they apply directly to admissions.

With respect

to financial aid, these plans include the amount and type of
aid needed, awarding criteria and contingency plans to be
followed if the admissions yield or the amount of ai9 accepted
exceeds expectations, or if the anticipated funds are lower
than planned.
One important function of the registrar's office with
respect to financial aid administration is that office's
responsibility for completing the enrollment verification
lists for each state and federal loan and grant program.
The registrar also provides a variety of information regarding the students and their characteristics, both individually
and as a group, which then need not be collected by the financial aid office.

For example, whether specific students

have enrolled full or part-time, status of veterans, grade
reports, course overloads, and withdrawals can all be obtained
from this office.

In addition, the registrar provides data on

specific characteristics such as academic average, major or
residency which may be required by specific financial aid
gifts (restricted funds).

Consequently, the financial aid

staff will be able to locate potential recipients quickly.
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"The registrar's office plays an important part in
projecting or monitoring overall enrollment, including
attrition and retention data, for the institution . . .
The development of a financial aid plan and the control and
management of aid funds both require considerable information
from this office.
The Development and Alum.~i Offices have the most frequent and direct communications with alumni and donors of the
institution and, consequently, have the most significant impact on giving to the institution of any office.

As a result,

they assist the financial aid office in developing resources
for student aid funds.

'
They are acquainted with finanbial

aid policies and philosophy of the institution.
Since the alumni office has continuous contact with alumni,
they are in a position to advise the financial aid office of
significant changes in alumni attitudes toward the institution
which may affect donations to student aid funds.
The placement office is involved in helping students
find summer jobs while they are enrolled, as well as fulltime employment upon completion of the student's degree program.

Consequently, the placement office assists the aid

office in securing additional employment for students, and in
transmitting current information on employment trends and
salaries which may be used in counseling students about their
future ability to repay loan obligations.
The data processing center is another institutional unit
which the financial aid office has a close working relationship.
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The center often helps the aid office in developing an
automated record keeping system, which includes maintaining
fund balances, accumulating data for year-end reports, and
generating individual student or program reports.

The data

processing center also helps to develop an effective management information system to assist in coordinating data from
all of the institution's various administrative units, thus
helping to reduce the need for collecting duplicate information
and ensuring that proper controls are maintained between
offices.
The student counseling office assists students by providing academic, vocational psychological counseling.

The aid

office, on the other hand, is primarily concerned with providing financial counseling.

However, it is not unusual for

personnel in both offices to discover that students may well
need the other'a assistance.

It is, therefore, important

that the counseling office and the aid office refer students
to~ach other when it is appropriate to do so.
In addition to working with administrative offices, the
financial aid staff also works with academic personnel such
as deans of colleges and department heads.

One reason for

this is that some donors, particularly private donors, often
prefer to give funds which are restricted or conditioned by
the student's course of study or level of achievement.

Aca-

demic personnel are asked to help determine students' qualifications for such funds.

Another reason is that faculty

members and department chairpersons can also be helpful in
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developing a variety of part-time jobs for students as part
of an efficient work-study program.

In addition, academic

personnel often are helpful in referring students who are
having financial problems to the aid office for assistance.
The financial aid director has the responsibility for
information analysis such as evaluation of legislation and
regulations about financial aid.

This means reading proposed

legislation and regulations, determining their potential
effect of the institution, helping to develop an institutional
position, and perhaps lobbying if requested to do so.

The

financial aid director also is asked to estimate the need for
institutional support of financial aid operations and programs.
This can best be summarized as the responsibility to keep the
President informed.

The financial aid director is aware of

the responsibility to the chief executive of the institution
so he can be supportive of the role.
While the aid office primarily involved with other offices
within Prairie View A&M University, the financial aid director
and staff also have working relationships with other groups
outside the institution.
A.

Such groups include:

Individual of corporate donors.

The aid office must establish procedures to inform
donors of the institutions growth and development, the progress
of individual student recipients of financial aid (where
permitted by privacy regulations) and the needs of the institution or its students in relation to a particular source of
assistance.

The aid administrator - is also called upon to
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provide consultation to such donors on how to best establish
such a program or fund.
B.

Government agencies which provide aid funds.

The aid office must furnish state and federal agencies
which provide aid funds with individual award amounts, fund
balances and expenditures, regular enrollment and/or academic
status reports, institutional audits, and requests for funds.
In addition, the directqr is responsible for complying with
specific statutory and regulatory requirements which govern
each aid program.
The aid office must provide secondary and post secondary
school counselors and aid administrators with current information on the institution's application procedures for student
aid, criteria used to select students,prograrns available, and
the educational expenses a student will incur if they enroll
or transfers to Prairie View A&M University.

The director

develops a good working relationship with personnel from those
schools who are primary "feeders" for the institution.

Ef-

fective communications with these persons will ensure that
they are promptly informed of program or institutional changes
in the aid programs and operating procedures.
The aid office works closely with persons at the community counseling centers which help youth and adults find
educational training and financial support.

Statistics show

that more and more "non-traditional" students are returning
to school on a part or full-time basis.

These persons often

need special assistance, counseling and encouragement.

The
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financial aid staff can facilitate their goals if they
keep the com.~unity counseling center informed about the
aid programs and the type of assistance which is available.
The aid office also has a responsibility to keep legislators informed of potential changes to specific programs
which will better meet the programs legislative purpose.

In

addition, legislators need to know how the programs are
working and who is being assisted.

The director attempts to

be an effective legislative advocate by working with others
in the institution who have such responsibility and by assisting the professional state, regional and national associations involved in these areas.
POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING
The positive image building program for Financial Aid
is designed to increase student awareness of financial aid at
Prairie View A&M University by disseminating information to
the public through the mass media, present and former students.
To this end, the Financial Aid Office attempts to carry out
the following mass media objectives:
Making efficient and effective use of written and
video materials.
Responding effectively to all requests for information
regarding financial aid.
Assisting the media, Alumni_and special programs personnel in arranging for various types of contact such
as seminars, workshops, speakers-bureau, etc.
Encouraging and assis~ing ~n coverage of the Financial
Aid program at the University.
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The Financial Aid Office is also aware of its image with
the faculty and staff at Prairie View A&M University.

The aid

staff holds and attends seminars and workshops to make the
faculty and staff cognizant of the student aid programs.
To achieve the objective of a more positive image the
Financial Aid Office is in constant contact with the Legislatures
and the Office of Education concerning our desires for favorable legislation regarding student aid.
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STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
GOALS FOR 1981-87
The purpose of this section is to establish goals for
the Student Financial Aid office for the period 1981 through
1987.

In projecting these goals, serious consideration was

given to impactors which affect the University.

These goals

were also established with the consideration that the
assumptions projected for the University will remain valid.
Following are the goals established for the Financial
Aid office for the period 1981 through 1987.
Legal Authority
It is not expected that the legal authority designated
for the operation of the University will change during the
next six years.

It is expected that major changes will be

taking forth regarding the student financial aid programs.
In this regard the following goals have been established for the Financial Aid office:
Goal No. 1:

Request legislation to restudy the
need for financial aid based upon the
inflation factors.

Goal No. 2:

To request legislation that will provide
more funds to our students in order that
Prairie View will remain a special purpose
institution.
Implememtation Years:

1981-87
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Historical Background
The records of financial aid at Prairie View A&M
University reveal that there is limited historical data
concerning the beginning of financial aid at Prairie View. In
view of this circumstance the following goal is established:
Goal No . 1:

To publish .a history of Financial Aid
at Prairie View A&M University.
Implementation Years:

1981-87

Social, Political, Economic Impactors
There are many issues currently confronting the Uni versity and will continue to do so in the future.

As a com-

ponent of the University the Financial Aid office will be
confronted with some of those same issues.
cial concern to the University include:

Some of the spe-

The economic back-

ground of the student; the increase in the number of students
applying for aid based on their parental income; and the increased cost of higher education.
As a result.of the possible impact that the issues
will have on Financial Aid during the next several years the
following goals are established:
Goal No. 1:

To make an annual review of the pertinent impactors.

Goal No. 2:

To determine the positive and negative
impact possible for the University.
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Goal No.

3:

Goal No. 4:

To identify and determine new social
political economic impactors which o;cur
during the period 1981-87.
To secure more student aid to assist
eligible students.
Implementation Years:

1981-87

Purpose and Role, Scope, Mission
The purpose and role, scope and mission of Prairie · View

A&M University are expected to retain their present characteristics.

However, the influence exerted by certain im-

pactors may require a change in this expectation as it applies
to the "purpose and role," and "scope".

In light of this,

the following goals are established:
Goal No. 1:

To annually evaluate the purpose and
role of the University as it applies to
the Financial Aid Office.

Goal No.

2:

To annually review and evaluate the scope
established for Financial Aid.

Goal No.

3:

To annually review the mission of the University, giving consideration specifically
to:

a.

The Individual - To provide for the
optimal development of the individual.

b.

The Society - To contribute to the advancement of our free society and to
the continued progress of our civilization.

c.

Knowledge - To transmit, preserve and
discover knowledge beneficial to mankind.

d.

Leadership - To provide those forces,
ideas individuals, and systems which
will foster constructive and positive
actions.
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e.

Fir~t Class Quality - To constantly
strive for utmost superiority in all
areas of University life and to consider mediocrity as unacceptable
characteristics which must be prevented and permanently eliminated.
Implementation Years:

1981-87

Administration and Organization
The success of any organization is largely dependent
upon the quality of its administration.

The Financial Aid Of-

fice continuously works to improve the quality of its administrative practices.

The Financial Aid Office presently

utilies written policies pertaining to personnel, programs,
fiscal operation, property and inventory, and policies of a
general nature.

In keeping with the effort of the University

to improve its administrative practices, the following goals
are established:
Goal No. 1:

To develop a "Policies and Procedures
Manual" for the Office, consisting of
the written policies being utilized.

Goal No. 2:

Conduct an annual workshop for faculty,
staff, and students regarding student aid.
To be implemented:

1982

Management Systems
The use of management systems in the operation and
administration of Financial Aid is essential.

The manage-

ment systems concept employed by Prairie View A&M University
has the endorsement of the Financial Aid Office, and is being
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utilized, to some degree, by the Office.

During the next

several years, the following goals will be a part of the
management systems operation of the Financial Aid Office:
Goal No. 1:

To utilize the annual planning for
the Office:
cost effectiveness/productivity techniques; management by
objectives; performance evaluation
and review techniques; planning and merit
evaluation; and zero-based budgeting.

Goal No.

To annually review and assess the benefits derived from the use of the management systems by the Financial Aid Office.

2:

Implementation Years:

1981-87

Programs
The financial aid programs available at Prairie View
A&M University is viable with emphasis on maximizing and to
all eligible students.
The following goals has been set to insure appropriate
financial aid programs to fulfill the needs of the students
who will attend Prairie View A&M University during the next
six years:
Goal No. 1:

To establish two new federally funded aid
programs geared to provide aid to the nonneed students.

Goal No.

Eliminate the National Direct loan program
and create a new government backed program
to assist needy students.

2:

Implementation Years:

1981-87
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Staff
The staff in the Financial Aid office are concerned
with helping all students.

The offering of more and better

funded financial aid programs will help in the counseling of
the students.

However, with the increasing number of students

applying for aid the following goals are established:
Goal No. 1:

Increase the professional staff by
five to concentrate on assisting the
students secure their aid.
Implementation Year:

Goal No.

2:

To concentrate in the training of mid
management staff personnel of the
Financial Aid office toward developing
the capability of providing more direct
assistance to all students.
Implementation Year:

Goal No. 3:

1981

To develop an on line computer Data
System.
Implementation Year:

Goal No. 6:

1981

To employ three additional secretarial
staff.
Implementation Year:

Goal No. 5:

1981

To reduce the turn-around time between
student counseling and student awards.
Implementation Year:

Goal No. 4:

1981

1981-87

To develop a manual for staff members.
Implementation Years:

1981-82

Physical Facilities
The Financial Aid Office is currently housed in the
Old Recreation Building.

This building is inadequate for the
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type of programs being offered to Prairie View students.
Based on these conditions the following goal has been established:
Goal:

To acquire and construct a facility of 25,000
square feet would be centrally located for easy
student access.
Implementation Years:

1981-87

Finance
Current financial aid at Prairie View A&M University
are inadequate to meet the student's needs.

Money problems

will continue to play a decisive role in our students daily
activities.

Because of this set of circumstances, the

following goals are established:
Goal No . 1:

To secure federal funds and legislation
to assist the student who have need for
financial aid but cannot qualify under
the present structure.

Goal No. 2:

To secure federal administrative expense
funds in which to make the operation of
the Financial Aid office self sustaining.

Intra-and Inter-Institutional Cooperation
Intra institutional cooperation exists between the
Financial Aid office and all departments on the campus.

The

financial resources of the University as it affects the student is channelled through the aid office.

Inter-ins ti-

tutional cooperation exists between business, industry and
governmental agencies by these agencies contacting the aid
office concerning their private donations for student aid.
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The following goal is established:
Goal:

To maintain a close relationship with
all Intra and Inter Institutional
cooperation personnel.
Implementation Years:

1981-87

Positive Image Building
The image building component and activities of the
Financial Aid Office are designed to form a comprehension to
convey Public the types of financial aid available at Prairie
View A&M University.

Included among the components are

media relations, promition and information systems.

The fi-

nancial aid office must convey a positive image to relay to
all interested parties the knowledge that aid is available
at Prairie View.
Goal:

The following goal is established:

To utilize more of the various media
components to tell them the Prairie View
story regarding student financial aid.

THE FISCAL AFFAIRS REPORT
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
1981 THROUGH 1987
COMPUTING CENTER
The Computing Center began at Prairie View A&M University in the establishment of the Data Processing Department.
The computer is necessary in College and University administration when you consider the volumns of data that needs to be
processed in hours and minutes as instead of the weeks and
months it would take to produce the same results by the old
hand posting and summarization method.
Twenty-five years ago when the computer first came
into commercial use, it represented not much more than a powerful adding machine or calculator.

It was a batch-oriented

device that normally handled a "batch" of data, usually represented by a stack of punched cards.

For the most part, it

was placed in a back room or basement and kept out of sight.
One day a computer engineer stuck a wire into the computer and
manipulated data from remote locations and a transformation
in the computer's role began.
The beginning of computing at Prairie View A&M University begin with the IBM 1401 Computer system that is currently
being used at Prairie View A&M University in a twenty-five years
old batch-oriented mode.

In spite of that, the utilization is

effective in providing for the needs of the University.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
In 1956 the Data Processing Department was established
at Prairie View A&M University.

Mr. William H. Bell, Jr. was

the supervisor, Miss Jean Wright and Mrs. Mary Moore were
employed to assist him.

The department started with two key

punchers, two verifiers, one sorter, one interpreter, one
collator, one reproducer and the IBM 407 accounting machine.
Wi th this hardware the task of machine processing various reports etc. for the Registrar Office and Fiscal Office, began.
Soon the work load increased, as more reports were requested
by more administrative offices.

By 1964, the volume of data

to be processed had increased to the point that it could not
be handled efficiently with the available equipment.

The IBM

1401-lGK Computer system was then installed, with the 1403
printer, 1402 Reader/Punch, two 1311 Disk drives and four 7330
tape drives as peripheral equipment.

With the new hardware

files could be sorted in one or two hours instead of six
to eight hours.

The 407 accounting machine was a plub board

type of system that the IBM 1401 required in order that for
each job to be run on the computer.

This system is still in

use at Prairie View A&M University today.
SOCIAL-POLITICAL-~CONOMICAL IMPACTORS
In the face of mounting internal management problems,
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the notification by IBM of discontinuance of maintenance
service on the existing IBM 1401, system and the increasing
demands for management information from local, federal, and
state external bodies, Prairie View A&M University has undertaken the analysis of computer needs that will cover the
full spectrum of requirements such as:
1.

Day-to-day transactional operating systems
including the accounting system.

2.

Statistical reporting systems for internal
and external audiences.

3.

Planning and budgeting systems.

4.

Systems for evaluating the role of the
University.

5.

Research systems.

6.

Systems that will be utilized for academic
support.

In our approach to the study of our computer needs;
and hence, development of goals for the period 1981-87, we
have asked ourselves a number of key questions in order to
shed light on the best course to follow.
*What shape is the current computer services in,
considering institutional needs?
*What are the additional system outputs needed to
answer questions not being answered, or not likely
to be answered with the existing system? ·
*What special problems face Prairie View A&M University suggesting need for new kinds of computer services?
*How difficult will it be to supply the ideally
needed new basic data elements for subsequent
analysis?
*What are the decision-making responsibilities of
the key executives of Prairie_View, and what do
these responsibilities imply in terms of computer

.
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services?
*To what extent is the futuristic analysis of
Prairie View's computer services need separate from
the day-to-day operations? In other words, could
better computer services bridge the gap between
the present and the future? If so, what services?

CURRENT STATUS

The current Computing System installed in the -Data
Proces ~in g Center at Prairie View A&M University, in 1963,
is an I BM 1 401 and consists of the following:
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1403 Printer {600LPM)
1402 Card Read-Punch
1401 Processing Unit {16K)
3780 Terminal (to Texas
A&M) installed Feb. 1973
IBM 1311 Disk Drives
IBM 7330 Tape Drives
IBM 826 Typewriter Card Punch
IBM 029 Card Punch
IBM 026 Printing Card Punches
IBM 024 Card Punches
IBM 056 Verifiers
IBM 557 Alphabetic Interpreter
IBM 514 Reproducer {with mark
sensing)
IBM 085 Collator
IBM 083 Sorter
Form Decollator (6 web)
Form Detacher and Stacker
Tape Storage File
Disk Pack Storage File
100 Tape .Capacity, Fire Proof
Vault
IBM 3275 CRT Terminal (to Texas
A&M) installed Jan. 1979
Card Files
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM

Special features on the current IBM 1401 system are
listed below.
1401

E6

Processing Unit 16K
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1401

1060

Adv. Programming

1401

3339

Disk Storage Drive
Adapter

1401

4575

Hi-lo-equal Compare

1401

5275

Multiply-Divide

1401

5540

Add Print Cont.

1401

5895

Punch Feed Cont.

1401

7600

Sense Switches

1406

Storage

1402

Card Read Punch

1403

Printer

7330

Magnetic Tape
Units (4)

1311

Disk Storage Drives
(2)

In addition to the special features, there are presently seventy (70) card trays used to house source programs in the Data Processing Center.

These seventy source

programs have approximately 21,000 cards associated with
them.
In February, 1973, an IBM 3780 Data Transmission
Terminal was installed, which enabled students with large
Computer Programs and faculty members participating in research projects at Prairie View A&M University to use the
AMDAHL 470 V/6 at Texas A&M University.
Additional hardware configurations of computers are
also located on campus.

The Human Nutrition Research Center

in the College of Home Economics has had an on-line search
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terminal hooked into the Lockheed Information Retrieval
Service at Palo Alto, California.

This terminal provided

the Center with the capability to search such data bases as
CAIN, ERIC, National Agricultural Library and others.
The College of Engineering maintains a Computation
Center for its students in the Engineering Building.

A PDP-

BE mini-computer has been installed in the Center to support
the engineering instructional program.

The system config-

uration is as follows:
Central Processing Unit (20K memory)
VT 05 CPT

LA 33 Teletype
CR BE Card Reader
Printer
TU 10 Magnetic Tape Unit
2 029 Keypunchers

Two high-level programming languages, Fortran and Basic, are
available on this system.

No records have been kept on the

number of computer runs made.
The College of Industrial Education and Technology
Electronics Laboratory has a PDP-BE computing system which
is used by students enrolled in Computer Technology.

A

digital computer simulator module is run on the PDP-BE as an
exercise in finding causes of machine malfunction.

The

progranuning is in assembler language and machine language.
The machine configuration of the PDP-BE in Industrial Education is as follows:
Central PROCESSING Unit (16K)
TU Magnetic Tape Unit
RK 05 Disk Unit
VT 05 CRT
KS 10 Paper Tape Read/Punch
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The College of Agriculture has used an APL terminal
to support the research project in soil science for five
years prior to 1977.

The terminal was on-line with the

AMDAHL 470 V/6 at Texas A&M University.

The College now has

an IBM 5110 computer with an IBM 5103 printer.
The Department of Chemistry has a Hewlett Packard
9825 with capabilities of twenty-three memory banks, instrument control and data acquisition, and a PT208 microcomputer
with 48K memory, nine inch monitor, 2-5 inch disk drive and
one 8 inch disk drive.
Staff
The Staff of the Data Processing Center is composed
of the following:
1
2
7
1

Data Processing Supervisor
Data Processing Machine . ·operators
Tabulating Equpment Operators I (Student Assistants)
Tabulating Equipment Operator I (Graduate Assistant)

The administrative staff of the Data Processing Center also
supports academic computing on the IBM 1401 and AMDAHL 470
V/6 at Texas A&M University through the IBM 3780 Data Transmission Terminal.
Space
The presently installed IBM 1401 Data Processing
System is

housed in a metal-frame building with window air

conditioning units attached to the administration building.
. building is parti'ti'oned i'nto four rooms with functions
Th is
and approximate dimensions as cited below and in the exhibit
which follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Director's Office, 12 ft. x 14 ft.
Programmer's Office, 12 ft. x 14 ft.
Computer and Lab Equipment Room, 60 ft. x 24 ft.
Storage, 28 ft. x 14 ft.

The IBM 3780 Data Transm1·ss1·on T erminal
·
is housed in
Hobart Taylor Hall which as the fol.lowing characteristics:
1.

Machine Room (with raised floor), 14 ft. 10 in.
x 40 ft. 7 3/4 in. (Room 1Al07).

2.

Machine Room (raised floor), 13 ft. 2 1/2 in. x
40 ft. 7 3/4 in. (Room 1Al08).

3.

Secretary's Office, 10 ft. x 12 ft. 9 in.
1Al09).

4.

Clerical Work Room, 5 ft. 1 in. x 8 ft. 4 in.
(Room 1Al09A).

5.

Director's Office, 12 ft. 1 in. x 12 ft. 9 in.
(Room 1Al09B) .

6.

Storage, 12 ft.

3 in. x 12 ft. 9 in.

(Room

(Room

1Al08A).

Departmental Use
The following section describes computer utilization
by academic departments or units at the University.

A major

in Computer Science is provided for in the Department of
Mathematics.

During the 1978-79 academic year the following

courses were offered:
Math.

133 Introduction to Computing
(2 sections, Fortran; 2 sections, Cobol)

Math.

143 Computers and Programming

Math.

253 Numerical Calculus

Math.

414 Numerical Analysis I

Math.

424 Numerical Analysis II

These classes were supported by the IBM 1401 Data Processing
System and the AMDAHL 470 V/6 accessed through IBM 3780 Data
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Transmission Terminal in Hobart Taylor Hall at Prairie View
A&M University.

(See Exhibit II, Academic Computer Utili-

zation) •
In August, 1977, a new set of courses in Computer
Sciences was adopted by the University.

A description of

computer utilization in these courses follows:
# of Ccrap.
Problems
Assigned

Eru:'011-

rrent
1978-79

Course

Coop.

Lang.

Estimated
Total No.
of Runs

Estimated
Cost

2800

$ 613,20

Cobol

720

157.68

8

Fortran

480

105.12

13

4

Assembler

224

49.06

Cacp. Sci. 343

11

3

Fortran/
Cobol

132

28.91

c.atp. Sci. 353

15

6

Basic Cobol

360

78.84

Ccnp. Sci. 363

-o-

-0-

Assembler

-o-

-o-

carp. Sci. 433

-0-

-o-

Asserrbler

-0-

-0-

carp. Sci. 413

6

8

Fortran

96

21.03

carp. Sci. 423

-0-

-0-

Fortran

-0-

-o-

'lUI'AI.S

',4812

Crnp. Sci. 213

70

10

Carp. Sci. 223

90

4

carp. Sci. 313

15

Colp. Sci. 323

,:1

-lrBased on $.219/nm

Fortran

$1,053.84

Problems for computer solution in the College of Engineering are assigned to students in nearly every engineering class.

Students enrolled in General Engineering 112 and

142 make the greatest use of the computer in solving engineering related problems.

These problem solutions are pro-

grammed in Fortran and may be run on either the PDP-SE available in the college of Engineering or the AMDAHL 470 V/6.
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A

description of computer utilization in the College of

Engineering follows:
College of Engineering
Enroll:rcent
1978-79

# of Coop.
Problems
Assigned

carp.
lang.

Estimated
Total No.
of Runs

Gen. Engr. 112

232

5

Fortran

5800

$1,270.20

Gen. Engr. 142

230

4

Fortran

3680

805.92

Gen. Engr. 323

10

4

Fortran

200

43.80

Gen. Engr. 321

35

3

Fortran

420

91.98

Gen. Engr. 412

35

3

Fortran

420

91.98

Gen. Engr. 243

120

2

Fortran

960

210.24

Gen. Engr. 253

50

2

Fortran

400

87.60

Gen. Engr. 313

60

2

Fortran

480

105.12

Gen. Engr. 373

15

2

Fortran

120

26.28

Gen. Engr. 433

20

2

Fortran

160

35.04

Gen. Engr. 122

25

1

Fortran

100

21.90

Gen. Engr. 212

25

2

Fortran

200

43.80

Gen. Engr. 492

10

Fortran

40

8.76

Gen. Engr. 463

40

3

Fortran

480

105.12

Gen. Engr. 403

40

3

Fortran

480

105.12

Gen. Engr. 443

25

2

Fortran

200

43.80

Gen. Engr. 323

37

2

Fortran

296

64.82

Gen. Engr. 473

25

2

Fortran

200

43.80

14,636

$3,205.28

Course

*Based on $.219/run

Depends on
Project

rorAIS

Estimated
Cost*
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A PDP-BE computing system has been installed in the
Electronics Laboratory of the College of Industrial Education and Technology.

This system is used by students en-

rolled in the Computer/Technology option.

The usual method

of operation is the use of a digital computer simulator
module that is run on a PDP-BE as an exercise in finding
causes of machine malfunction.

The programming is in as-

sembler language and machine language.

The following

courses are taught using the PDP-SE computer.
Elect. 133 Introduction to Computer Repair and
Maintenance
Elect. 203 Operational Problem Analysis
Elect. 323 Analog and Digital Systems
Elect. 412 Advanced Integrated Circuits and
Applications
Elect. 410 Computer System Maintenance
The College of Business Administration offers three
computer related courses.

They are as follows:

B.A.

273

Introduction to Computing

B.A.

283

Computer Programming I

B.A.

293

Computers and Programming

In addition to these courses, problems for computer
solution are assigned in :
B.A.

783

Quantitative Analysis

MG.

333

Management Systems

Programs written fort h ese

C lasses

are processed on the

AMDAHL 4 7 0 V / 6 via .t he IBM 3 780 Data Transmission Terminal.

The number of computer assignments made generally vary
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with the instructor.
A description of computer utilization in the College
of Business follows:
College of Business

Course

Enrollnent
1978-79

BA 273

-0-

-o-

Cobol·

BA 283

-0-

-0-

Cobol

-o-o-

BA 293

-o-

-0-

Assembler

-0-

BA 783

100

2

Cobol

800

175.20

BA 333

140

2

Cobol

1120

245.28

TCY.rALS

1920

$420.48

*Based on $.219/nm

# of Carp.
Problems
Assigned

Estimated
'lbtal No.
of Runs
Lan9:.
Coop.

Estimated
Cost*

$

-o-o-o-

At the present time only the Department of Computer
Science, previously described in the College of Arts and
Sciences, makes use of the computer in the teaching process.
At the present time no departments in the College of
Education utilize the computer in the teaching process.
At the present time the College of. Horne Economics is
not involved in utilizing the computer in the teaching
process.
The College of Agriculture at the present time does
not have a program that utilizes the computer in the teaching
process.
The College of Nursing at the present time does not
have a program that utilizes the computer in the teaching
process.
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The following section describes use of the computer
for researc.'1

&

special programs, and all other uni ts at the

University such as Development, Student Affairs, Academic
Affairs, Registrars Office, and Admissions Office.
The Resource Center of the College of Agriculture
uses an APL Terminal to support the research in soil science.
The terminal is on-line with the AMDAHL 470 V/6 at Texas
A&M University.
Basically, two types of processing are carried out
through the terminal.
*Information Storage. APL is used to store and
retrieve a directory of personnel who have technical expertise in tropical soils.
*Statistical Analysis. APL programs are used by
graduate students in Agriculture and by senior staff
members to calculate the following statistics in
support of their research:
1.

Correlation Analysis

2.

Regression Analysis

3.

Analysis of variance for single and multiple
classification.

4.

Duncan Range

5.

"T" Test

The College of Home Economics, Human Nutrition Center
has an automated information retrieval service that is tied
into the Lockheed Information system.

This retrieval service

has the capability o f Searchl.·ng data bases such as the
National Agricultura 1 Ll.'brary, CAIN, ERIC, and others.
· the college of Engineering are utiResearc h ers 1.n
lizing Fortran programs th a t

are run on the AMDAHL 4 70 V/6
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via IBM 3780 Data Transmi~sions Terminal to do finite
elementary analysis and the analysis of fatigue and stress
developed in structures that have been subjected to earthquake type forces.
In the College of Arts and Sciences researchers in
the Department of Biology utilize programs using the AMDAHL
470 V/ 6 and Fortran language to do (1). Analysis of Variants
(Statistical design) and (2). Two Factor Interactions.

The

Department of Economics and Georgraphy utilizes programs on
the AMDAHL 470 V/6 that will do (1). Factor Analysis (2).
Cross Tabulations (Chi square, Correlation Regression),
Analysis of Variants (one way and two way),

(3).

(4). Regression

Analysis, and (5). Statistical Package for Social Sciences.
The Colleges of Business, Nursing, Education, and
Industrial Education and Technology do not have faculty
members that are engaged in research that require the use
of computer software.
The Office of Development at the present time has
the capability to have reproduced by the IBM 1401 computer
the following mailing lists.

# Programs
Name of Program

used

Frequency
of Use

1.

Alumni

5

As Requested

2.

Parents

5

As Requested

3.

Principals
a. Secondary - TX
b. Junior High - TX
c. Elementary - TX

5

As Requested

4.

Counselors

5

As Requested
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5.

Ministers

5

As Requested

6.

VO-AG

5

As Requested

7.

Epsilon Pi Tau

5

As Requested

8.

Cosmetologist

5

As Requested

9.

Black Colleges Jr. - Senior

5

As Requested

10.

Superintendents

5

As Requested

11.

High School Subject Area
Heads (Variation of
Principals)

5

As Requested

*Five programs are used to process these address
files.
No other use is made of the computer by the Development Office.
The Office of Student Affairs at the present time
has available for its use the following:
Name of Program
A.

# Programs
Used

Frequency
of Use

General Academic Profile
consisting of the following:
As Requested

1.

Straight list, summary
at end

3

2.

Summary totals, Scholastic

3

As Requested

3.

Scholastic Standing Only

3

As Requested

4.

Scholastic Standing and
Classification

3

5.

Scholastic Standing and
Sex

3

As Requested

6.

Scholastic Standing sex
and Major

3

As Requested

Classification Only

3

As Requested

7.

As Requested
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8.

List by Sex

9.

List by Major Only

3

As Requested

3

As Requested

The Office of University Management Services has
the following software available for its use:
Name of Program

# Programs Used

Frequency
of Use

1.

12th Day Student Report

7

Ea. Semester
and summer
term

2.

Enrollment Analysis by
school, class and major

2

Ea. Semester
and summer
term

3.

Fee Payment Analysis, fee
composite and delinquent list

4

Monthly

4.

Fee Assessment Analysis

4

Monthly

5.

Faculty Salary Coordinating
Board Report

4

By Semester

6.

Class Enrollment Tabulation

7

By Semester

7.

Monthly Fee Billing

7

Monthly

The Office of Physical Plant Planning and Engineering has available for its use a program for telephone collection analysis.

No other operations of this area of the

University make use of the computer.
The Office of Academic Affairs has available the
following:
# Programs

Name of Program
A.

used

Office of Vice President
1.

Faculty Information
a.

Tenure/non-tenure
by rank

4

Frequency of
Use
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b.
c.
d.
e.
2.

Student Information
a.
b.
c.

3.

3

Enrollment by college,
major, and classification
Honor Roll list
Probation list

Curriculum Information
a.
b.

B.

Ethnic origin
Teaching function
percentage
Total salaries
Faculty salary

Each semester
and summer
term
Each semester
Each semester

2
Annually
Each semester

Course information
Courses offered with
course and section
enrollment by CB program area.

Registrar's Office
1.

Student Information
a.

CBM

-

1.
2.

I. D. Number
Sex
Classification
Date of birth
Tuition status
Residence
First time trans.
fer student
SCH load (on-campus)
Major Area of concentration (HEGIS Discipline Code)
Ethnic Origin

3.

4.

s.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

a.

001

Major area of concentration
(CB program and curriculum
code)

b.

First time in college

c.

Enrollment count by
College/Department,
class and major

d.

Roster by College/De-

4

Each semester
and summer
term

II
II

II
II

1

II

1

II

1

II
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e.
f.

pa~tment, class and
maJor

1

Yearly enrollment
with duplication

3

Class Information
(CBM - 004)

5

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8 •·

g.

Building and Room Report
1.
2.
3.

h.

Subject prefix,
course number, and
section numb~r
Type of Instruction
Semester hour value
Location: on-campus/
off-campus
City or town in
which course is
taught
Instr.uctor Code
Responsibility factor
Enrollment by level

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

008)

II
II

II

II
II
II
II

4

Each semester

II

II

4

Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually

I.D. Number
Rank

Tenure/Non-Tenure
Sex
Date of birth
Ethnic origin
Teaching funciton
percentage
Total salaries
Faculty salary
Departmental
designation

i.

Course, section
enrollment for classes
taught

j .

Registration

Annually

Each semester
and term.

Subject Prefix,
course number, and
section number
Building, room,
start time, duration
time, days of week
Classification of
Room type

Faculty (CBM -

II

Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually
2

6

Each semester
and summer
term
II
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1.

Pre-punched
Material
a . . Class cards
b.
c.
d.

k.

Student Control
Drop-Add cards
Assessment-Payment
cards

Class Room Management

1.

Class rolls

2.

Mid-semester grade
reports
Semester (summer
term) grade reports

3.

Each semester
and summer
term
II
II

"
8

Daily until
12th day
Each semester
Each semester
and summer
term

c.

1.

Final Grade Posting
Labels for Permanent
Records

Each semester
and summer
term

m.
n.

Honor Roll
Probation List

Each semester
Each semester

Admissions Office
1.

Rosters by proposed major
of those:
a.
b.
c.

2.
3.

D.

Weekly
Weekly
Weekly

Admitted
Pending.
Contacted

Each semester
On request

Probation List
Address Labels

Counseling Services
1.

5

5

General Academic Profile
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Straight list, summary
at End
Scholastic Standing Only
Scholastic Standing
Scholastic Standing and
Sex
Scholastic Standing, sex
and Major

Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
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f.
g.
h.

Classification Only
Sex Only
Major Only

Each semester
Each semester
Each semester

Library functions at the present time are not computerized.
Continuing Education functions at the present time
are not computerized.
The Office of Fiscal Affairs has available the following programs.
Business Management
# Programs
Nare of Program

Used

Frequ:mcy
of Use

CBM2B-Coordinating Board
Faculty Ieport

1

Annually

Position Analysis

1

Annually

Ercployee Position Survey

1

Annually

Ethnic Background Survey

1

Annually

Insert Ethnic Background Survey

1

Annually

Select Teaching Salaries (less
than 15,000)

1

As requested

1

Annually

Build/q:,date Faculty Data File

1

Annually

Faculty Biographic Report

1

Annually

Faculty Salary ~port

1

Annually

1

Annually

5chedule of Budgeted Salaries special calc. all percentages

1

Annually

Schedule of Budgeted Salaries
skip % calc. on spec. gro~s

1

Annually

Build schedule of Budgeted Faculty
for CEl-1 8

&

9

Match FAC/CBM CF
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Cashier DepartJTent
# Programs

Nam: of ·Program

Used

Convert lbclrV'Property
D=posit File

Freq\Ency

of Use

1

Annually

I.edger

1

Annually

Daily Aca:>unt Balance

1

Daily

M:>nthly Aca:>unt Balance

1

M:>nthly

Prop/Roan J:e~sit ledger

1

Annually

R:x:ln/Property Deposit

Personnel Services
# Programs
Used

Freql.Ency
of Use

Iea-ve Data Listing

1

As Needed

Insert/Update leave Data

1

As Needed

Nam: of

Program

Payroll Departnent
# Programs
Used

Freql.Ency
of Use

Payroll Prooflist

1

As Needed

Payroll DI.rep/Load

1

M:>nthly

P*A~It!IT (Pay.roll Analysis
Ma.int. Input Edit Prog.)

1

Monthly

Payroll File Maintenance

1

M:>nthly*

Payroll Ccnputation

1

M:>nthly

Print Payroll Iegisters

1

Monthly

Print General Salaries
Earnings Staterrents

1

M:>nthly

1

Monthly

1

?-t:mthly

Nam: of Program

Assign Gen. Sal. Seq. Nos.

Austin Voucher/card sunnary
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Assign EML Oleck NtreiJers

1

M:mthly

Print EML Check .Pegister

1

M:mthly

Print EML Checks

1

M:mthly

Enployee Insurance Report

1

M:mthly

Cptional Ietirenent Report

1

M:mthly

Group Life Insuranre Report

1

M:mthly

Group Medical Insurance Ieport

1

.M:mthly

Voluntary Accident Insurance Report

1

M:mthly

Disability Insuranre Ieport

1

M:>nthly

Tax Shelter Annuity Report

1-

M:,nthly*

Print Gen. Sal. /EML Payroll Data
Listing - All

1

M:>nthly

Print Payroll Data Sheets

1

M:mthly

Copy Disk (Nat. 0 on O to Nat.
2 on 2)

1

M:mthly

Print M:mthly Data

1

M:mthly

Print ~loyee Folder Iables

1

M:>nthly
*and as
:teq\l;Sted

State portion Enployee Insurance
Prooflist Ieport

1

As Needed

Print Errployee Mailing Address Labels

1

M:>nthly*

Update Enployee Mailing Address Lists

1

M:>nthly

Print Enployee Mailing Address Lists

1

M:>nthly

1

M:mthly
*and as

File Maintenance Enployee Mailing
Address File

:teq\l;Sted

Build TRS Address File

1

Annually
and as
:teq\l;Sted

Insert TRS Class via TRS cards

1

Annually
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Insert Check Mailing Addresses - TRS

l

M:mthly

VCI Physical Exam. I.D. Listing

l

As reqoosted

FICA Sumary Prooflist

l

As Requested

Extract OCI Data

1

M::mthly

M::mthly OCI lep::>rt

l

M:>nthly

Extract TRS Data

1

M:>nthly

Edit/Canbine TRS

l

M:>nthly

C.arbined TRS Iep::>rt

1

M:mthly

Extract Individual Earnings I

1

M:>nthly ·

Extract Indiviqual Earnings II

l

Each Payroll
Period

Indivi.dual Earnings Prooflist

l

t·,·~

Quarterly
and as regl.ESted

Data Analysis Maint. Input Trans.

l

M:mthly

Indivi.dual Earnings edit/nerge

l

M:mthly

O:msus Iepart

l

M:mthly

Build Iefund/Cancel. Iecords

1

M:nthly

Ind. Earnings File .Maint.

l

M:lnthly

Indivi.dual Earnings Select

l

M:lnthly and
as regl.Ested

Sumarize Individual Earnings

l

M:mt."'lly

Print Payroll SuntnaIY

1

M:mthly

Build Quarterly Iecords

l

Quarterly

Quarterly Soc. Sec. /OCI Ieport

1

Quarterly

Individual Earnings Posting

1

M:mthly and
as reg\Ested

1

M:mt.ltly

1

M:mthly

1

Annually

W-2 Earnings File Update
W-2 Address insert

Print W-2 Tax Statenents
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Print W-2 Tape

1

Annually

Pull bad tape Soc. Sec. numbers
W-2 File

l

As

Build Payroll Master Nane File

1

By Fiscal

Needed

Year
Print Payroll Master Nane Index

1

By Fiscal

Year

Iesequence 1

250

1

As

Needed

FICA Corpute/Crnpare

1

As

Needed

Payroll Correction Prooflist

1

As

Needed

Build Payroll Master File

1

Annually

JAMIT

1

Bi-weekly
& M:::>nthly**

1

Bi-weekly
& M::mthly**

T:ine Card Edit

1

Bi-weekly
& lt>nthly**

Alien Check

1

Bi-weekly
& lt>nthly**

Payroll CCltpute/Build

1

Bi-weekly
& lt>nthly**

Print Payroll register

1

Bi-weekly
& lt>nthly**

Print Payroll II Checks

1

Bi-vEekly
& lt>nthly**

Payroll Master Nane List

1

Bi-weekly
& lt>nthly**

Multi-Venoor Voucher D:!tail

1

Bi-weekly
& r-t:,nthly**

1

Bi-weekly
& Jrbnthly**

1

Bi~'Jeekly
& M:mthly**

X

Print Tine Sheets
Pundl Tine Cards

** -for eacn Bi-weekly arx1 each stu:3ent Payroll
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Accx:>miting ~part::Itent

# Programs
Used

Nare of Program

Freq\:ency

of Use

Build Salary Allocation File

1

Annually

Salary Allocation Ieport

1

Annually

Print Payroll II Vouchers

1

Bi-¥eekly
& M:)nthly**

Punch Obj • & Acctng. cards

1

Bi-¥eekly
& M:)nthly**

Punch Bank Ieconciliation cards

1

Bi-weekly
& ?-bnth.ly**

Print Salary Savings Ieport

1

Bi-weekly
& M:)nthly**

Prove Acoounting (batches)

1

Daily and
as needed

List Aca::>unt Header cards

1

As Needed

Convert Cbj • /Acctng. Accomit Numbers

1

M:mthly

Aca:>unting Check (edit

1

M::mthly

1

reekly

1

M:mthly

1

M:mthly

1

?-bnthly

x Sales I.edger (leport)

1

?-bnth.ly

x Apprc:priation Sta:tenents (Ieport)

1

M:mthly

1

M:mthly

1

M:mth.ly

1

?-bnth.ly

**for each Bi-Weekly and each Student Payroll

&

select)

x Edit/gang punch accounting cards
X

Order Liquidation (Ieport)

x Object Classification (Report)
X

X

:ocxJE-Books of Original Entry (Report)

Trial Balance leport

x Buc:19:t Control Report
Classification of Expenditures
(special accomits)
x = Programs Written in "TAMP"
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Prove E.O.M. (end of rronth cards
- use an #3780)

1

M:mthly

Pull sub-acc:xmnts (special select)

1

As I"eglESted

SUb-account cxxrpare (special subacoount dleck)

1

M:mthly

Punch 5th pass (for revolving fund)

1

1-bnthly

State Voucher legister

1

Drily

&

M::mthly

x Source Analysis

1

M:mthly

1

M:mthly

x Tab. by Object (Annual Report)

1

Annually

Armual Object Class.

1

Annually

Pull x-5 headers (special)

1

As

Sundry ~port (special)

1

Annually

Pull sub-accounts
(special}

1

As

Pull acoounts 158/159 (cash blotter)
(special} 150

1

As Needed

Pull accounting (special)

1

As

Needed

Pull any date (special)

1

As

Needed

M:>nthly ~ating Staterrents
(program written at Texas A&M}

3

M:mthly

3

M:mthly

1

M:mthly

1

M:mthly

1

As

1

Drily

X

Balance Property

&

Obj . Class

Report (special)

Needed

Needed

x = Programs Written in "TAMP"

FurXl Balanoe Statenents
(progi:am written at Texas A&M)
(x}

written in TAMP

Fee X-Act I.Dad

Telephone Collection Analysis
:R:port
Fee Field listing selected field totals
Punch fee assessnent/paynent cards

Requested
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Fee File edit/nerge

1

M:mthly

1

M:mthly

1

M:mthly

Daily print collection analysis

1

Weekly

Fee leport Generator

1

1-Dnthly

Fee Jerord Extract

1

M:mthly

Build/block Fee Iea:>rds

1

M::nb"ll.y

Fee Batch Totals

1

Daily

Fee Assessrrent/payment Analysis

1

1-Dnthly

Fee Master Prooflist

1

M:mthly

Insert rerord marks

1

M:mthly

Select fee records by individuals

1

As Needed

Jeceipt mmber check

1

M::nthly

Bank leo:mciliation

1

M:mthly

1

M:mthly

Fee File Maintenance

Fee Proa:?ssor

Bank lea:mciliation/cancelled check

totals

Student Financial Aid

Narre of Program

# Programs
Used

Frequency
of use

Payroll Master Nane List

1

Bi-weekly
& M:mthly**

BEOG-SEOG-ISEOG

1

Daily*

Financial Aid File Build Sort*

1

Each

Assign Financial Aid Disburserrent
alpha sequence nunber

1

Financial Aid Disburserrent List

1

National Direct Student I.Dan - edit/load

1

senester*
Each

serrester*
Each

serrester*
M::nthly
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Nt'6L cash receipts Journal

NDSL cash disbursements Journal

NDSL notes receivable ledger
NDSL pull first tine NDSL

NDSL pull NllSL records select(rro., yr., GL cndes)
Match

NISL/HH

{NOOL/F7\00)

1

M::mthly

1

1-bnthly

1

M::mthly

1

Annually

1

As

1

Each

leq\Ested

senester
Iesequ:ma: NllSL file

1

Each

senester
NDSL rorrecticn prooflist

1

Each

sercester
Build 1 x 120 records fran College
W::>rk Study and Student Hourly Pay-

roll tine cards

1

M:mthly

CWSP & S.H. Surrmary Build/update

1

M:nthly

CWSP & S.H. Surrmary canbine

1

M::mthly

CWSP & S.H. Smmary List

1

M:>nthly

*=
** =

also as requested
for each Bi-W:!ekly and each Student Payroll

University Exchange
# Programs

Frequency

Nane of Program

Used

of Use

Textbook l-t:>nthly Peport

1

M:>nthly

Textbook Daily Peport

1

Daily and

as requested

Data Processing Services
# Programs
Nane -of Program

Print tape file labels

Used

1

Frequency
or Use
As

Needed
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Check blank cards (far pundles)

1

As Nee&d

1

M:mthly

Classification of eJq?enditures for
CPU Ieport

Equiprrent and Property Managenent

# Programs
Used

Nane of Program

Frequency
of Use

Pull Class 610/620 Inventory

1

As Requested

Pull Inventory less than 50. 00

1

As Requested

Inventory X-Act list and total

1

M:>nthly

Inventory file naintenanoe

1

M:>nthly

Inventory select list general

1

M:mthly &

Annually
Inventocy c:x:nptroller match (special)

1

As Requested

Inventocy nurber check (special)

1

As Requested

Inventocy Cale. ending Inventory
(special)

1

As Requested

l

As requested

Inventory Cale. Inventory itan ex>st

value
Central .Mailing

# Programs
Used

Frequency
of Use

~sequence 1 x 180 - address file

1

As needed

Pull address file groups N, G, P
(Seperate prog.c:ams)

1

As nee&d

Maggie B*R"A check (Blank ~CX>rd
Area select)

1

As needed

print)

1

As needed

ALFRED (address label file run edit)

1

As needed

M1'\00IE (multiple address generator
generalized infonnation extract)

1

As needed

Nane of Program

S"'L*A1rp (special label address
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Pull Maggie (title info:rmation select)

~fonnat address labels
S~A*C (select Maggie area coo.es)

1

As needed

1

As needed

1

As needed

Miscellaneous
Narre

of Program

# Programs

Used

Frequency

of

Use

Gen. tab and sequence deck

1

As needed

General listing

1

As needed

program

1

As needed

Print 80 - 80 list with header

1

As requested

REP.ID - generalized reproduce

Match

FM/CBM 001 files

1

By serrester

Match

FM. class file

1

By

1

As needed

~uild Fee Recx:>rds (special)

serrester

Computer Utilization
Information presented in EXHIBIT I provides a breakdown of IBM 1401 Computer time for production/research while
EXHIBITS II, II, and IV summarize the amount of computer
time that was used for academic computations.
Costs for computer services are provided in EXHIBITS
V, VI, and VII and present a Data Processing Center Budget
Analysis, Position Analysis and Equipment Rental analysis.
EXHIBIT VIII presents a summary of the costs for Data Pro cessing for the years 1974-75 through 1977-78.

EXHIBIT I
COMPUTER UTILIZATION - IBM 140
1972 - 73 thourgh 1976 - 77
Time in Hours
FUNCTION

1972-'/3

1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77

01.

Production

4464.26

3174.42

3491.02

2802.69

3336.54

02.

Preventive Maintenance

38.82

91.73

42.88

4171

46.90

03.

Unscheduled Maintenance

61.01

47.61

41.64

69.65

52.55

04.

Machine Malfunction

164.92

148.86

52.27

191.35

178.18

05.

Idle Time

11. 23

390.31

386.17

591.63

436.64

06.

Set-up Time

86.98

259.13

231.10

208.44

188.48

07.

Housekeeping

48.15

6.36

6.34

4.89

4.48

08.

Program Development

296.11

275.12

535.33

522.41

09.

Program Error

6.10

1.77

.49

.80

. 28

10.

Operator Errors

4.42

6.16

1.25

1.00

2.15

11.

Research Development*

182.75

73.16

57.74

44.37

1.08

4491.86

4769.69

TOTALS
Included in Production

.

5364.75

4474.63

342. 74 ·

4653.64

~

I

w

I-'
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EXHIBIT II
ACADEMIC COMPUTER UTILIZATION - IBM 360 - 65
1972 - 73 and 1973 - 74
Total Number Of Runs
l972-73
1973-74

SUBJECT
AREA

Faculty Research

61

236

Computer Science

3,028

550

Mathematics

279·

Natural Sciences

Bus ~ness

-o-o-o-

Arts

-0-

-o-o-o-o-o-

Social Science/Education

&

Humanities

Engineering
Unstructured
TOTALS

3,323

7,322 _

-o-

-o-

7,241

8,108
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EXHIBIT III
Academic Computer Utilization
1974 - 75
Computer Utilization-Computer Science
Month

IBM 1401 Runs

IBM 360 Runs

September

72

0

October

76

0

November

168

0

December

97

226

January

21

43

128

0

March

97

0

April

93

771

May

12

446

765

1486

February

TOTALS
Note:

The IBM 360/65 at Texas A&M University is us e d via
an IBM 3780 Terminal wnich is installed in the Data
Processing Center.

Departments at Prairie View A&M

who use this equipment must pay Texas A&M University
for the processing time used.

During the 1974-75

academic year, this equipment was used by t}:le
College of Engineering for processing of student
programs and for research projects by the Department
of Chemistry and the Rural Manpower Skill Center.
Figures on utilization by these departments are
not available.
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EXHIBIT .IV
ACADEMIC COMPUTER UTILIZATION
IBM 360-65/AMDAHL 470 V/6
1975-76 and 1976-77
Total Runs
1975-76
1970-77

SUBJECT AREA
Computer Science

&

Business

12,558

3,676

3,659

5,660

16,217

9,336

Engineering
TOTALS

EXHIBIT V
DATA PROCESSING CENTER BUDGET ANALYSIS
1974-75 through 1977-78

I

COST CATAGORY

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77

1977-78

Salaries

67,580

81,105

99,098

106,812

Wages

20,931

18,784

14,288

6,222

709

3,844

1,606

3,980

Printed Forms

42,498

30,377

24,376

34,050

Equipment Rental

71,891

74,195

76,613

75,936

$203,609

$207,805

$215,981

$227,000

Other Operating
Exoenses

TOTALS
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EXHIBIT VI
DATA PROCESSING POSITION ANALYSIS
1974-75 through 1977-78

POSITION

1974-7'5

ANNUAL COST
1975-76
1976-77

1977-78

Supervisor

11, 95'2

14,100

14,532

15,480

Programmer

9,384

11,952

12,720

13,620

tr'AB Operators II

7,068

8,556

9,108

9,696

39,176

46,497

62,738

68,016

$67,580

$81,105

$99,098

$106,812

TAB Operators I

TOTALS

EXHIBIT VII
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT RENTAL COST
1974-75 through 1977-78

Cost By Month/Year
Annaullv
Monthlv
1974 - 75

$5,991

$71,891

1975 ·- 76

$6,183

$74,195

1976 - 77

$6,384

$76,613

78

$6,478

$77,736

1977 -

EXHIBI'l' VIII
DATA PROCESSING CENTER BUDGET AN.ALYSIS
SUMMARY

1974-75
SALARIES

$

$

81,105

$

1976-77

1977-78

99,098

$106,812

20,931

18,784

14,288

6,222

709

3,344

1,606

3,980

PRINTED FORMS

42,498

30,377

24,376

34,050

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

71,891

74,195

76,613

75,936

$ 203,609

$ 207,805

$ 215,981

$ 227,000

WAGES
OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

TOTAL:

Note:

67,580

1975-76

Telephone line and modern charges were not included in the preceding tables; Current charges are as follows:
APL Terminal - Modern: 12 mo. @ $20.00 = $240.00
$ 4.00/call-up
Telephone Line:
IBM 3780 Terminal - Modern: 12 mo. @ $240.00 = $2,880.00
Telephone Line: 12 mo. @ 44.l0 = 529.20
TOTAL (For Year)

$2,880.00
529.20
$3,409.20
~

I

w

°'

OALS

FOR THE

FUTURE

1981~1987
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GOALS FOR THE FUTURE
The goals listed in this section are those goals which
are the most important to developing/maintaining a viable
Computing Center for the University.
LEGAL AUTHORITY
The legal authority for the operation of the Computing
Center must be consonant with the legal authority of the Univer sity in dealing with all information concerning faculty,
staf f, students, alumni and the general public, therefore the
foll owing goals have been established for the Computing Center:
Goal 1.

To continue the function of the Computing
Center, to provide information as required
by the University, System, State, and
Federal regulations.

Goal 2.

To expand the capability of the Computing
Center that will allow it to meet the information demands on the University from
external and internal forces.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The complete history of the Computing Center is essential
to the maintenance of the heritage ~nd tradition of the Computing Center.

Therefore the goals in this area are:

Goal 1.

To develop a written history of t~e
Computing Center on an annual basis.

Goal 2.

To transmit to the archives on a yearly
basis the complete annual history of the
Computing Center.
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SOCIAL-POLITICAL-ECONOMIC-IMPACTORS
We are now roughly 35 years into the computer age.

During

hat time the use of computers has expanded so rapidly that it
·s e stimated that over 500,000 computers exist in the United
tates.

This amount of

~ sage thereby reduces the cost of

omputer usage making it available in our everday lives.

Thus

he goals for the Computing Center in this area are:
Goal 1.

To monitor the development of computer
technology so that the effect on the Computing
Center and the University's information needs
can be determined.

Goal 2.

To monitor laws and regulations on computer
information storage and access to determine
the effects on the University's Computing
Center processes and produres for storage
and maintaining records.
PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE AND MISSION

All units at the University must support and undergird
the purpose and role, scope and mission of the University.
Computing Center is no exception.

The

Thus the goals for the Corn-

puting Center in this area are:
Goal 1.

To review annually the operation of the
Computing Center to determine whether the
Computing Center's programming reflecting
the purpose and role, scope and mission of
the University.

Goal 2.

To provide a written report on an annual
basis delineating how the Comping Center
supported the purpose and role, scope and
mission of the University.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The organizational and administrative structure of the
Computing Center must reflect the purpose and role, scope and
is sion of the university.

The present organizational structure
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does not reflect the projected direction of the University for
the organization and administration of the Computing center.
'.i'he goals for organization and administration are:

Goal 1.

To organize and staff the Computing Center
to ~nclude ~ Director of the Computing Center,
Assistant Director for Computing Center,
Assistant Director for Academic and Research
r.omputing, Assistant Director for Administrative
Computing, and Assistant Director for Systems
Computing.

Goal 2.

To clearly identify the job responsibilities
of all personnel in the Computing Center
by 1981.

Goal 3.

To develop a written policy and procedures
manual for the Computer Centing by 1982.

Goal 4.

To train persons on the University-wide basis
in the use of the Computing Center by 1982.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Without effective management systems the operation of a
Computing Center cannot be effective.

Therefore the goals of

t he Computing Center are established as follows:
Goal 1.

To design, develop and impleme~t a user
billing system to accurately bill all
users on a monthly basis by 1982.

Goal 2.

To reduce the unit cost of ~o~putin~ fo~
academics, research and administrative Jobs
by 1982.

Goal 3.

Goal 4.

To fully identify and codify all 7xisting
management systems for the Computing Center
by 1982.
To provide workshops and seminars by 1983 to .
University users on the Management Systems utilized by the Computing Center.
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PROGRAMS
In this decade, educational administrators have been
:aced with limited resources and increased pressure to make
informed decisions.

They have become increasingly reliant on

information systems to satisfy managerial as well as operational
needs.

An outgrowth of this environment requires that the Com-

pu ting Center at The University provide information systems
which will satisfy basic functions as well as top level manag ernent decisions.

The goals established here are:

Goal 1.

To design, develop and implement an
Operations Analysis system by 1987 that
will produce outputs on students, faculty,
facilities, energy and maintenance as
dictated by federal, state, Texas A&M
University System and local regulations.

Goal 2.

To design, develop, and implement a Cost
Analysis system by 1987 that will produce
such reports as the indirect cost calculation.

Goal 3.

To design, develop, and implement by 1987 an
on line student analysis system that will
produce necessary information for utilization
in admissions, counseling, fee assessment,
financial aid, housing, scheduling, registration, job placement, and alumni follow-up.

Goal 4.

To design, develop, and imp~ement a_system
by 1987 that provides the ~i~r~ry wit~ the
capability of on line acquis 7tions, circulation, billing and cataloguing.

Goal 5.

To design, develop and imple~ent ~ s y s~em
by 1987 that provides the_Uni~ersity w~th
one line capability to maintain accura~e, up
t o d a t e files on all giving,
.
. and resea rch
information on prospective givers.

Goal 6.

To design, develop and implement by_l987 an
on line program plann~ng an~ budgeting
system that is compatible wi~h the Texas
A&M university System budgeting system.
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Goal 7.

To d~sign, develop, and implement by 1987 an
on 1 7ne system for automated billino and
profit ~nd loss statements for all auxillary
enterprises on the University's campus.

Goal 8.

To design, develop and implement by 1987
a complete HEGIS Report Generator System
for federal and state reporting requirements.

Goal 9.

To design, develop and implement by 1983, a
Program Planning and Budgeting System for all
research and special programs grants and contracts that will provide for line item budgeting and line item expenditure control.

Goal 10.

To design, develop and implement by 1984, a
University-wide Management Information System.

Goal 11.

To design, develop and implement by 1985, a
computerized performance evaluation and merit
system.

Goal 12.

To have fully operational by 1987, language
compilers and libraries for FORTRAN IV, PL/I,
COBAL, and RPG II.

Goal 13.

To develop programs by 1985 that can be utilized by small business persons in the surrounding areas.

Goal 14.

To increase the utilization of computing
in instruction by 100% by 1985.
STAFF

The development of successful and better computer and
the encouragement of users to fully utilize the Computing
center will require an adequate number of qualified staff who
will accept the challenge of designing new comouter systems
for research, administration, and instruction.

Staff goals

for the Computing Center are:
Goal 1.

To employ a director of the Computing Center
by 1981.

Goal 2.

4) assistant directors of the
To employ four (
Computing Center by 1982.
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Goal 3.

To employ three (3) computer programmers for
the Computing Center by 1985.

Goal 4.

To retrain all existing staff of the Computing
Center by 1981.

Goal 5.

~o design, develop, and implement yearly training workshops for all users of the Computing
Center by 1982.
LIBRARY

The heart of any Computing Center is its program library
wh ich consists of all necessary computer programs along with
up -to-date documentation of these programs.

Library goals for

the Computing Center are:

Goal 1.

To actively participate in the College and
University Systems Exchange to develop
the University's Computing Library.

Goal 2.

To utilize existing programs whenever
possible in the development of new
programs.

Goal 3.

To have by 1984, a complete computer library
with updated documentation on all computer
programs.

Goal 4.

To publish by 1984, a complete inventory of
computer programs and documentations.
PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Computer facilities must be designed and maintained

on

fir st class standards in order that the provision of timely
informational needs can be kept at

a maximum.

Computer

·
equ ipment
mus t a 1 so keep pace with technology and the demands
on informational needs.

Physical facility and equipment goals

are established as follows:
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Goal

1.

To maintain a first class physical facility
for research, academic, and administrative
computing.

Goal

2.

To locate all remote terminals in first class
space by 1987.

Goal

3.

To design, and develop space in all renovated
and new academic and research building for
location of remote computer terminals.

Goal

4.

To bring on line remote terminals in the
Fiscal Office, Purchasing, Registrar, Admissions,
Library, Bookstore, and University Management
Services by 1984.

Goal

5.

To bring on line remote terminals in Alumni
Hall, Career Planning and Placement,
Development, and President's Office by 1987.

Goal

6.

To changeover from IBM 1401 Computer System
to IBM 4331 Computer System by 1981.

Goal

7.

To completely install the following IBM 4331
Computer System by 1981.
Unit
4331

3278

Model/FC

Description

JOl
1421
1601
1901
3201
3701
3950
4695
5248
5531
9063
9202
9491
9510
9531
9671
9672
9902

Processor - IM
Block MPX Channel
Communications Adaptor ,Base
Control Storage Expansion
DASD Adapter
EIA/CCITT Interface
14 01/144 0/14 6 0 Ccxnpatibility
Line Attachment Base
Byte MPX Channel
Power Interface
Classic Blue
3310 Attached
8 Shared Subchannels
Remote Support Facility
3701 EIA/CCITT Line Pos 1
BSC on Line Position 1
BSC on Line Position 2
Power 208V 60HZ 1 Phase

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

A02
4634
9606
9891

Display Console
Keyboard W/O 10 Interface
4331 Attachment
voltage 120V Nonlock Plug

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
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Unit

Model/Fe

2541

001
5890
9043
9903

Card Read Punch
Punch Feed Read
Blue Covers
Power 208V 60HZ 3 Phase

1
1
1
1

1403

022
9044
9709
9903
9614

Printer
Charcoal Covers
Voltage Adapter
Power 208V 60HZ 3 Phase
Arrangement HN-2

1
1
1
1
1

2821

001
5895
8065
9043
9241
9903

Control Unit
Punch Feed Read
2 5 4 0 Carpatibility
Blue Covers
Attach 1403 Mdl
Power 208V 60HZ

2
3 Phase

1
1
1
1
1
1

3310

A02
9063
9902

Disk Storage Unit
Classic Blue
Power 208V 60HZ 1 Phase

1
1
1

3411

001
3211
7360
9043
9053
9902

Mag. Tape Unit and Contr.
Single Density
S/370 Control Attachment
Blue Covers
Blue Take-up Reel
Power 208V 60HZ 1 Phase

1
1

3410

001
3211
9043
9053
9902

Magnetic Tape Unit
Single Density
Blue Covers
Blue Take-up Reel
Power 208V 60HZ 1 Phase

3
3
3
3
3

3411

001
6550
7360
9043
9053
9902

Mag. Tape Unit and Contr.
Seven Track
S/370 Control Attachment
Blue Covers
Blue Take-Up Reel
Power 208V 60HZ 1 Phase

1

Description

Ctl
Attah

Qty.

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

FINANCES
The financial support of the Computing Center must
come from the users of the Center in all Areas of Administrat;on .

Academics, and Research.

The financial goals of the
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Cen ter are:
Goal 1.

To maintain by 1983 enough computing
business that will produce twenty percent
more income than expenditures.

Goal 2.

To reduce the unit c ost of computing by
1986.
POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

In order to maintain users to support the Computing
Cen ter the image of the Computing Center and the ability of
the Computing Center to provide first class services must be
proj ected positively.

Thus positive image goals are:

Goal 1.

To publish a complete yearly updated
bibliography of available computer programs
by 1983.

Goal 2.

To distribute bibliography to users and
potential users of the Computing Center
on a yearly basis.

Goal 3.

To provide yearly seminars for all potential
users on the capability of the Computing
Center.

Goal 4.

To provide selected tours of the Computing
Center to potential users.
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DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS
LONG-RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 1981 - 1987
I.

INTRODUCTION

The Athletic Program was developed to provide an
opportunity for students with above average skills in sports
to s atis f y their competitive needs against similar students
fr om other institutions with similar goals and objectives.

The

maj o rity of the students on athletic teams were recruited for
the ir sports ability and skills; however, a small percentage
were persons who desired the chance to compete successfully
at a varsity level of competition, even though they were not
high ly sought after for that purpose.
Athletics should be regarded as an integral part of the
total educational establishment, because it provides an
opportunity for a segment of the institutions population to
engage in a learning process which, is unique to the participant s total development, and it also provides an opportunity
for t he total school population to gain worthwhile experiences
as spectators.
The goals and objectives of the department are compatible

with t hose of the University's in general, but are be i ng sought
hro ugh physical competition.

It is felt that these experiences

unde r stress conditions provide an opportunity for character
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development which is un-paralleled in any other discipline;
consequently, athletics and athletic competition prepare

for

life.
The Department of Athletics' Long-Range Development Plan
is presented in narrative form with supporting documentation
wh ich includes charts, tables and other listings.
This report will address seventeen areas.

Those seven-

teen areas will be presented in the fol~owing order:
duction,

(2) Historic~l Background,

Mi ssion,

(4) Organization,

Systems,

(7) Program~ (8) Staff,

Equipment,

(3) Purpose, Role, Scope and

(5) Administration,

Operation Care,

Inter-Institutional Cooperation,

(6) Management

(9) Physical Facilities and

(10) Clientele Served,

(1 2) Students:

(1) Intro-

(11) Student Success Programs,

(13) Finance,

(14) Intra- and

(15) Positive Image Building,

(16 ) Philanthropic Development, and (17) Goals.

II.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The first intercollegiate contest on record was in 1902
when Wiley and Prairie View played a football game in Marshall,
Texa s.

The score of this game was 7-0 with Prairie View the

winning team.

Athletics formally began at Prairie View State

Normal and Industrial College in 1915.

The goal at that time

wa s to build strong bodies and alert minds and to give every
student who wanted to participate, an opportunity

to develop

hi s athletic ability and compete in an a \ ?letic _program at the
inter -collegiate level.

Prior to the year 1915, the total

a ctivity program was centered around army type drilling exercises
and spontaneous team sports which included football, baseball,
and r aces.
The first athletic program included three sports.
we re football, baseball, and tennis.
wi th very limited resources.

They

The program was initiated

The football field was located

at t he site where the Memorial Student Union is presently
loca ted.

A section of it was used for baseball.

The tennis

court s were located at their present site behind the Harrington
science Building.

The first gymnasium was built in 1937

and was intended for the following purposes:

(1) basketball,

(2) p hysical education, and (3) social activities.

The football

stadi um was rebuilt in 1951 at its present location with a cinder
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track for competition.

This track was one of the finest

tr acks in the Southwestern Athletic Conference and for
many years was the site of all the conference track meets.
The development of the Athletic program parallels
very closely to that of the Southwestern Athletic ·conference
whi ch was founded in 1920.

Five Texas colleges made up

the founding members, they were, Prairie View, Paul Quinn,
Sam Houston, Bishop, and Wiley.

The purpose of the

conference was to coordinate the intercollegiate athletic
programs of the five member schools.

Dr. E. B. Evans, of

Prairie View A&M College was one of the persons instrumental
in the formation of the conference.
The first two sports sponsored by the conference
were football and baseball, with the first championships
be ing played in 1920.

In 1922, basketball was added and

in the early thirties track and tennis were added.

In the

196 0's golf and women track were added to the athletic
program.

Ten sports are presently sponsored by the

university they are football, basketball, track (men),
track (women), golf, tennis, basketball (women), cross
country (men), and cross country (women), and baseball.
The University has been guided over the past fifty
years by a number of different coaches, who were given
the title of head coach.

This designation was made

because they had the responsibility of coaching all the
sports in the program.
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In the late 1930's Sam Taylor was head coach and he served
until 1942.

Dr. Leroy T. Walker was head coach in 1944-

1 945, and he went on to be the head track coach in the
1 976 olympic games in Montreal.

The legendary

Ni cks became head coach for 1946-1948.

w.

J. "Billy"

He stepped down

f or the 1~49 season which was coached by Fred "Pop"
Long, and the 1950 season was coached by Jimmy Stevens.
Coach Nicks returned in 1951 and won ten (10) Southwestern
Athletic Conference championships and five national championships before his retirement from coaching in 1965.
Coach Nicks began appointing head coaches for various
sports in 1953.

Football coaches since the year 1965

have been Hoover Wright, Alexander Durley, James Hillyer
and Theophilus Danzy.
The basketball program has always been very successfu l and extremely important to the total program.

Listed

be low are the coaches who have directed the program and
the dates of their leadership:
1953-54

Thomas Williams

1954-55

Jack Mitchem

1956-69

Leroy Moore

1970-73

William Coffield

1974-78

Elwood Plummer

1979-

Calvin White

During the period between the 1956-69, the basketball
team won two conference championships and two national championships.
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The records of all athletic programs need additional
r esearch, but many names can be tracked to the Athletic
program, such as, Charles Lewis (tennis), Hugh McKinnis
(track), Barbara Jacket (track), Martin Epps (tennis and
golf).

Additionally, many gr~at athletes have contributed

t o the program.

Some of the most recent athletes of

note have been Ken Houston, Jim Mitchell, Otis Taylor,
Sam Adams, Clarence Williams, Clem Daniels, Zelmo Beaty,
Debra Sapenter, Pat Jackson, Essie Kelley, Evans White, and
many more.

III.

PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE, MISSION

The purpose and role, scope and mission of the
University are presented in the general university report.
All areas in the Athletic Department reflect the purpose
and role, scope and mission of the University.
The purpose and role of the Athletic Department
is consonant with that of the University in that it embraces
the concept of providing Intercollegiate Athletic
opportunities for all citizens without regards to •race,
creed, color, sex, religion, or physical handicaps, and
of major concern to the Athletic Department is the
population of the entire State of Texas.
The department serves society by preparing individuals
for citizenship in a free society.

As one of its basic

re sponsibilities, the Athletic Department provides service
to the community and nation, and through quality programs,
leaders are produced who assume responsible positions in
society.
The mission of the Athletic Department is an
outgrowth of the accepted mission that governs the
university.

It has been developed to identify missions

of the department as it r ·e lates to the individual, society,
knowledge, leadership, and quality.
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A major mission is the awareness of human potential.
Every athlete has the potential to succeed.

In order to

attain that level of human potential, the mission includes
means to develop a positive mental attitude and a program
that will allow for academic, personal-social, and career
suc cess.

The Athletic Department, in order to meet the

need s of the individual, has as its mission the following:
1.

to provide a program of the highest quality
for the individual regardless of race, age,
creed, color, cultural distinction, physical
handicap or national origin;

2.

to provide an environment where students
may achieve optimal intellectual personal,
social development, and physical development;

3.

to prepare each student with skills to
successfully compete at the highest possible
level.

4.

to develop character in each individual for
life in society; and

5.

to assist students in becoming leaders and
responsible citizens.

The Athletic Department recognizes that a very
impo r tant part of its total mission is directed toward
the i ndividual and is aware that it must fulfill that
aspect of its mission.
The mission as i t concerns society is deeply interwoven with the University's mission that recognizes that
it f unctions as a racially and culturally integrated
coeducational university with a primary emphasis on the
di sadvantaged, culturally distinct, and low-income
students.

It is designed to provide a quality athletic
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advancement of our free society and to the continued
progress of our civilization.

Additionally, the

Department of Athletics has as its obligation the provision
of a wholesome physical and economic environment.
Leadership for all students in athletics is
delivered through a continued effort to provide the most
qualified and productive coaches _possible in all the
sports

programs under its governance.

The programs are

continually updated in order to include the most recent
d evelopments and are current with the contemporary trends
at state, national, and international levels.

Services ·

such as tutorial programs, advisement programs, enrichment
experiences during travel, and counseling services are
necessary to provide those forces, ideas, and systems
which will foster constructive and positive action in
student athletics.
Affiliation will national organizations, successful
athletic programs, student achievement, eminence of
gr aduates, the excellence of facilities, adequacy of
funding and high impact on society are all missions
ac ceptant of the Athletic Department in its continual
effort for excellence in our educational program.
The goals of the Department are three-fold:
(1) instruction,

(2) intercollegiate competition, and

(3) public service.

The instructional program is

desi gned to prepare the athlete for competition at the
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intercollegiate level and to be capable and productive
in t heir chosen sport.

Through intercollegiate competition

the athletic program seeks to successful compete with
other universities on the state, national, and international levels.

The public service aspect is directed

toward serving as many of the out-of-school youth and
adu lts as possible through conferences, institutes, and
sho r t courses in order to develop more enlightened citizens
as functioning units in the mainstream of American society.

IV.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The organizational structure of the Athletic
Depar tment is designed to carry out the purpose and mission
of t he University through the accomplishment of the specific
mis sion, goals, and objectives set forth by the University,
for the Athletic Department.
The Athletic Department is a major unit of Prairie
View A&M University and the chief administrative officer
is t he Athletic Director.
The organization of the Athletic Department is
presented in the following charts.

The "line" structure

of t he Athletic Department consists of the Athletic
Director and the head coaches of the nine competitive
athletic teams sponsored by the University .
The organizational charts of the Athletic Department
which are herein included are as follows:
Chart

I:

Chart

II:

Chart III:
Chart

IV:

Chart

V:

Organization-Athletics (Position)
Organization-Athletics (Position-Personnel)
Organization-Athletics (Programs)
Organization-Athletics (Functions)
Organization-Athletics (Student Organizations)
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CHART I
POSITION

CHART II
POSITION-PERSONNEL

CHART I I I
PROGRAM

CHART IV
FUNCTION

CHART V
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
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Administration
The administration of the Athletic Department
is carried out through existing university policies.

These

are identified in the universi·ty report on organization
·
and
Administration.
Special policies in the Department of Athletics and
the policies of the individual sport programs are as follows:
1.

Personnel
Personnel in the Athletic Department includes
two categories:
coaches and support staff.
All personnel in the College are governed by
the administrative structure of the Department
of Athletics.

2.

Fiscal
Each of the nine sport programs in the Athletic
Department is provided with funds generated
from gate receipts, student fees, or through
philanthropic development. The Athletic
Director is the chief administrator of all funds
in the Department, and is accountable to the
Office of Fiscal Affairs.

3.

Property and Inve·n tory
Each Athletic Team is responsible to the
Athletic Director for its own inventory of all
property, equipment and supplies. The Ath~ etic
Director is responsible to the vice-president
for Fiscal Affairs for all property.

Programs
The athletic committee formulates and coordinates all
policies relating to the athletic program, such as budget,
athletic schedules, affiliation with conferences and natural
organizations, new athletic programs, and the general
operative of the department.

The head coaches of each
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sport forms the Internal Administrative council which aids
in the administration of the department.

The implementation

of all policies is the responsibility of the Athletic
Director.
Roles and Functions of the Athletic Director and Coaches
The administrators of the athletic program consist
of the Athletic Director, and the head coaches of each
sport.

The Athletic Director is the chief administrative

officer whose responsibility is to plan, manage, implement
and evaluate all programs, coaches, staf~ budgets,
t

'

facilities, public service programs, and developmental
programs.

Head coaches of the various athletic teams

have the primary responsibility of coaching.

Coaches

must assume their share of the overall functions of the
department by serving on committees and carrying out
various assignments as delegated by the department
University.

Staff members

or

have the primary responsibility

of facilitating the athletic program and includes
equipment managers, athletic trainers, clerical working,
facilities coordinators.

V.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The management systems used in the Athletic
Department are designed to have the Athletic Director
become a more effective manager of the Athletic Department, and to have each coach become a more effective
manager of his or her sport.

The systems are designed

to allow all personnel within the department deal with
complex problems which arise on a daily basis.

The

systems also permit everyone to become aware of the
multiple facets which characterize important management
problems.
The following systems have been adopted by the
Athletic Department and steps are being taken towards
complete

implementation of those systems most suitable

for athletics.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Management by objective
.
Planning, Management, and Evaluation
Zero-Based Budgeting
Cost Effectiveness/Productivity
Zero Def ects
.
Performance, Planning and Me~it Evaluation
Performance, Evaluation, Review Techniques
Critical Path Method
1
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VI.

PROGRAMS

The Athletic Department sponsors varsity participation
in ten sports:

football, basketball (men), basketball

(women ) , baseball, golf, tennis, track and field (men ) ,
track and field (women), cross country (men), and cross
country (women).

The teams compete in the Southwestern

Athletic Conference, which is made up of seven schools:
Jackson State University, Alcorn State University,
Mississippi Valley State University, Southern University,
Grambling State University, Texas Southern University, and
Prairie View A&M University.

The Athletic Department

holds membership with the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, and the National Intercollegiate Athletic
Association.
The program is designed to allow and seek out
competition at the state, national and international levels.
It is extremely important that coaches develop teams
that are competitive for conference and national championship,
and develop individuals who are sought after by professional
teams and who

are capable of being represented at the

international level in such activities as the olyrnpics.
A vital portion of the athletic program is its
recruitment program.

This is the process of gaining young
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men and women into the athletic program from high schools
and junior c~lleges.

The entire coaching staff participates

in recruiting; i t is a year-round process, and takes place
both in-state and out-of-state.
Public service is an ever present program in the
Athletic Department.

The Director and all of the coaches

are invited to participate in workshops, institutes,
conferences, act as consultants, and provide information
services and direct clinics.
Sports information is a very important support
service in athletics.

Its function is to provide both

pre- and post-game publicity, provide statistics on daily
and annual bases, seek funds for the department, prepare
brochures and fact books, aid in recruitment, and develop
a positive image of the

department.

VII.

STAFF

The athletic coaching staff is composed of nin e
persons who direct the ten sports sponsored by the
department.

There are eight men and one woman on the

coaching staff, all of whom have their Master's de g ree i n
Physical Education with one exception, and he holds a
doctorate.

Football is coached by seven male coaches and

each works with one of the spring sports of his interest.
The basketball coach does not coach a spring sport, b u t
works with the National Youth Sports Program in the summer .
Recruitment and Selection
Recruitment of coaches begins at the departmental
level.

Announcements of coaching vacancies are directed

to Athletic Departments of universities who offer progr a ms
in the area needed, to professional teams and to coaches
in the field.

Faculty members and the administrators

also supply names of qualified prospective coaches.
Unsolicited applications are received from indiv iduals
seeking coaching positions.

Prospective coaches must

complete an application and forward to the department
· letters of recommendation, transcripts and other support
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information for departmental action.

The department

reacts to the candidate and if selected, the Athletic
Director recommends through proper lines of authority,
the candidate to the President for final appointment.
Development and Retention
The Athletic Department encourages the professional
growth of all its coaching staff since a well-qualified
staff is required to reach the objective of the program.
Development leaves are recommended for individuals who
seek in service education, at clinics, workshops, and
professional meetings.

Financial assist~nce is •made

available to coaches to pursue this training.

All coaches

are encouraged to attend professional meetings and inservice conferences to keep abreast of current coaching
trends in their respective areas.
Rewards and Recognition
Rewards and recognition are both internal and
external.

Recognition of the effectiveness of the coaches

and staff is in the form of special awards and recognition,
·
upon presentation of evidence
merit raises, and promotion
of meritorious service.

Service awards, success profiles,

andb anquets are some add1.·t1.'onal internal recognitions
the coaches receives .
ecognized by the conference
Athletic personnel are r
ich the University holds
and national organizations in Wh
t the local, state
membership; they serve on committees a
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and national levels and are recipients of a variety of
awards including excellence awards, public serviqe awards,
and coaching awards.
Retirement
The Department of Athletics is governed by the
Administrative Policy on retirement adopted by the Texas
A&M University System.
Employment in any department is predicated upon
the individual's mental and physical abilities to perform
satisfactory service.
employee has (a)

Retirement will occur when an

reached the mandatory retirement age,

(b) elected to take early retirement under provisions of
the Teacher Retirement System or Optional Retirement
Program, or (c) sustained disabilities preventing continued
active employment.

VIII.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The administrative offices, dressing rooms, lecture
rooms, showers, swimming pool, first-aid and trainers
facility, basketball courts, and instructional areas are
housed in .the gymnasium complex which has 116,000 square
feet of space.

The two gymnasiums house all of the

athletic teams of the University.

Additional facilities

are available for visiting teams dressing.
The football stadium will seat 9,000 persons and
has a press box with field phones, space for 25 press
people, and a loud speaker system.

The playing field is

of regulation size, and is attractively maintained.
The track surrounds the football field and is
presently being completely rebuilt.

Upon completion, it

will be the finest track facility in the southwest.
The baseball field is regulation size, and provides
two standard size dugouts for players.

The facility is

completely fenced with a four foot high chain-link fence,
and a backstop chain-link construction that is 30 feet
high.

comfortable bleachers will seat 300 baseball

fans.
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The tennis facilitieshave three concrete courts for
competitive purposes, with judges stands at each court.
A

ten foot back stop is behind each court with a three

foot high chain- link fence on the sides.
The golf team does not have a golf course on campus,
but has a working relationship ~ith the Hempstead Country
Club, Bear Creek Country Club, and the Texas A&M University
Golf course.
The cross country teams have a three and one-half
mile course for women and a six mile course for men.

The

courses are marked with flags for directional purposes.
The entire area is covered by running on a dirt surface
to prevent skin splints.
The training room is equipped with three training
tables, a whirl pool, deep penetrating therapy machine,
moist packs, and weights for rehabilitation.

In addition,

owens-Franklin Health Center has a complete training
room with the latest and most up- to-date equipment.
•While most of the equipment used in the Athletic
Department is expendable, the athletes have ayailable
the very best equipment on the market for sports competition.

IX.

CLIENTELE SERVED

The Athletic Department recognizes. that in order
for its programs to be successful, athletes

of the

highest quality must be recruited and become a part of
the ~otal program.

The department is aware that the

program is designed to serve the needs and further
develop the abilities of those student athletes wh o
parti ci? ate in the various sports.

The basic needs

of p2rsons who :'lave a s k ill level that dictates t h e i r
participation in varsity athletic programs are varied
and complex.

The athlete must compete against individuals

who have basically the same skill levels.

They need to

be a part of a program that will develop the character,
morals, and value system of the athlete for life in
society.

The athletes that we serve come from many

diverse and varied backgrounds.

Basically, they are

black, rural, and economically disadvantaged.

However,

a large number are drawn from large urban areas and
reside in the inner-city.

They have a very high skill

level and can participate in more than one sport.
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The Athletic Department also serves the University,
alumni, and athletic fans in that they are the spectators
who support and view the athletic contests throughout
the year.

X.

STUDENT SUCCESS PROGRAMS

Success Development Programs for student-athletes

at Prairie View A&M Universi'ty a r e roo t e d in
· Operation
Success.

Operation Success is based on the philosophy

that each student admitted to the University has the
potential to succeed.
The complete educational and athletic experiences
of the student-athlete at Prairie View A&M University are
designed and implemented to help them keep the status to
which they were born, namely:

THEY WERE BORN TO WIN!!!

THEY WERE BORN TO SUCCEED!!!
The University recognizes that many studentathletes who are admitted

may have academic, social,

cultural, vocational, or economic handicaps.

There are

student-athletes admitted, however, with handicaps which
cannot be corrected so that he/she can achieve success.
Each student-athlete does have the potential to succeed.
Operation Success is based upon the philosophy
that the University will organize its human and material
resources into such systems that will maximize the academic,
personal-social, cultural, and career awareness and
vocational attainment of each student-athlete enrolled.
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Operation Success is also based upon the

philosophy
that it is important for the student-athlete to enroll
at the University, but it i s ~ ~ important that
· he 9!_ she graduates~ the University with a wide
variety of new experiences and high level achievements
in academics as well as athletics.
Academic Success
Academic Success is the first priority for the
student-athlete at Prairie View A&M University.

The

University is totally committed to the production of
academically, technically, and professionally productive
people.

For the student-athlete academic success is a

necessary prerequisite for success in his/her chosen
athletic endeavor.

An academic success program has been

designed for the student-athlete.

Let us review the

academic success model for the student-athlete.
1.

What are the elements of an Academic Success
Program for the student-athlete at Prairie
view A&M university?
a.

Philosophical and Behavioral Modification
Commitment to -Academic Success.

b. · Basic Academic Competence.

2.

c.

Advance content and Professional Competence.

d.

Commitment to and attainment of high academic
standards.

Philosophical and Behavioral Modification
Commitment to Academic Success.
Each student-athlete who seeks acad7mic success
;losophical and behavioral
h.
must ma k ea p
.
modification commitment to academic success.
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Th~ individual must believe with all h i s
being that academic achievement is his f irs t
and major priority at Prairie View A&M
University. The philosophical commitment
embraces the development and maintenance
of certain personal characteristics such
as discipline,
self-motivation, enthusiasm,
.
commi~ment, concentration, perservan c e ,
maturity, etc.
3.

Basic Academic Competence.
a.

Reading Competence
(To be able to read at least 600 wor ds
per minute with at least 75 % comprehens i o n) .

b.

Writing Competence

-

(To be able to write clearly and correctly
using proper grammar, extensive vocabulary ,
in-depth content and varied styles ) .
c.

Communica~~ on ¥ffecti~ eness
(To be able to communicate in behavioral
terms so that the sender and receiver get
the same message).

d.

Effective Speaking
(To be able to speak clearly and 7uc~inct ly
with correct pronunciation, enunciati o n ,
dictation, tone and style).

e.

Reasoning Ability
(To use inductive an~ deduct~ve logic in
thinking and developing meaning).

f.

Reflective Thinking
(To be able to clearly define . and delineate
blem develop a hypothesis, co l lect,
:n~~;ze a;dd ri~=~~p~e~o~~i:~i~~t~~;;~hupon
meaning an
the facts determined).

g.

Mathematical Skills
able to solve simple and complex
(To be
·th at least 90 % a~curacy .
number problems wi
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h.

Resource Use Competence
(To use the library effectively to use th
the Learn~ng Re 7ource Center, t~ participate
in academic enrichment or tutorial problems,
to own and use text and reference books
to use teachers as academic counselors):

i.

Study Skills
(To a~opt the SQ3R as your official study
technique~ to develop success study skills
and techniques, to establish and observe
industrial study hours).

j.

Classroom Effective
(To attend each class regularly and punctually,
to dress properly, to participate in class
activities.
(

4.

5.

Advance Content and Professional Competence
a.

Know, understand and follow precisely the
required program for your academic major
or degree.

b.

Acquire a broad general education through
elective courses and elective reading.

Commitment to an Attainment of High Academic
Standards

a.

Attainment of minimum university requirement
of a 2.00 GPA with no grades below "C"
every semester.

b.

Attainment •of ,. a position on the academic
honor roll each semester 'with a 3.00 GPA
and no grade below "C".

c.

Attainment of graduation with honors from
the university with a 3.00 GPA and no grade
below "C".

d.

Maintain a record of the grades and grade
points earned in each course.

e.

Repeat courses in which you have not
achieved a success grade.
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Personal/Social Success
The personal/social aspects of a student-athlete
are possibly his/her most important possession.

Athletic,

academic, or technical proficiency cannot replace personal/
social success.

The development of personal/social success

patterns in the student-athlete are primary concerns at
Prairie View A&M University.

The following concepts have

been developed to assist the student-athlete in acquiring
the kinds of positive personal/social success patterns
required for individual fulfillment:
1.

Philoso hical and Behavioral Modification
Commitment to Personal Social Success.
Each person who seeks personal/social success
must make a philosophical and behavioral modification commitment to personal/social success.
The individual must believe with all his
being that personal/so~ia~ achievem 7n~ is_
his first and major priority at Prairie View
A&M University.
The philosophical commitment
embraces the development and maintenance of
of certain personal ~har~cteristics.such as
discipline, self motiv~tion, enthusiasm,
commitment, concentration, perserverance,
maturity, etc.

2.

Believe in a Supreme Being
Derive your personal/social goals from a
source which is above all. Using the tenets
of your religion to set out the basic for
your personal/success program.

3.

Physical Health Success
.
.
lth tandards established for
Always maintain hea
s
of health care·
Establish a program
·
your age.
.
( 2 ) diagnostic/prescriptive
(1) preventat7ve, Practice good personal
and (3) remedial. .
'd illegal drugs,
hygiene, stop smo~ing, av~~d unwanted pregnancies.
prevent veneral diseases
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4.

Mental Health Success
Emotions are to be u d t
not disadvantage
Lse
o your advantage and
·
earn to understand and
manage: worry, fear, insecurit
.
frustration host'l't
.
_Y,
anxiety,
1
1 Y, reJection
loneliness , ' depres sion,
·
' hate
, anger,
nervousness,
etc.

5.

Economic Success
Understand the na~ure of money and effective
money management in your life. Establish a
budget. Work to earn money. Learn to save.
S~end only_for essentials. Always pay your
bills on time.
Establish and maintain a good
credit rating.

6.

Value and Value Clarification
Establish a Personal/Social Success value
system based upon the Judeo-Christian Tradition
or some other human belief. Constantly
clarify your behavior in terms of these values.
Maintain integrity, honor, character, and good
reputation.

7.

Property and Property Care
Develop a high regard for property, whether it
is your property or the property of your fellow
man. Take care, preserve and protect property.
Do not steal property and ·if property is found
retrun it to the owner or property authority.
Keep property clean and in good order or state
of repair.

8.

Dress and Social Behavior
Determine what is proper dress for the setting
in which you may find yourself. Profanity,
stealing, guns, knives, and.other harmful
items are not a part of social success.

9.

Cultural Development
Participate personally or vicariously in a
broad program of cultural ~evelop~ent. Get
to know and experience a wide variety of
· art, music, languages, dance,
expressions in
theatre, etc.
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10.

Recreation and Worthy Use of Leisure
Develop hobbies and expand your talents to
make worthy use of your leisure.

11.

Male-Female Relationship
Learn to have wholesome, positive male-female,
femal~-female, male-female relationships.
Practice the golden rule in male-female
relationships. Avoid using your friends for
yourself, or in a selfish manner. Distinguish
between love and sex. Distinguish between
friendship and intimacy. Learn how to function
in male-female relationships so that the
maximum positive qualities in both parties
are produced.
In a successful male-female
relationship both persons are always winners
and no one person in the relationship is
ever the loser. Whenever a relationship exists
where one person is a winner and the other is
a loser or both persons are losers then the
relationship is non-successful. When both
persons are successful and are winners together,
then the relationship is a success.

12.

Current Events Knowledge
Maintain an up-to-date knowledge of current
events in University, community, state,
region, nation, and international affairs.

13.

Personal and Group Interaction
Maintain a positive image and interaction wi~h.
self. Avoid self "put down" and self denun<;=iation.
Remember you are the most important p~rso~ in
the world. Let your light shine. Main~ain
positive group interaction with othe:s in_y~ur
fa.mil, among friends, with other_unive:s 7ties,
with ;ther races, in politics or in religions.

14.

Leadership and Fellowship
. b th leadership and fellowship activities.
Engage
inbe o a c h'ie fas well as learn to be an
Learn to
indian.
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15.

Be a good citizen and obey the laws
Support your university, support your community
your ~tate ~nd n~tion. Avoid any conduct or
behavi~r which will break the rules of the
comrnun 7ty and result in your suspension or
expulsion.

Career Success
The selection of a career choice is an important
endeavor for the student-athlete at Prairie View A&M
University.

For the student-athlete, selection of an

alternate or second career choice is as important as the
selection and commitment to a primary athletic field.
Professional athletic careers are generally short and it
is important that the student-athlete be assisted in
making a wise and meaningful second career choice.

The

following concepts are presented to the student-athlete
to assist him/her in selection, preparation for, entrance,
and rapid advancement in either a primary or secondary
career choice:

1.

Select a major career field compatible with
your interest and potentials and get to know
other closely related career fields.

2.

Develop a broad knowledge of your career field
and keep up with current occupational outlooks.

3.

Know the personal and social qualities of leaders
in your career field.

4.

Establish a program to develo~t~e perso~al,
social, · and professional qu~lities required
of leaders in your career field.

5.

Use the Career Education and Placement Center
to broaden your knowledge of your career choice.
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6.

Participate in Student Center Workshops and
Career Festivals.

7.

Enroll in courses which provide broad career
insight.

8.

Participate in a wide range of visitations to
jobs represented by your career choices.

9.

Engage in summer work experiences and/or
cooperative work experiences in your career
field.

10.

Participate in professional meetings and
activities in your career field.

11.

Develop the qualifications required by tests,
registration, and speical licenses in your
career field.

12.

Establish and keep up-to-date placement
credentials and participate in employment
interviews and employment visitations.

XI.

STUDENTS:

OPERATION CARE PROGRAMS

"Some men have a peculiar abilitiy
to know and to learn; some men
excel others by their ability to
have and to earn; Some excel in
producing things, others in creating
ideas. They need each other; one
is helpless without the other."
-William J.H. Boetcher
Operation Care for the student-athlete at Prairie
View A&M University is based on the premise that the total
development of the individual is a cooperative effort
between the student-athlete and his/her peers, coaches/
teachers, and other members of the University staff.
Operation Care is directed toward providing the kinds
of support mechanisms necessary to achieve the goals
previously outlined in Operation Success.

These support

mechanisms generally transcend the spectrum of academicpersonal/social-career success for the student-athlete
at Prairie View A&M University.
In the area of Academic Success, Operation Care
dictates certain behavior modes for the coach/teacher
of the student-athlete.

All activities within Operation

Care result from recognition of the dignity a nd wor
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of the individual.

The coach/teacher endeavors to

personalize and individualize his/her relationship with
the student-athlete through such activities as:
a.

Knowing the name of each student enrolled
in the class or participating on the team.

b.

Establishing a positive relationship with
the parents and/or guardians of each studen t athlete assigned.

c.

Maintaining a file containing demographic
information such as home address, course
schedule, home telephone number, emergency
notification information.

d.

Maintaining a regular schedule of conferences
for review of academic progress.

Personal/Social activities in Operation Care ar e
designed to promote the personal/social development of
the student-athlete at Prairie View A&M University.
sampling of these activities include:

a.

Emphasizing the positive aspects of the
student-athlete.

b.

Assuming that the student-athlete is
responsible and will respond to an
attitude of trust.

c.

Practicing patience with the studentathletes attempt to learn and practice
positive behaviors.

d.

.
• t e where the studentDeveloping
a clima
h"
lf
athlete can feel fre~ to e~press imse
in relation to conflicts, Joys, and
ambitions.
Assisting student-athletes in development
of a positive value system.

e.

f.

accepting
Ass isting student-athletes in for success
·1d·
plans
themselves and bu7 ing
in line with reality.

A
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g.

Developing in the student-athlete a sense
of respect and admiration for the achievements
of others as well as self.

Operation Care for the student-athlete places
very special demands on the coach/teacher.

Specifically,

these demands require that the coach/teacher:
a.

Practice listening to the student-athlete;

b.

Practice good communication skills;

c.

Identify learning experiences which will
facilitate student development;

d.

Exhibit positive role model actions through
example and counseling;

e.

Develop effective organizational skills.

XII.

FINANCE

Resources
The Department of Athletics is funded through gate
receipts, student fees, and from philanthrop1.·c development.
The total resource fo~ the past five years is $250,000
per year.
Budget Procedures
Each coach submits to the Athletic Director a budget
that reflects the needs of that sport.

The Athletic

Director is responsible for administering the budget and
keeping the expenditures within the allocated budget.
Income Generation
An Athletic fee is charged to every student enrolled
in the University.

This fee is a major source of funding

for the athletic program.

Equally important are the

funds received from gate receipts from football and basketball games, which are the major revenue generating sports
in the Athletic _program.
Each sport is asked to generate some funds through
philanthropic development, and some sports, such aS,
women's track have been very successful in this effort.
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Expenditure

and Expenditure Control

All requests for expenditures are made on the
proper forms and approved by the Athletic Director.

This

procedure enables each varsity sport to maintain control
of the budget, the Department of Athletics follows the
fiscal policies of this University.

XIII.

INTRA- AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION

Intra-Institutional
The Department of Athletics must have a close
relationship with all the academic units and the
support services at the University.

The Department is

dependent upon the services offered by both units, if
it to succeed in producing a program.
The following are some of the relationships existing
between the academic and support areas of this University
and the athletic program.
Tutorial programs are provided for all athletes
as weli as other students.
Physical examinations are provided by the
University Health Service Department.
University publications and the sports
information office provides publicity,
statistics, brochures, and fact books.
Meals for all athletes are furnished by the
food service staff in Alumni Hall.
The Maintenance Department is concerned with
the general upkeep of all the facilities in
the Athletic Department.
.
A very important
wor k'ing arrangement
.
h'is h with
aids
the University Development Office, w ic
. .
f'inance for the department.
in providing
The Registrars Office certifies eligibility of
all athletes in the program.
The potential for employrnen t of athletes
exists in each Department.
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Housing is provided all athlete s b the
Department of Housing.
y
The student Financial Aids Office provides
services_as they relate to Bas i c Educational
Opport~nity Grants (BEOG), Supp lementary
Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) , and
Work-Study program.
Inter-Institutional Cooperation
Intercollegiate athletics is dependent upon a
wholesome relationship with other univers ities and also
local, state, and national agencies.
The

following relationships e xi s t between Prairie

View A&M Univ ersity and other institu tion s and agencies .
The track and football fields o f Waller High
School are available to the Pra irie View
A&M University athletic teams.
The local golf courses allow t h e golf team
to practice and play on their go lf courses.
A friendly and cooperat~v~ rel~tions~ip
exists with all universities wi th which we
compete.
The Nat i onal Collegiate Ath l et~c Association
provides guidance and leadership o f the overall
athletic program.

XIV.

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

The Athletic Department proJ·ects a p o sitive image
to its publics through its outstand1.' n g c oaching staff,
highly capable athletes, and its distinguished alumni .
The staff members hold memberships in leading local ,
state, national, and international organizations in
which they are active participants.
The coaching staff in the Athle t i c Department
has received prestigious honors and recognition, and are
sought after to serve on major cornmi t t ee s in their
professions.

They make important contr ibuti o ns at all

levels.
Athletes in the various academic departments are
excellent ambassadors for the University.

They participate

in a wide variety of activities at all levels and have

.

gained wide accl~im for their participation in athletic
contests at the state, national, and intern a tional levels .
Several teams as well as individuals representing th ese
.
.
0 rganizations,

have been successful in winning nat i onal

and i nternational recognition•
ent serve i n highly
Alumni of the Athletic Departm
Many hold presresponsible positions in the society·
decisions that af f ec t
tigious titles and make important
our nation.
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Projection of the positive image is d o ne
variety of programs or activities

1·

n

through a

h
t e Department .

Departmental brochures, newsletters, news p a per items ,
radio, and television programs are some o f the methods
used for publicizing information on athl et1.·c programs ,
athletes, staff, and alumni activities.
The image building program is funde d from the
departmental budget or special grants wherein funds are
provided especially for publicizing spec ial programs.
Efforts are made to dissemina t e i nformation as
widely as possible so that a variety of individuals,
insti tutions, and agencies are aware of activities
taking place in the department.

Information is disseminated

to individuals at the local, state, reg i o nal, national,
and international levels to include students, faculty,
al umni , friends, and colleagues at other universities
or institutions.

Business and industry , governmental

agencies, philanthropic foundations, learned societies
and other agencies are apprised of department!s activities·

XV.

PHILANTHROPIC DEVELOPMENT

No formal philanthropic development programs exist
in the Department of Athletics.

The Athletic Department

recognizes the importance of philanthropic development
to each sport and to the University in general.
It is the goal of the Athletic Department that
each department have its own Development Fund to meet
some departmental needs which cannot be met with funds
coming from student fees, gate receipts, and gifts.
Although there is a general University Development
Program, the department is organized to meet its specific
needs.

Some specific needs to be met through Departmental

Development Funds include a petty cash fund for entertaining guests of the department, scholarships, loan
funds, student travel, equipment, and awards.
The various teams express a variety of needs and
some teams receive annual gifts, special gifts, and
equipment gifts.

Some teams also receive small alumni

gifts.
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I

I

OAlS

FOR THE

FUTURE

1981~ 1987

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS
GOALS FOR 1981 - 1987
I.

INTRODUCTION

The goals presented in this section for athletics
have been derived after making a study of the history of
athletics at Prairie View A&M University, the present
status of athletics at the University, and the local,
state, and national trends that will impact athletics
during the next six years.

The goals presented are

considered to be pertinent to the maintenance of a
virile program in athletics during the period 1981
through 1987 .
II .

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The records of athletics at Prairie View concerning
its beginnings are limited both from the standpoint of
dates on origin of athletics and the personnel lineage
of the heads of athletics at the University.

In view

of these circumstances , the following goals are established:
Goal 1 :

Goal 2 :

To continue to collect data, oral and
written, on athletic programs and their
origins .
To continue to collect information on
the key personnel lineage .
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Goal 3:

III.

To identify fo~mer faculty members,
alumni, and friends who can provide
information on the history of athletics
at the University.

PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE, AND MISSION

The Athletic Department reflects the
role, scope, and mission of the University.

purpose and
Emphasis

is placed on human potential and that each athlete has
the potential to succeed.

The following goals are

presented for the period 1981-1987.
Goal 1:

To annually evaluate the purpose and
role of athletics at the University.

Goal 2:

To annually review the scope of athletics
at the University.

Goal 3:

To annually review the mission of
athletics to determine if the tenets
of the mission are being fulfilled.

IV.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The organizational structure of the Department
of Athletics is adequate to implement the athletic
program requirements.

The success of the organization

is dependent upon the quality of the administration of
the programs.

The goals for organization and administration

are presented below:
Goal 1:

To make an annual review of the
organization charts and update changes.

Goal 2:

To develop a "Policies and Procedures
Manual" for the Department of Athletics.

To evaluate the organizational structure
annually to ascertain whet~er goals are
- - - - - - - - - - - --t£in fulfilled for athletics.
Goal 3:
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1'1ANAGE!A'...ENT SYSTEMS

Effective management systems 1.·n the administration
of the athletic programs are essential.

The Athletic

Department operates within the guidelines of management
systems adopted by the Univers1.·ty.

Th e f o 11 owing
·
goals

will be the management guides for the next six years:
Goal 1:

To use t~e University management
systems 1.n annual planning for
athletic programs and activities.

Goal 2:

To annually review and assess t~e
management systems being utilized
in athletics.

Goal 3:

To provide workshops for the
athletic staff to increase their
understanding and knowledge of
the management systems.
VI.

PROGRAMS

A viable athletic program is a vital part of an
educational institution.

In addiition to teaching sports-

manship, an athletic program is essential to student
recruitment.

The public service mission of the University

is reflected in the activities sponsored by the Athletic
Department.

Goals for athletic programs for 1981-87

are as follows:
Goal 1:

To have an annual review of all
athletic programs at the University.

Goal 2:

To evaluate all athletic programs on
an annual basis.

Goal 3:

To strengthen all athletic programs
where needed.
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Goal 4:

To ~xpand the varsity sports program
to incl~de soccer, swimming, wrestling,
gymnastics, women's volleyball, and
softball.
VII.

STAFF

The success of an athletic program depends upon
the leadership of the staff.

The athletic staff is

eminently qualified and members have participated in
leadership roles as coaches for Olympic teams at the
international levels.

It is important to keep a

highly qualified staff as we move through the decade
of the 1980's.

The goals for the staff are presented:

Goal 1:

To recruit and select the best
qualified staff possible.

Goal 2:

To develop,reward,and retain a
staff of highest quality.

Goal 3:

To evaluate the performance of the
staff annually.

VIII.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

In order to carry on the program of a _t hletics in
the years ahead, adequate facilities and equipment will

be necessary.

The following recommendations are made for

improvement of existing facilities and equipment aD d
acquiring new facilities and equipment.
Goal 1:

To complete the all-weather
track by 1981.

Goal 2:

To build 8 new layco tennis
courts which are_l~g~ted a nd
have seating facilities.
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Goal 3:

To co~struct a new 25,000 seating
c~pacity football stadium with
lights.

Goal 4:

Complete renovation of thee . t·
faciliti' es.
xis ing

Goal 5:

To air-condition all indoor facilities.

Goal 6:

To construct a new 50,000 square feet
sports arena for wrestling and
gymnastics.

Goal 7:

To provide an 18 hole golf course.

Goal 8:

To construct and outdoor olympic
size swimming pool.

Goal 9:

To construct a baseball stadium.

Goal 10: To provide a soccer field.
Goal 11: To rehabilitate the existing football
practice field and provide an allweather surface.
Goal 12: To renovate the existing physical
therapy room and update equipment.
IX.

CLIENTELE SERVED

The University has long been involved in preparing
youth as outstanding athletes.

As the competition for

well qualified athletes continues, it will necessitate
vigorous recruitment efforts in the future.
Goal 1.

To recruit athletes with high
school averages above 2.00 on the 4.00
scale who have the potential to
maintain an above average scholastic
attainment.

Goal 2:

To recruit the highly skilled athletes,
men and women, principally fr~m the
state of Texas, but not restricted to
the State.
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Goal 3:

To recruit highly skilled athletes
in all areas of athletics.

Goal 4:

To develop the potential of the
minority and disadvantaged studentathlete.
X.

STUDENT SUCCESS PROGRAMS

The Operation Success program is continuously
being implemented in the Department of Athletics.
Student success development is reflected in each of
the programs in athletics.

Continuation of the

success program is dependent upon the following goals:
Goal 1:

To provide activities for wholesome
social development of student-athletes.

Goal 2:

To provide the academic support
systems for athlete to obtain their
academic objectives.

Goal 3:

To prepare student-athletes for
careers in athletics and to assist
them in achieving other career goals.
XI.

STUDENTS:

OPERATION CARE

Retention of qualified athletes is a major concern
of the Athletic Department.

The department continuously

interacts with the athletes to encourage the sense of
"belonging" among them.
Goal 1:

To identify factors which influence
athletes to drop-out of school

Goal 2:

To strengthen the existing program
on Operation care.

Goal 3:

To minimize the drop-out rate of
athletes.
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XII.

FINANCE

A major concern of the Department
of Athletics is
_
the financing of the program.

In order to maintain a

first class program,adequate fi'nanci'ng must be available.
To meet the financial requirements, the following goals
have been set forth:
Goal 1:

To generate more income through
gate receipts from athletic activities.

Goal 2:

To acquire more athletic fees by
assisting in increasing the number of
of students who attend the University.

Goal 3:

To seek more funds through philanthropic
development.

XIII.

Intra- And Inter-Institutional Cooperation

Excellent relations exist between the Athletic
Department and other departments and service areas of
the University.

Other institutions and agencies have

close working relations with the Department of Athletics
which facilitate the athletic programs.

The goals for

the period 1981 through 1987 are as follows:
Goal 1:

To strengthen the present intraand inter-institutional relationships.

Goal 2:

To establish additional relationships
with other institutions and agencies
XIV.

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

The Athletic Department has as a top priority,
positive image building.

A positive image is important

to the Athletic Department as well as the University
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comrnuni ty.

Image building is done through a variety of

means including publications, personal contact,
communications, and through athletic activities with
which the University is involved.

The following goals

are established for positive image building.
Goal 1:

To design an image building
program for the Department of
Athletics.

Goal 2:

To develop public service advertising
through radio, television, and print
media.

Goal 3:

To publish success profiles of athletes
on a regular basis.

Goal 4:

To develop a constituency list for
alumni, officials of business and
industry, athletic organizations,
the lay public, local,· state, federal
agencies, foundations, school systems,
and other professionals.
XV.

PHILANTHROPIC DEVELOPMENT

Because the State of Texas does not support
athletics financially, it is necessary to seek funds
to support athletics form other sources.

Present

funding is from three sources, gate receipts, student
athletic fees, and gifts.

The following goals are

presented:
Goal 1:

To develop a progra~ to_promote
philanthropic contri~utions to the
Department of Athletics.

Goal 2:

To establish a "special gifts"
program for athletics.

Goal 3:

To generate contributions from
foundations, alumni, faculty, st~dents,
businessq and industry to establish
athletic scholarships.
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PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT REPORT
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he Prairie View A&M University Long-Range Development Plan
1981 through 1987

Submitted to
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
For
Reaffirmation of Accreditation

March 1980

I.

INTRODUCTION

This report is a presentation of the long-range development plan of the University Laundry Department.
Basically, the responsibility of the Laundry Department at Prairie View A&M University is to provide laundry
service for students living in residence.

However, since the

laundry is conveniently located between the towns of Waller
and Hempstead which are six and nine miles away from the
University respectively, the laundry also provides laundry
service for the faculty, staff, and departments on campus, and
the communities surrounding the campus.

Dry cleaning and al-

teration services are added features to the laundry program
fo r the convenience of those persons desiring the services.
The laundry is a place where clothing and linens are
properly washed and finished according to prescribed methods.
For clarity, the soiled clothing and linens are also called
laundry.
Dry cleaning is a method of removing soil from wear- ·
ing apparel by using little or no water.

Actually, dry clean-

ing is not dry, because solvents or liquids are used as soil
· a dry cleaning
·
mach;ne
1.·n a similar manner in
removers in
•
whi ch laundry is processed in a washing machine.
Alteration is a method of redoing parts of a garment
for a better fit or it may be that of repairing garments
whi ch have been damaged.
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This long-range development plan consists
·
•
of a historical background of laundry services at th e

university
·
• :

a status report of present organization of the Laundry Depart ment for operation; a focus on trends , ...;d eas, va 1 ues,
and laws that create the climate under which it operates;
and departmental goals for the future.

II.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

It appears that_in the infancy of Prairie View, no
def inite means were provided by the institution for the pro ces s i ng of l aundry for its student body.

The hand iron and

the ironing board were suggested items for a student to include in the list of items to be brought to the campus f or h i s
per sonal use.

As the enrollment began to increase, Prairie

View recognized the need for providing a central place and
equipment to aid the student

with his laundry problems.

bui l ding for this purpose was completed in 1916.

A

The build -

ing with a gross area of thirteen thousand five hundred
.

thi rty six (13,536)

square feet, consisted of a basement, a

fir s t and second floor.

The second floor was e quipped with

wash tubs, rub boards, ironing boards and irons.

This area

and the facilities were made available to students for the
purpose of washing and ironing their personal laundry .

The

aundry equipment for the first floor consisted of a flatwork
roner, two hot head presses, three wooden washers, an exractor and a large tumbler of approximately one hundred
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fif ty pounds (150)

capacity.

There were also a considerable

number of hand irons and ironing boards in this area.

The

purpose of the large washers and the flatwork ironer was to
aid the students with large i terns such as sheets, and the
purpose of the hot head presses was to aid in the pressing of
khaki pants etc.

A very limited dry cleaning area was pro-

vided in the rear of the building consisting of a small cleaning unit without a filter and two steam presses.

The laun-

dry , in its infancy, was under the supervision of a Mr. A. D.
Ewell, Mr. Scye Ewell, and Mr. Weldon Williams respectively.
l

.

In 1922 Ms. Henrietta T. · Farrell was hired as an employee
under the supervision of Mr.

c.

L. Wilson.

On September 1, 1927 Ms. Farrell was named Superintendent of the laundry.
ment in 1956.

The position she held until her retire-

Having been employed as a worker in 1922, she

served the institution for thirty four years.

Ms. Farrell

passed in Dallas, Texas, June 26, 1961 and was funeralized
June 28, 1961.

Mr. D. N. Herndon, who had worked part-time and later
as a full time employee under the supervision of Ms. Farrell,
succeeded her upon her retirement in 1956.

Under his super-

.
was moved to the second
vi sion the dry cleaning opera t ion
flo or and the first floor was utilized for the lau nd ry·
·
f equipment were purchasDuring this period several pieces o
The equipment purchased
ed to enhance the reorganized area.
had a dollar value of approximately $38,89 6 · 32 plus many

pieces of small equipment.
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Mr. Herndon served as 8 uper1.n•

endent from 1956 to 1967 and held the title until August 31 ,
19 68.

During the school year 1966-67 Dr. A.

r.

Thomas be-

came the Uew President of Prairie View A&M University, and in
June 1967 Alandrus Peterson was appointed by Dr. Thomas to
serve as the immediate head of the laundry.

on September 1,

1968 the title Laundry Manager was approved for Alandrus

Peterson and the title Assistant Laundry Manager was approved for Mr. D. N. Herndon.

Mr. Herndon served the institution

fo r thirty five years and retired August 31, 1975.

Mr.

Herndon had been ill before retirement, but became seriously
il l shortly after retirement.

On Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.

November 11, 1976 he was funeralized at the Mt. Corinth
Baptist Church, Hempstead, Texas with the Rev. Roland Hicks
officiating.
Shortly after having been appointed Laundry Manager
some changes were made in plant arrangement to facilitate an
even flow of work throughout the laundry and dry cleaning
areas.

The entire interior of the building was painted a

l i ghter color than in the past.

Approximately $10,000 were

spent for minor equipment and repairs.

During this same

period it was suggested by the President, Dr. A. I. ThomaS,
to make a feasibility study with the possibility of th e construction of a new laundry facility.

The study would be

based on a possible student enrollment of 5500.
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Mr. R.R. Willis owner of the Garland Laundry and Dry
leaners, Garland, Texas and past Vice President of the . National Institute of Laundering was selected to serve as consul tant in analyzing the over all plans for

h
t e new laundry

fa cility.
On February 3, 1972 bidders for the new laundry facility met in the President's Conference Room of the Old Science
Annex Building.

The Fleet Wood Construction company of

Houston, Texas was the lowest bidder with the base proposal of
$6 29,717.00.

The equipment bids were read on the same day.

The American Machinery was the lowest bidder with a base of
$1 72,087.00.

A preconstruction conference was held March 29,

1972 in the conference room of the Director of Physical Plant
Planning.

The purpose of such conference was to bring to-

gether and introduce all interested parties and to discuss
phases required for an orderly execution of the contracts.
The construction of the facility was dated for the first week
in April 1972 and the time limit for completion was nine
months from said date.

on September 10, 1973 the laundry be-

gan a gradual move to the new laundry facility.
III.

PURPOSE -A.t~D ROLE, SCOPE, MISSION

Basically, the role of the Laundry at Prairie View A&M
University is to provide laundry service for st udents living
·n residence.

However, since the 1 aun d ry is located between

he towns of Hempstead and Waller' which are six and nine
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miles away from the University respectively, the purpose of

the Laundry is to attempt to provide the basic needs of the
student body and the entire Uni :7ersi ty.
It is also the purpose of the Laundry to provide these
services at a cost in keeping with the economic background of
many of the students attending the University.

Dry cleaning

and alteration services are added features to the laundry pro-

gram for the convenience of students and other persons desiring the services.
As indicated in this report, the role of the Laundry
i s to provide laundry service for students living in residence.

But the Laundry provides laundry services for the

entire University which includes day students, the various
departments such as, the Hospital, College Hotel, Faculty

Dorm, Alumni Hall, ROTC and any department requesting the
service.

Also, the Laundry provides laundry and dry clean-

ing and alteration service for many faculty and staff personnel and the communities surrounding the campus.
Mission, according to Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, is a body of persons sent to perform a service or
carry on an activity.

rt is, also, a specific task with

which a person or group is c h arge d •

The laundry, having

been charged with the task of providing laundry service for
.nds its mission to 1:e that of
students living in residence, fl.
providing the best possible service, with the leaS t possible
cost to the student.

Sl.·nce these changing times have brought
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with them, changes in the habits of individuals even to the
clothing they wear, another mission of the 1 aundry is to
stay abreast of new technology relative to t h e processing of
the many new fibers and combination

of

fibers appearing on

the market daily.
The laundry also provides part-time employment to
students needing financial aid.

Our mission, therefore, is to

aid the University in any manner possible for the retention of
students at the University.
IV.

ORGANIZATION

The organization of the La.undry Department is depicted
i n chart form to show the staff position and the area (s) of
services the position's work concentration is involved in.
See Chart on Organization.

V.

ADMINISTRATION

In order to utilize maximally the time and energy of
every member of the University, as well as the maximum use
of materials and equipment of an organization, there muS t be
some guiding principles and/or policies to govern its operation.
The Laundry · is organized to be fully operational Mon-

aay

. h a skelton group maintaining plant
t h rough Friday, wit

operations through noon on Saturday•
work assignments by stations
The Laundry Manager makes
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or work areas.
time clock.
sheet.

Regular employees' time is controlled by

Student workers' time is maintained
·
on a time

All student workers are under d'irect supervisor of

regular employees.
The Laundry Department's major role is to provide
laundry services for students living in residence.

Each

student is allowed one bundle per week as follows:
Men

Women

2-Sheets
1-Pillow Case
1-~edspread
7-Pants (Khakis or
Jeans)
3-Shirts
Assorted small item
(Towels, Underwear,
Socks, Pajamas, etc.)

2-Sheets
1-Pillow Case
1-Bedspread
7-Pants (Khakis or
Jeans)
3-Blouses
Assorted small item
(Towels, Pajamas,
Small Rugs, Socks,
etc.)

The limitation of the bundle is in keeping with the monthly
or semester fee paid by the student and at the same time keeping him fairly clean and a chance to change the bed linen at
l east once per week.
A laundry slip is provided at the counter for student
use in listing the laundry i terns to be processed.

The laun-

dry slip is made up in three parts ( 1) the body for recording laundry items and two (2)

stubs.

When a student deposits

a bundle for processing, he retains the bottom stub which
serves as claim ticket.

This stub is to be presented when the

student returns to pick up his bundle.

Each· student is

re-

quired to have an identifying number (Laundry mark) the ident
t ifying number is the initial of the last name and th e laS
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four digits of the social security number.

The laundry slip

serves as an invoice by providing the laundry a list of i terns
to be _processed.

The second stub that remains attached to the

laundry slip is removed, when the student picks up his bundle,
and retained by laundry as evidence that the laundry bundle
has been issued.
The student bundle is not washed as a separate entity,
rather, is washed with as many bundles as the capacity of the
washer allows.

Therefore, each article must be marked in such

a manner that each i tern may be returned to its rightful owner .
After the bundle has been checked in or deposited, it
is moved to the marking area where the i terns are properly
marked, sorted according to color to make ready for the washing process.

For control, the washing is done by lots.

A

depending on the size of bundles may consist of from 30 to 35
bundles.

When these bundles have been checked, those 3 O or

35 tickets are given a lot number and sent to the laundry

office.

In the office the slips are processed as follows•
1.

Arrange in an alphabetical numerical order.

2.

The name of the student, the student number, the
ticket number and last of laundry items are recorded in a ledger.

3.

The date· and lot number is placed.on each slip,
and the bundle made ready to be picked up by
persons in the assembly area.

In the assembly area, the

S upervisor

places a laun-

dry slip over each assorting bin in an alphabetical 0rd er
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equally directed on each side of the sorting table.

After

the garments have been properly assorted and placed into
the bins, a double check is made to ascertain the proper assortment has been made.

Each bundle is wrapped, identified

and sent to the storage area where they will remain until
they are issued.
Preferable, when a student returns for his bundle h e
is to present the bottom stub as a claim ticket.

However,

the bundle may be issued if the student present his I . D.
card.
When the bundle is issued, the second stub is removed
from the laundry slip, the counter operator keeps a complete
record of all bundles issued, by listing the date, name o f
student, the student number and the stub number.

Each stu-

dent is also required to sign the stub that is reta i ned b y
the laundry.
At the end of the day the stubs from the issued bundles are carried to the office where they are posted in the
ledger kept by the office and placed in storage for a limi t ed time as a means of solving some future · problems as a
res ult of students claiming not to have received a bund l e·
The laundry has proposed to have a student bundle ready at
least three working days from the time i t is checked in·
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facil ity is completely equipped to carry out all functions of
the department's role at the University.
Specialized equipment will be required to add the
services of finishing suedes, leather, and draperies.

De-

tail s of selecting ·the appropriate types of equipment and
~eparing specifications for bid advertising and solicting
price quotations are under study at present.

VI.

FINANCE

The Laundry Department is self-supporting auxiliary
activity.

Its budget is based on a careful estimate of labor,

supplies, and utilities, coupled with other indirect expenses
rel ative to plant operations.
Income for the laundry is generated form fees paid by
res ident

students and charges for service to Uni vesi ty de-

partments and other patrons.

VII.

POSITIVE 'IMAGE BUILDING

.
The Laundry Department continually attempts to proj ect a positive image of the University through the following:
1.

Keeping grounds around the Laundry building clean.

2.

Keeping the interior for the building clean and
orderly.

3.

Providing quality service to all patrons.

4.

Entertaining student problems towards satisfactory solutions.
. h'
and maintaining good
Working toward establis ihng University departrelationships with allot er
ments.

5.
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6.

Being prompt as possible in service rendered to
all patrons.

7.

Paying all indebtedness promptly after satisfactory delivery and invoicing.

CHART I

BUDGET REQUEST FROM 1974-79
.

CATEGORIES

1974

1975

Salaries

76,284

Wages
Other Expenses

1876

1977

89,028

91,932

99,648

104,592

111,252

46,384

33,156

33,156

34,000

34,000

34,000

25,332

17,988

20,912

22,352

22,352

22,352

160;000

167,000

1978

1979

Cap'ital Outlay
Equipment
.

TOTALS

148,000

140,172

146;000

'

.

'

156;000

. . .

'

OALS

FOR THE

FUTURE

1981~1987

GOALS FOR THE FUTURE
1981-87
In projecting the future goals for t he Laundry
thought was given to certain impactors which may

serious

affect the

University, thereby, having a considerable impact on the Laundry an it's operation.

Being a service o r iented entity of t he University
·
the
goals listed are essential to the Laundry program and the
clientele it serves.

I.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

Assumming that the legal authority designated to the
University will not undergo a major change f or the next six
years, the laundry with some improvements will c ontinue its'
designated goal as follows:
Goal 1:

Provide laundry service for students living
in residence for a fee paid as p ar t of matriculation.
Also provide d ry cleaning and
alteration services for tho se de s iring such
service.

Goal 2:

Provide laundry, dry cleaning a nd alteration
service for faculty, staff, schoo l s an~
.
departments of the University a n ~ t he_1.mrned1.ate community surrounding the Un1. v e r s 1.ty .

II.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

·
the University
It appears that from its inception,
Accord i ng to
ad in mind the cleanliness of the student body·
document dated August 28, 18 7 9
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'

the Texas A&M Board of
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directors elected for the

II

New Norm,

11

11

Ref erring to Prairie

View," a faculty of two, to be assisted by a cook, a handy
man and a wash woman.
Written historical data for the laundry appears to
be very limited, but being closely allied with other departments and a major source for student employment, a weal th of
verbal information may be available, therefore, the goals are:
Goal 1:

To continue research for any written document concerning the history of the laundry.

Goal 2:

To collect additional verbal information and
pin point if possible, specific dates.

Goal 3:

To identify former students and employees or
persons who has and can give information concerning the history of the laundry.
Implementation Years:

1981-87

III. SOCIAL POLITICAL ECONOMIC IMPACTORS
As an entity of the university, the social, political
and economic impactors affecting the university will have an
adverse affect on the laundry.

some impactors affecting the

university which will have an af feet on the Lau nd ry: increased cost of higher education, limited financial resources
based on student enrollment, the economic status of our country and societies view point in terms of what the role of the
university should be.
After considering the possible impact these issues may
have on the university and ultimately the laundry the following
goals are established:
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Goal 1:

To identify,
if possible , the ne ga t'ives fac .
t ors re 1 ative
to the clientele t he laundry
serves.

Goal 2:

~eview the Laundry's operation i n terms of
increased operating cost as compared to th
cost t~ the clientele and mak e a djustmentse
accordingly.
Implementation Years:

IV.

1981-8 7

PURPOSE ROLE, SCOPE AND MISSION

Basically, the purpose and role of the la undry department is to provide laundry service for students living in residence, but since the university is located be t wee n the towns
of Hempstead and Waller, which are six and nine miles away
from the university respectively, the laundry a l s o provides dry
cleaning and alteration services.

Being conv en i e ntly located

the following goals are established:
Goal 1:

To annually evaluate the pu r pos e and role of
the laundry in light of impacto r s affecting
the university.

Goal 2:

To evaluate the services being o ffered by
the laundry and make what ever c hanges are
necessary to up grade these servi ce s .

Goal 3:

To continually offer these services at th~
least possible cost to the student b~dy with
out sacraficing quality of workmans hip .

Goal 4:

To continue providing part-tim~ e mployment fo:
students needing financial assista~c e a nd pro
vide the kind of leadership tha~ wi ll fo St er
a constructive and positive attitude towa rd
work.

Goal 5:

To continue service to the various s h c o~l~ ,
departments and clientele in the comrnu ~it i es
.
•t
Also po r vide any
surrounding the universi Y·
d ar i s e .
additional services as the nee
Implementation Years:

1981-87
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V.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The organizational structure of the laundry is adequate
to fulfill the needs of programs offered by the laundry.

How-

ever, the goals for the period 1981 through 1987 are:
Goal 1:

To reevaluate each area interms of the effectiveness as it relates to the overall objectives of the laundry.

Goal 2:

To reevaluate each area interms of the quality of work being performed.

Goal 3:

To conduct inservice training programs to
emphasize organizational principles and to
provide a more effective administration.
Implementation Years:

VI.

1981-87

ADMINISTRATION

In order to utilize maximally the time and energy of
every member of the university as well as maximum use of materials and equipment of an organization, there must be some
guiding principles and/or policies to govern its operation·
In keeping with the university efforts to improve
management effectiveness, the following goals are established.
Goal 1:

Goal 2:

To develop and operation manual, consisting
. .
d
s that affects
of written policies and proce ure
the overall operation of the laundry.
.
h t mployees underReview and make certain t a e
.
h
stand the policies directly affectin g t em .
Implementation Years:

1981-87
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VII.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

A management programs which have the capacity of helping an organization become more effective in program planning, budgeting and evaluation and personnel planning is essential in the operation of the laundry.

Therefore, the

following goals are established:
Goal 1:

To utilize a management system (s) inorder
to achieve greater efficiency through effective management.

Goal 2:

Periodically, review and evaluate the effectiveness of the management system utilized.
Implementati.on years:
VIII.

1981-87

PROGRAMS

The programs of the laundry are adequate in meeting the
basic needs of students living in residence and other clientele
which the laundry service.

Inorder to more fully meet the

total needs of the laundry's clientele the followi ng goals are
established:
Goal 1:

Initate a program to properly finish suedes
and leather goods and draperies.

Goal 2:

.
Review
present proce d ures so as to eliminate
.
/
conditions and practices that res ult in lo 5t or
damaged items in the laundry.
Implementation Years:

IX.

1981-87

STAFF

a very limited amount
Staff mem~ers in the laundry have
of

d
.
e ucation.

One person holds a master

degree, one with a
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B.S. degree with work almost completed for the mas t e rs degree.

The thirteen remainding members have high schoo l

e d u cation and

below.
Only a fraction has had work experience o ther than the
Prairie View Laundry and mostly in a given are a .

As a result ,

the following goals are established:
Goal 1:

Encourage each staff member to tak e advantage
of the many educational opportunities offered
by the university including speci al service
programs.

Goal 2:

Initate a regular in service pro g r am for the
purpose of training workers to wo rk in every
area of the laundry and to upgrad e workers
in their present positions.

Goal 3:

Continually utilize student assist ants to
supplement the need for additiona l full time
workers.
Implementation Years:

X.

1981-87

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The laundry program is housed in one single story building (Henrietta T. Farrell Hall)

erected in 19 7 3 an d has ade-

quate space, facilities and equipment to carry on i ts program ·
The major problem facing the laundry · is that, being quite a
diS t ance from the Power Plant, the laundry has to g e nerate its
st eam with the use of one boiler, therefore, th e go al s
established are:
Goal 1:

make p~ans for
Make a f easi'bility study and
. 11 .
boi l er to be
the installation of a auxi
iary _
used when one is in need of repair.
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Goal 2:

~rocure specialized equipment for the finishing of suedes and leathers and draperies.
Implementation Years:
XI.

1982-83

STUDENT ENVOLVEMENT

The laundry, in carrying out its designated goals finds
that there are times when one must work directly with the student.

Therefore, the future goal for the laundry is as

follow:
Goal

To complete and develop guidlines for the
establishing of a student advisory council to
interact with laundry management toward improving services to resident students by
1981-82 fiscal year.

1982-83

Implementation Years:
XII.

FINAJ,JCE

The Laundry Department is a self supporting auxiliary
activity.

Its budget is based on a careful estimate of labor,

supplies, and utilities, coupled with other indirect expenses
relative to plant operations.
Income for the laundry is generated from fees paid by
resident students and charges for service to the university
departments and other patrons.
Based on this fact, i t becomes ;mperative that ade.L.

quate funds be genrated to cover the expenditures for effective laundry operation.
goals are established:

With this in mind, th e following
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Goal 1:

To review each month the profit and loss
statement inorder to compare income with ex penditures.

Goal 2:

Through the organizational str uct ure serious
consideration will be given to th e maximum
utilization of labor, supplies and the con servation of energy.

Goal 3:

As a last resort, inc rease fees a nd charges
for serv ice rendered to uni v ersi ty departments and other patrons in keepin g with
rise in cost of labor, supplies and utilities.

Goal 4:

Plan a program where by new patron s may be
encouraged to take advantage of t he convenience of the laundry facilit y . This may
be done through improving the q uality of work
and making the i _nmediate publ ic aware of the
available services.

Goal 5:

Expand the services to meet a g re ater need of
its patrons.
Implementation Years:

XIII.

1981-87

INTRA-AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL
COOPERATION

Due to the organizational structure of the university
it is essential to the well being of each entity i f a co operative spirit can exist between the various sch o ols a nd
departments.

Based on this assumption, the fo llo wing goals

are established:

Goal 1:

To cooperate with Maintenance Department i~
fulfilling the maintenance needs t ha t can e
performed by that department.

Goal 2:

Offer laundry and other services to other
can be performed b y the
departments which
laundry.

Goal 3:
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Keep_close ties with outside agencies s uch as
repairmen, other cleaning and laundry establishments to keep abreast of new technology .
Implementation Years:

XIV.

1981-87

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

A positive image is very essential to the Laundry as
well as the university.

The laundry continual ly a ttempt to

project a positive image of the university throu gh the follow ing:

Goal 1:

Keeping grounds around the laun d r y building
clean.

Goal 2:

Keeping the interior of the building clean and
orderly.

Goal 3:

Providing quality service to all pa trons .

Goal 4:

Entertain student problems towards s atis factory solutions.

Goal 5:

Working towards establishing and main taining
good relationships with all universit y departments.

Go~ 6:

Being prompt as possible in service rendered .

Goal 7:

Paying all indebtness promptly afte r satis factory delivery and invoicing.
Implementation Years:

1981-87

CHART

II

ESTIMATE D F UNDI NG REQUEST -

1982

CATEGORI ES
Salaries
1
Wages
Other Expenses

1

1983

1984

1981-87

1985

1986

1987

131,433

138,136

145,180

152,614

160,397

168,577

33,138

34,828

33,604

35,318

37,119

39,012

27,564

28,969

30,446

31,999

33,631

35,346

192,135

204,933

209,230

219,931

231,147

242,936

Capital Outlay
Equipment

TOTALS

1 calculated on a 5.1% i ncr ea se a nnually.
2 St i· 11 in
. revi. e w.

